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Abstract

This research involves
of

a

comparison between the perceived implications

increasing economic and political integration in the European

Community, and the actual effects of Community membership for small
and medium-sized

enterprise in Fife.

Chapter One considers the relevant economic and political theories of
international

After
and

integration with regard to the European Community.

describing the nature of industry in Fife, the realities of economic

political integration in the Community

The nature and

are

examined in Chapter Two.

competence of European common policies are assessed,

together with the potential implications of these policies for Fife industry.
The

Single European Market

programme

could affect the Community to

greater extent that all integrative developments in the past.

a

In light of

this, the implications of this programme for industry in Fife are examined.

The results of

This

survey

a

survey

was

of Fife industry

are

examined in Chapter Three.

designed to discover the effects of Community

membership for Fife industry, and the attitudes displayed by businessmen
and

women

towards the

forthcoming changes of the 1992

programme.

Finally, in Chapter Four, conclusions regarding the actual, and perceived
effects of EC

membership for small and medium-sized firms

is clear that the view of the

are

drawn. It

Community institutions, and national and

regional government differs somewhat from the importance attached to
EC

membership by firms operating in

an

i

EC member state.
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Introduction
The

genius of the European Community, conceived both as a
working concern and as a dynamic organism evolving toward a
form not yet clearly discernible, is that it uniquely combines
international, supranational, intranational, and transnational
features.1

The

subject of this research relates to how representatives of small and

medium-sized

the

enterprise in Fife perceive the European Community and

implications of British membership of this organisation for these

firms.

In

light of the theoretical framework of the European Community

(EC), and the vast majority of what has been written regarding the nature
of the

Community, the

scope

significance for industry,
involves

an

of its

common

policies, and their supposed

appropriate method of tackling this topic

comparison of these perceptions with the attitudes of

a

representatives of small and medium-sized enterprise in Fife.

The

approaches of European theory and practice provide

an

overall

'macro-view', predicting and measuring change and development in the

Community from above
structure,

as

if viewing the organisation from the top of its

looking down into its system at the various levels of

aggregation.

At the

apex

of the structure of the Community

are

its

institutions, together with the national governments of the member
states, with the actual balance of

sphere.

Below this stratum

member state, as
At

the

most

well

as

authority dependent

comes

upon

the policy

the regional representation of each

the largest firms, and multinational companies.

disaggregated level in the EC system

are

the private

individuals of the member states and small and medium-sized
1

enterprise.

Claude, Inis L Jr Swords into Plowshares Third Edition (University of London Press,
London, 1964) p!05.

1

The

implications of British membership of the Community for this latter

group

in society

with the

are

examined in this thesis, and compared and contrasted

perceptions of the significance of the Community from the

highest level of its structure, the EC institutions, national and regional
government.

In

Chapter One, the theoretical economic and political foundations of the

European Community

are

examined.

These relate to the overview

perspective of the significance of the EC. A consideration of the economics
of international
international

integration is given, and the relevant political theories of

organisation

are

assessed, given the importance both

have had in the establishment and
structure.
some

areas

development of the Community

Theoretically, international economic integration requires

form of

political coordination between the participating national

governments, and the degree of governmental co-operation should
increase in direct

integration in

proportion to the depth and breadth of economic

a system.

The EC is

a

unique arrangement in the world

The economic and political integration and interdependence

today.

between its member states is far greater

than

other comparable

any

international, regional organisation in the industrialised West, therefore,
the

implications for society in its member states

significant, and apparent that for members of
economic
whether
firms

organisation. However,

or

are

not the effects of EC

indeed

international

In

as

a

are

any

potentially

more

other international

question addressed in this research, is

membership for small and medium-sized

great at the theories of economic and political

integration would suggest.

Chapter Two, the structure of industry in Fife is considered, developing

the

practical background of this research.
2

The political and economic

development of the Community is described briefly, in order that
integrative

progress

in the EC since establishment in the 1950s is

illustrated, thus creating an impression of the potential significance of

membership of the organisation for the participating states. The nature
and

competence of European common policies relevant for Fife industry

are

outlined from

the

perspective of the Community, national and

regional administrations.

The Single European Market Programme

currently underway in the Community, and scheduled for completion at
the end of 1992, should have

industry,

including

small

examination is made of the

important implications for all levels of
and

medium-sized

measures

firms,

included in this

therefore,

Programme, and

their

potential effects for Fife manufacturing industry. Chapters One and

Two

together provide the overview perspective of the EC which will then

be

compared with the attitudes and experience of small and medium-sized

enterprise to the effects of Community membership.

The consequences

of EC membership for manufacturing industry in Fife,

and the attitudes and
assessed

using

examined in
business

perspectives of businessmen and

questionnaire-based

a

Chapter Three.

survey,

women

have been

the results of which

are

The attitudes of representatives of Fife

regarding the Internal Market Project and its possible

ramifications

are

also

considered

in

this

survey,

in order that the

perceived effects of this Programme at each level of the EC structure

can

be

contrasted.

In the final

of

the

Chapter of this thesis, aspects of the comparisons and contrasts

perspective of small and medium-sized enterprise to the

Community

are

drawn out, in light of the view of the Community,

3

national and
such

regional authorities regarding the significance of the EC for

industry in the member states.

4

Chapter 1:
Integration in the European Communities

-

the Theoretical Framework

In

Paris, in May 1950, Robert Schuman, the French Foreign Minister, first

presented

a

plan which included

a

regional organisation, designed to

economically integrate states in Western Europe, and
proposal,

now

known

as

ensure peace.

the Schuman Declaration, cleared the

way

His

for

negotiations with other Western European states, and culminated in the

signing of the Treaty of Paris in April 1951 by the six original members of
the

European Communities, and the establishment of the European Coal

and Steel

Community. Schuman said:

World

peace cannot be safeguarded without
constructive efforts proportionate to the dangers

the making of
which threaten

it.

The contribution which
to

civilisation is

organised and living Europe can bring
indispensable to the maintenance of peaceful
an

relations...

Europe will not be made all at once, or according to a single
general plan. It will be built through concrete achievements,
which first create a de facto solidarity.
In this way

there will be realised, simply and speedily that fusion
indispensable to the establishment of a
common economic
system; and that will be the leaven from
which may grow a wider and deeper community between
countries long opposed to one another by sanguinary divisions.1
of interest which is

This

proposal had been suggested to Schuman by Jean Monnet2 earlier that

month, and its eventual realisation in the form of the ECSC
1

Extract from Robert Schuman's Declaration of 9

was

to

May, 1950, reproduced in Kitzinger,
European Common Market and Community (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London,
1967) p37 - 39.
2
Monnet sent Schuman a Memorandum on 4 May, 1950 which attempted to provide a
solution to the problems of German re-integration into Western Europe, the economic
development and stability, and collective security of Europe in light of the growing Cold
Uwe The

War.

5

provide the basis for Ernst Haas' The Uniting of Europe.
founder of neofunctionalism, which
international

the

developed and added to work

on

integration by David Mitrany, the chief exponent of

functionalism.
international

was

Haas

The

important aspects of these political theories of

integration will be considered in the second part of this

Chapter together with the principles of federalism, also fundamental in
the

political, theoretical basis of the European Community system; the

approach of regionalism will also be assessed with respect to the EC.
However, first the economics of international integration are examined to

develop the theoretical economic basis of the EC against which the
realities of the

Community in practice

can

be

seen

and tested.

1.1 The Economics of International

Integration

Although the integration movement in Western Europe after World War
II

was

were

political, the justifications for international integration in Europe

economic.

resource

With economic

integration, efficiency of production,

allocation is enhanced, thus

and welfare in the

improving economic performance

participating states. Theories of international economic

integration have much in

common

the motivations for economic

benefits of free trade, as

with the economics of free trade, and

integration relate to those dealing with the

El-Agraa explains: "International economic

integration is concerned with the discriminatory removal of all trade

impediments between participating nations and with the establishment of
certain elements of

3

co-operation and co-ordination between them."3

El-Agraa, A M & Jones, A J Theory of Customs Unions (Philip Allan, Oxford, 1981)

Pi6

The

advantages of economic integration include increased specialisation,

because

of

comparative advantage, with time, each region should

manufacture the

products which that location, those available

and other factors would

allows greater

suggest.

resources,

The exploitation of scale economies

quantities of production, at lower unit cost. International

improvement in the terms of trade4 for the

integration

may

lead to

integrating

area

with respect to the rest of the world.

an

With increased

competition in the integrating region, production efficiency, and therefore
economic

welfare, is enhanced.

equilibrium, which

causes

Finally, integration affects the economic

changes in the quality and quantity of factor

inputs of production, and influences the rate of technological advance.

Necessary conditions for economic integration

are

described by Robson

as:

"(1) the freedom of movement of goods and of factors of production; and
(2)

an

absence of discrimination amongst

then defines

negative integration

as

the members of the group."5 He

"...those aspects of integration that

involve the removal of discrimination and restrictions

on

such

And positive

as

arise in the process

of trade liberalization...".

movement,

integration is, "...concerned with the modification of existing instruments
and institutions and the creation of
the market to function

new ones

for the purpose

of enabling

effectively and also to promote other broader policy

objectives in the union."6

Global free trade would maximise economic and social welfare.

global free trade is
4

an

The terms of trade

are

ideal, and unattainable in
described

as

"the international

Charles P & Lindert, Peter H International Economics

an

However,

imperfect world,

price ratio" in Kindleberger,

Sixth Edition (Richard D Irwin,

Homewood, 1978) p20.
Robson, Peter The Economics of International Integration Third Edition
Unwin, London, 1987) pi.

5

6

Ibid

pi.

7

(Allen &

therefore, second best must often suffice.

In international economic

integration, the theory of second best involves the freeing of trade
regional basis,

as

opposed to universal free trade. There

stages to regional economic integration.

demanding form of integration is

least four

The simplest and least

free trade

a

are at

area,

which involves the

removal of tariff barriers between member states, while each
retains the
states.

right to maintain its

Integration in this form

trade barriers

a

can

integration is

free trade

area

from which is divided among
formula

be sectorally based with the removal of
or across

a customs

and

a

common

a

economy.

union, which has all the
external tariff, the revenue

The third level of integration is

market, the stated objective of the EEC.

elements of

the whole

the participating states according to

negotiated between them.

common

partner

unilateral tariff levels against third

only in specific industries,

The next level of

elements of

own

on a

a
a

This bears all the

union, but has freedom of movement for the

customs

remaining factors of production in the region, namely services, capital,
workers, and enterprise.

The stages of integration between

market and the most advanced form of economic
this latter stage

is known

as

integration

a common
are

blurred,

total economic integration (Balassa, 1961),

or

complete political union (El-Agraa and Jones, 1981), and is essentially full
federation between the

total economic
of

a

common

market, below

monetary, fiscal, and related policies.

For complete

control of these policies is vested in the hands of a

authority. The levels of economic integration relate to the degree

federal

economic

also

a common

market, with significant cooperation and coordination

economic union,

of

Beyond

integration, is economic union, which has all the elements

between members in

central

participants.

character

in

international

organisation; with developing

integration between the members, political cooperation must

deepen, and with growing interdependence, the federal character of a
8

regional organisation will increase. (This is explained
Section 1.2 of this

as

fully later in

Chapter)

Common to all the levels of international economic

features,

more

integration

are

three

described by Robson:

...(1) the suppression, in certain matters, of discrimination among
the members; (2) the maintenance of discrimination against
rest of the world in various respects; (3) the conclusion

the
of
agreements among the members that are intended to have a
lasting character, and that limit the unilateral use of certain
instruments of economic

The basic
based

The

on

policy.7

principles of the economics of international integration

the orthodox

theory of customs unions, which is

now

examined.

Theory of Customs Unions

The orthodox

theory of customs unions

refined and added to

was

first espoused by Viner8, and

by subsequent writers, and particularly Meade9, and

Lipsey10. The principles of customs union theory

are

trade diversion, which are used to determine the

welfare,

benefits and losses associated with economic
are

are

trade creation, and
or

efficiency11,

integration. These principles

explained by Pelkmans:
Trade

creation

refers

to

a

union-induced

shift

from

the

consumption of higher-cost domestic products in favour of lowercost production of the partner country...
'

Ibid
'

10

p2.

Viner, Jacob The Customs Union Issue (Stevens & Sons Ltd, London, 1950)
Meade, J E The Theory of Customs Unions (North-Holland, Amsterdam,

1955)

Lipsey, R G "The Theory of Customs Unions: A General Survey" Economic Journal,

1970, 70
11

Pelkmans, Jacques "Economic Theories of Integration
1980, 18, p335.

Market Studies

9

Revisited" Journal of Common

Trade diversion refers to

a

union-induced shift in the

imports from lower-cost external

sources to

source

of

higher-cost partner

sources.12

And, Viner explains the effects of trade creation and trade diversion in a
customs union:

Where

the

trade-creating force is predominant, one of the
least must benefit, both may benefit, the two
combined must have a net benefit, and the world at large benefits;
but the outside world loses, in the short-run at least, and can gain
in the long-run only as the result of the general diffusion of the
increased prosperity of the customs union area. Where the tradediverting effect is predominant, one at least of the member
countries is bound to be injured, both may be injured, the two
combined will suffer a net injury, and there will be injury to the
members

at

outside world and to the world at

A

number of

large.13

relatively restricting preliminary assumptions for the

customs union model exist:

1.

Perfect

2.

Although the factors of production

competition exists in all markets;

member states,

they

are not

fully mobile within the

between them;

3.

Transport costs

4.

No form of trade barrier exists

are

are

ignored;
apart from tariff protection both for

members of the union, and for non-members;
5.

Prices

the costs of

are

determined

by the perfectly competitive markets, and

production plus normal profits only;

6.

Trade is balanced;

7.

The economy

is operating at full capacity, with full employment

and utilisation of the factors of
8.

production;

The member states of the customs union

Robson
Viner

are

Op Cit pl5.
Op Cit p44.
10

are

price-takers.

Before

utilising all of these, and examining the theory of customs union,

consideration must be made of the welfare effects of tariff
of the fundaments of the

protection,

one

theory of customs unions.

The Welfare Effects of Tariffs

A

tariff, which is essentially a tax on imports, levied as a specified ad

valorem

percentage of the imports' value, or as a set value per unit

imported, is

a

form of trade protection. The effects of

a

tariff for economic

welfare, shown in figure 1.1, can be explained by means of a relatively

simple model.

Figure 1.1 The Welfare Effects of

a

Tariff for Production and Consumption

Price

V
D

A

qi

The situation is viewed

C

\

Quantity

*3

initially assuming

no

country, H, and the rest of the world (W).

commodity (M) in H has

no

significant effect

a

small

The demand for

some

tariff exists between

on

the world supply of that

commodity, therefore, the world supply is completely elastic, and is

represented by the line, PWSW. As

11

a

result of this, the domestic price for M

is

equal to the world price, Pw. The domestic demand and supply

are

lines Dh

and Sh respectively.

imports of this commodity

With the introduction of
increases to

Domestic production of M is Oqi, and

therefore equal to

are

tariff, t,

a

curves

on

qiq2-

imports of M, the domestic price

Pw+t, domestic production increases to 0q3, and import levels

decrease to q3q4-

Without

A+B+C+D represent

tariff, economic welfare is greater;

a

the welfare effects of introducing

a

tariff.

areas

Area A

represents the tariff revenue collected by government on imports of M,
and is the volume of

imports (q3q4) multiplied by the tariff (Pw+fPw). The

gain of this is balanced by

price for M paid by

welfare loss

a

producer surplus14 is reduced with

are

lost with the

and C the
overall
is

a

imposition of

result of

a more

expensive

after introduction of the tariff. Area D, the

consumers

production efficiency, and is

as a

a

tariff, this represents

welfare loss for
a

consumers.

a

reduction in

Areas B and C

tariff; B is the production effect of

consumption effect, both

are

"...'deadweight' loss,

an

a

tariff,

element of

inefficiency caused by the tariff"15. Although domestic production

lower with

no

tariff

protection, the tariff introduces inefficiency

distorting the the demand and supply equilibrium by affecting prices. The
tariff distorts

consumption of products and reduces

The additional domestic

production of H,

qiq3,

consumer

and

q4q2,

surplus16.

involves costs

greater than efficiency-maximising manufacture at Pw. Without a tariff,
factors of

production

are

used for the

more

efficient manufacture of goods

other than M at costs closer to Pw-

14

"The net

gain in producer revenue minus cost is often referred to as the producer
surplus." Kindleberger & Lindert Op Cit p49.
15
Ibid pll8.
16
"The area of net gain below the demand curve but above the price line is called the
consumer surplus. The area measures what it is worth to consumers of the product to be able
to buy the cloth at a price lower than the prices some of them would be willing and able to
pay." Ibid p48.
12

The Welfare Effects of Customs Unions17

Customs union

theory develops this model of the welfare effects of tariffs

The customs union is created between two states, home

(H) and partner

(P), with the removal of tariff barriers between them, and

a

third

CET against a

country (W) equal to the unilateral tariff operated by P before the

establishment of the customs union.
customs union for economic welfare

Three
are

examples of the effects of

a

examined.

a) Pure Trade Creation

Figure 1.2 Pure Trade Creation in

Initially country H operated

a

a

Customs Union

unilateral tariff against all other trading

partners, including country P, of PhPw> to exclude all imports of a

particular good, M,

as

shown in figure 1.2, domestic production of this

17

This analysis of customs unions theory is the amalgamation of a number of sources
including Meade Op Cit, Kindleberger & Lindert Op Cit, El-Agraa & Jones (1981) Op Cit,
Williamson, John The Open Economy and the World Economy (Basic Books, New York,
1983), Robson Op Cit, and Swann, Dennis The Economics of the Common Market Sixth
Edition (Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1988).

13

good

was

Oqh,

as was

customs union with

production falls by

domestic consumption.

After creation of the

country P, the price for M falls to PCU/ and domestic
qiqh/

enabling the

more

efficient

use

of

resources

elsewhere, while domestic consumption increases to Oqz, with increased

imports of M from the partner of volume
therefore increased

qiq2-

Consumer surplus has

by PhABPcu, while producer surplus has decreased by

PhADPcu (shaded area).

The overall benefit of trade creation here is the

triangle, ADB, showing the difference between the increase in

surplus and the decrease in producer surplus in the

economy

consumer

of H.

b) Pure Trade Diversion
In this case,

the

common

union is assumed

to

be

external tariff agreed as a result of the customs

approximately equal to the unilateral tariff

previously operated by country H,

as

shown in figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Pure Trade Diversion
Piice

Quantity

q2
Before the customs union, domestic

production of M in H

consumption 0q2, with the difference,

qiq2,

Oqi and

imported from elsewhere and

subject to the tariff, PwPh- Therefore, for H tariff

14

was

revenue

is equal to the

shaded area, EFGH.

After the formation of the customs union with P, the

price of good M does not change, domestic consumption and production
remain

respectively Oqi and 0q2- However, since the costs of production of

commodity M

are

Pcu in country P (as shown from its supply

of this

curve

good, PcuSp), country H no longer receives a tariff revenue of EFGH on its

imports

qiq2,

Hence, the
are

with imports

area,

shifted from

now

coming from P and not subject to

a

tariff.

EFGH, represents the cost of trade diversion as imports
a

welfare loss to both

lower-cost

producer to

a

higher-cost producer at

a

consuming state and lower-cost producing state.

c) Both Trade Creation and Trade Diversion
This

case

is

more

probable after establishment of

a customs

union,

however, the overall economic gains or losses would be the result of the
balance between trade creation and trade diversion in the

new

customs

union, this is shown in figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 Both Trade Creation and Trade Diversion in the Customs
Union

S

P

S,w

0

^2

^3 ^1
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^4

Quantity

In

country H, before the establishment of the union, the price for

commodity M, is Ph, the unilateral tariff is PwPh/ domestic production is
Oqi, and domestic consumption is 0q2- Imports of
revenue

for

country H equal to area ABCD.

union,

customs

a

qiq2 generate a

tariff

After the formation of the

external tariff of PwPcu is introduced.

common

In

country H, the price of this commodity falls by PCuPh to 0PCU, thus

decreasing domestic production to 0q3, and increasing consumption to 0q4.
The

the

imports of M

now come

from P, producing it at cost PCuSp, rather than

cheapest producer, manufacturing at PWSW/ and imports from P

longer subject to

a

tariff. As

PhPcuFA, the tariff

revenue

area,

PhPCuEB, producer surplus falls by

of ABDC is lost, but the net loss of tariff

given the reduction in price, and the increase in consumption, is

the shaded
sum

result of the decrease in price in country H,

surplus increases by

consumer

revenue,

a

are no

rectangle, CDJK. The net welfare effects for society in H

of the shaded

are

the

triangles, AFJ (the production effect), and BEK (the

consumption effect), less the net cost of diverted trade,

Attempts to quantify conditions

necessary

for

a net

area

CDJK.

trade-creating customs

union, enhancing economic welfare, as opposed to an undesirable trade-

diverting customs union, have proved difficult, unless the model is
applied to
been
more

a

specific

put forward18.
numerous

the

case.

However, a number of general conclusions have

The larger the economic

If the average

member states before formation of

a

reduced with the introduction of

possibilities for trade creation

18

be integrated, and the

participating states, the greater the

creation in the union.

states are

area to

common

are greater.

for trade

unilateral tariff barriers of the

customs union are
a

scope

high, and they

are

external tariff, then the

If the economies of the member

similar, and thus competitive, rather than complementary, again

See Viner

Op Cit p51 - 52, Meade Op Cit pl07 -115, Robson Op Cit p 21 - 22, etc.
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the welfare
more

gains of

precise

on

a customs

union

are

potentially greater. Lipsey is

this point: "...the customs union is

more

likely to bring

gain, the greater is the degree of overlap between the class of commodities

produced under tariff protection in the two countries"19. Related to this, if
the

production costs in each of the members

probable savings from
levels in the

more

efficient manufacture

vary

significantly, the

are greater.

If the tariff

potential markets for exports from the customs union

are

higher, then the probability of trade creation within the union is larger,
consumers

will seek the lowest

possible prices. The greater the

range

as

of

protected industries prior to formation of the customs union, the greater
the

potential for increasing economies of scale of production in the region,

and hence the
the scope

more

significant

are

probable welfare gains, and the greater

for large-scale production.

If the members of the union

represent the most significant trading partners before establishment of the
union, the possible economic gains are greater, as Lipsey notes:

country's volume of international trade, a customs
likely to raise welfare the higher is the proportion
of trade with the country's union partner and the lower the
proportion with the outside world...A customs union is more
likely to raise welfare the lower is the total volume of foreign
trade, for the lower is foreign trade, the lower must be purchases
from the outside world relative to purchases of domestic
...given

union is

a

more

commodities.20

And

finally, the

more

varied

are

the tariff levels in the member states

prior to formation of the customs union, the
common

19
20

more

likely introduction of

external tariff will allow net trade creation.

Lipsey Op Cit, p499.
Ibid p508.
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a

Before
the

assessing the economics of free trade

areas

and

common

markets,

shortcomings of the theory of customs unions must be discussed.

Criticisms of the Orthodox

Theory of Customs Unions

Although the orthodox theory of customs unions involves
model, there

are

a

a

simple

number of important problems in its practical

application. First, the effects of economic integration brought about by the
establishment of

a

customs union will dictate the relative losses and

in economic welfare.
account all these

gains

However, customs union theory cannot take into

factors, being limited to an analysis of the static effects of

integration, the once-and-for-all changes in the economic environment
a

result of the establishment of

a

customs

union,

as

as

Lipsey notes:

These welfare

gains and losses...may arise from a number of
(1) the specialisation of production according to
comparative advantage which is the basis of the classical case for
the gains from trade; (2) economies of scale; (3) changes in the
terms of trade; (4) forced changes in efficiency due to increased
foreign competition; and (5) a change in the rate of economic
growth.
The theory of customs unions has been almost
completely confined to an investigation of (1) above, with some
slight attention to (2) and (3), (5) not being dealt with at all, while
(4) is ruled out of traditional theory by the assumption...that
production is carried out by processes which are technically
different

sources:

efficient.21

The exclusion of these

aspects of international economic integration will

affect the

accuracy

union

precision and

of results of studies which apply customs

theory to real world situations. Furthermore, calculation of welfare

studies relating to the EC,

gains and losses is extremely difficult, and

many

for

trade flows22.

example, have concentrated instead
Ibid

p496.
Op Cit pllO -112.

Swann

18

on

Meade23 describes

a

number of limitations of customs union

theory in

practical application. First, he notes that the assumption that changes in
the

production of goods for domestic consumption do not affect economic

welfare

overall

requires

some

Second, the fact that

thought.

no

significance is accorded to the possibility of scale economies in production
because of the customs union

suggests that the potential welfare gains of a

customs union would be underestimated.

for income in the customs union

that the

are

And the redistributive effects

neglected. Finally, the assumption

only form of trade protection is

a

tariff barrier is improbable.

Pelkmans, in his description of the "dichotomy of economic integration

theory"24, also
solely

on

expresses a

a

customs union in the

Spaak Report regarding the establishment of

region of the ECSC.

orthodox customs union

theory offers

no

participating economies, and that

potential scale economies in

a customs

hypotheses
no

a

He refers to the fact that
on

the rate of growth

consideration is given to the

union.

Assessments of trade creation and trade diversion involve

the

theory based

the static effects of integration, and particularly the analytical

deficiencies in the 1956

of the

number of reservations regarding

measures

of

production and consumption effects of tariffs, and Kindleberger and

Lindert25 express
measures.

reservations about the

accuracy

and precision of such

First, changes in consumer surplus, and producer surplus with

respect to production and consumption are measured; but they remark:
"Most trade barriers have

opposite effects

Meade

Op Cit p91 -106.
Op Cit p335 - 338.
Kindleberger & Lindert Op Cit pl21 -125.
Pelkmans

19

on

the material well-being of

different groups, so

that the net effect for all of these

deceivingly small. In other words, trade barriers
within

can

groups can

look

redistribute income

country even more than they impose a net cost on the whole

a

country."26

Second, all trade barriers, including tariffs, require administration and the
associated costs to enforce the
barriers in

trade

a

customs union will free

protection

industries

are

can

not

resources

slow technological

progress,

volumes of

on

no

so on,

Third,

because the protected

production and retain the competitive edge.

competition and

use.

an

unprotected

There is, therefore, less incentive to minimise the

possibility that static analysis, by relying

Fourth,

for alternative

subject to the competitive forces in

business environment.
costs of

protection, thus the removal of tariff

on

fixed

Also, there is the
resources,

perfect

underestimates the changes associated with the

imports and exports after the formation of

a customs

union.

consideration is made regarding the effects of tariff protection

exchange rates. A tariff will artificially undervalue foreign

against domestic

currency

thus making exports

more

currency

expensive for trading

partners, and imports relatively cheaper, thus reducing some effects of the
tariff.

The tariff's removal

the costs of

or

reduction will not

only relatively increase

imports, but will reduce the price of domestically produced

exports and thus affect the demand patterns normally associated with tariff
removal.
Welfare
use,

a

tariff creates displacement costs.

analysis suggests that freer trade allows

more

efficient

resource

in practice, however, the transfer of resources from less efficient to

more

26

Finally, the removal of

efficient

Ibid

production is not automatic,

p!22.
20

nor

is it instantaneous.

Without doubt, there are a number of difficulties in customs union

theory, however, despite these problems,
international economic

other theories

no

integration have such wide appeal

or

utility. This

approach provides the basis for the economics of free trade
common

markets, which will

now

of

areas

and

be examined.

Free Trade Areas, Common Markets and Customs Unions

In the

Treaty of Rome, the establishing treaty of the EEC,

between the member states had to be in

market
of

was

common

research.

the

union

place by the end of 1969. However,

the mechanisms and conditions necessary

place 18 months ahead of schedule.

a customs

for the customs union

After this,

a

Community

were

in

common

objective. Little has been written regarding the economics

markets, but this must be considered in the context of this

Prior to this discussion, however, a brief examination of the

economics of free trade

trade agreement

areas

must be

with EFTA,

undertaken; the EC operates a free

agreement of relevance in business

an

dealings with these states.

The Economics of Free Trade Areas

A free trade

the

area

differs from

a

customs union in two

participant states retain the right to operate unilateral tariffs, rather

than

trade

establishing

a common

external tariff. And, to avoid the problem of

deflection, which will be explained later, the free trade area is

equipped with rules of origin, which
those commodities
are

major aspects. First,

produced wholly

subject to the freeing of trade

tariff barriers.

21

or

are

designed to

ensure

that only

in major part in the free trade

as a

area

result of the removal of internal

Trade deflection, Robson defines as "...a redirection of

imports through the

country with the lowest tariff for the purpose of exploiting the tariff
differential."27 Direct trade deflection involves the
the member state of the free trade

where the

products

origin should
involves the
lowest tariff
then be

origin
must

can

area

with the lowest tariff level, from

be distributed throughout the region. Rules of

that this is avoided.

ensure

import of goods into

Indirect trade deflection

import of intermediate components of products into the
partner state, where these components are assembled and can

distributed, tariff free, to the other members.

are

designed

so

that

a

originate within the

Again, rules of

significant proportion of the finished product
A third problem is production shift,

area.

whereby imports of finished goods into the lowest tariff member state
consumed there, and the domestic

are

output of similar and substitutable

goods is exported to the partner states. Rules of origin relate to goods
wholly-obtained in the
area.

In the

case

area,

and to products only partially-obtained in the

of the former, no difficulties arise, and all such output

subject to the advantages of freer trade in the free trade
the latter

However, for

goods, which have not originated entirely from within the

definition and
area

area.

regulation is

content, or a small

more

complex. If goods with

trade deflection arise.
the free trade

area

in

The maximum levels of
a

no

finished

product

can

area,

free trade

proportion of components originating in the

receive the benefits of freer trade in this area, then

is

area

production shift, and

components from outside

be defined either in terms of

value, the approach taken by EFTA, and initially the EC, or in terms of
process,

the approach

now

used by the EC. For both systems, all imported

goods have to be accompanied by
source;
27

these

Robson

are

a

Bill of Lading confirming the original

checked at border controls.

Op Cit p23.

The Economics of Common Markets

This

area

of economic

integration has not been widely researched in the

literature, however, Robson provides a detailed analysis of the subject, and

El-Agraa28 gives
the

consideration to the model. A

some

common

market is

stage beyond customs union in international economic integration; it

contains all the elements of

of

production

of

goods, but of

common

are

a

customs

union, and in addition, the factors

integrated. This implies freedom of movement not only
persons,

services, and capital.

In order to achieve

a

market, the international organisation must have significant

autonomy of action and authority over the member states in a number of
areas,

level

implying significant federal character in the organisation.
integration has

gone

At this

beyond simple economic integration, and

requires simultaneous political integration; and it is this interaction which
Pelkmans relates to his

dichotomy of economic integration theory: "The

dichotomy of economic integration theory is the counterpart of the
separation of negative and positive integration in practice."29 And at the
level

of

a

removal of

common

market, integration is not only confined to the

existing trade barriers, but requires positive co-ordination and

co-operation. There is debate

as to

whether the EC is

a common

market,

as

yet. Certainly integration has advanced well beyond the level of a customs
union, with

some

federal character to the EC institutions, and significant

positive integration throughout the

years.

This is held by

some

writers to

suggest that the EC is indeed a common market, for example, Swann has
called his book, The Economics

28

Ibid

However the

p65 - 88, and El-Agraa, A M (ed)The Economics of the European Community
(Philip Allan, Oxford, 1985)
Pelkmans Op Cit p335.

Second Edition
29

of the Common Market.
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evidence of this and other research would show that the markets of the

factors of

production

progressed in

policy

areas

economic

Robson

areas

are not

fully integrated. However, integration has

of social and regional policy in the EC, for example,

in which coordination is not necessarily called for in

common

an

market.

explains the potential welfare benefits associated with

common

markets:

At

purely static level, the benefits, if any, to be derived from the
superimposition of a common market upon a customs union are
allocational gains. If, within a customs union, differences subsist
in the marginal social productivity of the different factors in the
various member states, a reallocation of factors then equalizes
their marginal productivities and can increase the income and
welfare of the group. A migration of factors from countries where
such productivities are relatively low, to those where they are
higher, will then be beneficial. This will be accompanied by a
tendency for disparities in factor earnings among the different
a

member countries to be reduced.30

Because the

integration of the markets for the factors of production, and

greater allocative efficiency, the potential welfare gains of a common
market

can

be

greater than those of a customs union, hence the

justification for greater economic integration.
common

market in

capital

are

The static effects of

a

shown in figure 1.4; the majority of this

analysis is adapted from the work of Robson31.

He

began his analysis with

customs

union

a

number of assumptions additional to those of

theory, and concentrated

on

capital

as

the factor of

production; analysis for the other factors of production is similar. It is
assumed that two states, home (H) and partner
Ibid

p65 - 66.
Op Cit p67 - 69.

Robson
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(P) together form

a

union, and that production is limited to one commodity, factor

customs

movements

fixed, and perfect competition operates.

are

also noted that

prior to the

movement of the factors of

the

market, there

of

were

obstacles to

production in the region, and that these distort

marginal social productivity of capital, insofar

in the

be

common

However, it is

as

capital is not utilised

production and consumption where maximum welfare

can

gained. Finally the quantities available of each factor of production

are

areas

fixed.

Figure 1.4 The effects of

a common

market in capital

Home Member State

,

m&igiinal

,

maxgiinal

Quantity of Capital

Quantity of Capital
Source:

Robson, Peter The Economics of International Integration Third

Edition (Allen & Unwin, London,

In

Partner Member State

1987) p68.

country H, the line Mh illustrates the capital stocks available, and the

line

Mp shows the capital stocks in partner, P. Prior to the formation of a

common

market between the two states, in H the

available for
H is the

total

sum

use

of

is

quantity of capital

Oqi, and in P, 0q2 capital can be utilised. Total output in

areas

A, B, C, D and E, and in P is F + H + I. Therefore, the

profits of country H

profits of partner state, P

are

are

represented by the area A + B, and the total

shown

25

as

the

area

F + H; these areas are equal

to the

marginal product of capital, which is its productive yield. The share

of labour in
and in

production, in country H, is the

country P, area I.

union has introduced

a

Thus it

can

free market in

be

sum

seen

of the

C + D + E,

areas

that although the customs

goods, profitability from the

use

of

capital in state P is greater than in state H.

If these two partners

form

a common

market between themselves,

capital is freely mobile within the region, but restrictions

are

so

maintained

against all other trading partners, the total quantity of capital in the
remains

that

area

unchanged. However, the greater benefits of investing in country

P will result in

a

redistribution of

flow of

capital from state H to partner P leading to

a

capital between the two member states, which reaches

equilibrium when the marginal productivity of capital in both states is
equal. Therefore total domestic production in H will fall to A
the gross

national product will increase by K

-

+

C + E, but

D, with the increased profit

capital from P because of the utilisation of capital flows in that

on

direction, namely area K + G. In P, total domestic production increases by
K

+

G

+

J, but the additional profit from the use of H's capital, K + G, is

returned to country

H,

so

the national product of P increases only by J.

Overall, after the creation of

a common

welfare benefit in addition to the

market, both members have

trade-creating,

or

a

net

trade-diverting effects

of the customs union.

This form of static

analysis, essentially

an

adaptation of the orthodox

theory of customs unions, demonstrates the additional benefits of the
formation of

a common

the associated flow of
member state to

market.

However, it neglects the

technological knowledge, skills, and

another, effects which

efficiency gains.
26

are

implications of
so on

from

one

also likely to create welfare and

Dynamic Effects of Integration

As yet, no

model encompassing all the possible effects of economic

integration has been developed.

integration which
these shows that

are

There

number of effects of

ignored in the Vinerian model, consideration of

likely welfare gains

analysis would indicate.

are

in fact greater than

a

purely static

Static effects involve the advantages of more

efficient utilisation of fixed volumes of
Robson defines the

are a

capital, and

so on

after integration.

dynamic effects of integration: "...the dynamic effects of

integration refer to the difference between the hypothetical growth rate
attainable before and after

integration, given the

Agraa notes: "the

of the gains from increased efficiency and

essence

technological change is that the
other words
than

a step up

of these factors is

ratios

an

are

should

reap

inputs."32 El-

dynamic gains. In

integration should enhance the rate of growth of GDP rather

just giving

leads to

economy

resource

in welfare."33 And, Mayes explains: "the impact

straightforward,

increase in the

an

increased ratio of investment to GDP

capital stock, and if the marginal capital output

constant, then output

and hence the rate of growth must

increase."34

The

dynamic effects of integration will be felt in the

medium- to
Static

long-term after the establishment of

effects

are

trade

an

economy

only in the

integrating system.

creation, trade diversion, trade deflection,

consumption and production effects of a tariff, and the terms-of-trade

32

Robson

Op Cit p32.
El-Agraa, A M "Measuring the Impact of Economic Integration" in El-Agraa (1985)
Op Cit pi 17.
34
Mayes, David G "The Effects of Economic Integration on Trade" Journal of Common
Market Studies, 17, 1978, p 19.
33
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effects for members and non-members of the

organisation.

Dynamic

changes for customs unions include the effects of increased competition,
investment

opportunities, the significance of increased international

specialisation by comparative advantage, and development of greater scale
economies.

additional

For

organisations integrating beyond

union,

dynamic effects relate to the advantages of freer movement of

the factors of

production within the region, and possible gains from the

harmonisation and coordination of

a)

a customs

monetary and fiscal policies.

Competition and Investment

Integration promotes competition between similar industries in the
various member states.

shower",

or

production,

This effect is sometimes referred to

the "Turkish bath".
as

Competition enhances the efficiency of

prices, while improving the quality of products to

increase demand for these commodities.

The

a

This also aids

technological

development of international economic integration

between states should increase
that

the "cold

manufacturers attempt to minimise the unit costs of output

and therefore reduce

advance.

as

competition in almost

every

industry in

region. An improvement in the opportunities for investment is also

result of economic

increased
increased

integration,

as a

result of the greater market size, and

certainty of investment in such

an

environment. Benefits from

competition in the EC market with the establishment of

customs union were

of which had

a

apparent in the economies of France and Italy, both

previously operated high protective trade barriers. In both

member states, increased

production, and therefore

competition resulted in

more

a

rationalisation of

efficient, and cheaper manufacture.35

35

Balassa, Bela "Trade Creation and Diversion in the European Common Market: An
Appraisal of the Evidence" in Balassa, Bela (ed) European Economic Integration (NorthHolland, Oxford, 1975) pll3.
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b) International

Specialisation through Comparative Advantage

Through the phenomenon of comparative advantage, it is suggested that
the individual

producers in each member state of

a customs

union will

produce those goods for which the geographical location, available
local skills, and

resources,

international

so

on

are

zone

which it

integrating region. Obviously, if

production of those goods for

comparatively advantaged, then economic welfare will improve,
inter-industry specialisation.

concept of comparative advantage is also a determining factor in

intra-industry specialisation,
economic
scale

an

within the union undertakes the

this is termed

The

The potential for

specialisation of production is significantly improved

through the increase in market size in
each

best suited.

a

phenomenon not identified prior to

integration in the EEC. This is brought about by the effects of

economies

integration.

of

production and production-differentiation with

Intra-industry specialisation relates to the substitutability of

products and the import of goods into
existence of manufacture of substitutable
costs of

or

a

member state, despite the

similar output, at

comparable

production in that state. Robson explains the concept:
The existence of similar and therefore

competitive, as opposed to
complementary, production structures is clearly a necessary
condition for intra-industry specialisation to arise. If there is also
some
similarity of demand conditions among the member
countries, reflected in overlapping tastes, and if goods are
produced with economies of scale, so limiting the amount of
product diversity that domestic producers can accommodate
profitably, there will be an incentive to horizontal specialization
within industries in order to benefit from the economies of largescale

Robson

production.36

Op Cit p42
29

According to Balassa, "...trade creation [in the EEC] has resulted largely
from

intra-industry specialization in manufacturing which brings benefits

through the exploitation of economies of scale"37.

c) Economies of Scale
An

important benefit of economic integration involves

increased

an

potential for exploitation of scale economies; these, technically,
true

dynamic effect, being the result of greater efficiency in the

available

only to the costs of
how and

The

resources.

long-run production costs of

a

are not a
use

of the

firm relate not

materials and plant, but also to increasing know-

raw

experience and

a

reduction in costs due to

a more

efficient

use

inputs. With the increase in market size resulting from the creation of
customs

union, then

a

firm

can

long

run average cost curve

Corden38 isolates

two

production by moving down

of that industry.

effects of economies of scale from

integration in

addition to orthodox trade creation, and trade diversion,
reduction effect, and the

a

increase the scale of production with of

increased demand, and reduce the costs of
the

of

trade-suppression effect.

the cost-

The cost-reduction

effect, Corden explains, "...is not an orthodox trade-creation effect, since it
is the result not of

the

a

cheapening of

replaces

a

existing

an

effect he describes
source

movement to

as

cheaper

source

source

of supply but rather of

of supply."39 The trade-suppression

"...akin to the trade-diversion effect, since a dearer

cheaper

established domestic

a

source,

but this time the dearer

source

is

a

newly

producer, not the partner country."40

3/

Balassa (1975)

38

Corden, W M "Economies of Scale and Customs Union Theory" Journal of Political

Op Cit pll7.

Economy 80, 1972, p465 - 476.
Ibid p467 - 468.
40
Ibid p468.
39
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d) The effects of freedom of movement of the factors of production, and a
redistribution of income
This is
As

a

dynamic effect associated with the formation of

a

result of the freedom of movement of the factors of

common

yield
are

common

market system,

production in

a

factors will flow to those industries where the

investment is greatest. This implies, therefore, that these factors

on

being used with greater efficiency, being utilised in those

the maximum benefit
increases the available
freed market in
areas

market.

where

can

be

gained for their

owners.

areas

where

This, in turn,

factors, and the cycle is continued. Similarly, with a

capital in

revenue

a

competitive

economy,

capital migrates to those

from that investment is maximised.

With time,

therefore, income will be redistributed throughout the common market
and concentrated in those industries where investment is most beneficial.

Measurement of the Effects of

Studies of the effects of

European Economic Integration

integration

approaches,

ex ante, or ex post,

estimates

based

are

on a

the

actual

be either

one

of two alternative

which El-Agraa describes: "The

ex

ante

priori knowledge of the pre-integration period

(ie. structural models) while the
about

can

ex

post studies are based on assumptions

experience of economic integration (ie. residual-

imputation models)."41

Ex ante

studies include those

empirical data of

a

applying the theory of customs union to the

specific region in order to quantify measures of net

trade creation, and trade diversion,
measures

41

obviously the precision of such

is limited, as the future can never

El-Agraa in El-Agraa (1985) Op Cit pll8.
31

be predicted accurately. For ex

post studies, the theory of customs unions can again be used to quantify
the static effects of
an

integration after the fact, however, in order to do this,

anti-monde must be

developed, which provides

a

model of the trade

patterns of a state or region assuming that integration had not taken place,

namely
a

"non-integration position"42. This creates the need "to estimate

a

model

explaining how trade is determined, decide what

variables would have
then

changed

as a

result of the enlargement of the EC and

using the estimates of the parameters already obtained to calculate

the effects

Both

ex

on

trade flows."43

ante and ex

have their

post studies of the effects of economic integration

problems of measurement, and the results cannot be viewed

statistically precise, however, they provide
general gains
economic

or

a

as

good illustration of the

losses brought about by integration.

Many studies of

integration in the EC have been conducted during the

its existence,

with

exogenous

years

of

and the relative statistical significance of the conclusions,

respect to the size of the net gain or loss from integration, have been

due to the parameters
all this research,

every sector,

used. It is not the

purpose

of this thesis to examine

however, generally, for many of these studies in nearly

the effects of European economic integration have been

trade-creating, and therefore beneficial for the economies of the member
states.

The notable

exception, however, has been the agricultural sector,

for which the CAP has had

trade

trade-diverting effects due to the high level of

protection which it has created in this industry.

member states,

For

some non-

notably the United States of America, the EC has had trade-

diverting effects.

42

43

Britain

Ibid

pll2.
Mayes, David G "EC Trade Effects and Factor Mobility" in El-Agraa, Ali M (ed)
within the Eiiropean Community (Macmillan, London, 1983) p92.
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Economic

integration cannot

occur

without

some concurrent

cooperation, and coordination, consideration will, therefore,
of those

development of the European Community.

1.2 Political Theories of International

In the five year

number of

of the

war.

pressure

for change. Nearly all European

economically and also politically unstable after the
As

a

result of the demands of the West European

peoples in the late 1940s, and early 1950s,

some

form of organisation in

Europe which combined economic integration with federal,

supranational character
elements of either
member states

German

or

into

was

envisaged.

both of these

peaceful cooperation, deal with the problem of

The dominant

influential in the

a

solution to the economic instability

political theories of international integration

development of the Western European organisations

federalism and functionalism44.

international

A European organisation with

aspects, it was felt, would enmesh the

re-integration, and provide

of that time.

These

political philosophies of

organisation proved important in the shaping of first the

ECSC in 1950, and later the
the

a

aspects of the economic and political environment in Western

states were in turmoil

were

Integration

period immediately after the end of World War II,

Europe combined to influence

West

be made

political theories of international integration influential in the

establishment and

ravages

now

political

European Economic Community (EEC), and

European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) in 1957.

The

approach of neofunctionalism must also be considered with respect to the
development of the EC, and perceptions of Community authority and
44

War" in

Spinelli, Altiero "The Growth of the European Movement since the Second World
Hodges, Michael (ed) European Integration (Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1972) p54 -

56.
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competence in the member states.

integration

are

All levels of international economic

complemented by various approaches to political

integration. The economic theory of the second best, in this

case,

orthodox

theory of customs union, which implies freer trade

basis,

opposed to the welfare-maximising universal free trade.

as

on a

is the

regional
The

political theory of the second best in international integration is
regionalism, and this approach, too, will be considered.

Federalism

The federal criteria

applied to the development of

organisation in Western Europe
federal

were

initially those based

on

international
the domestic

systems operating in the United States of America,

Switzerland, among others.
defines the federal

and

Wheare, widely cited by subsequent writers,

principle, which distinguishes federal government

from its alternatives

as

"...the method of

general and regional governments
and

an

independent"45.

are

dividing

each within

Therefore, the citizens of

a
a

powers so

that the

sphere, co-ordinate

federally organised

system will be subject to more than one level of government, as Wheare

explains:
Federal government

exists...when the powers of government for a
community are divided substantially according to the principle
that there is a single independent authority for the whole area in
respect of some matters and that there are independent regional
authorities for other matters, each set of authorities being co¬
ordinate with and not subordinate to the others within its

own

prescribed sphere.46

45

Wheare, K C Federal Government
London, 1963) plO

46

Ibid

p35.
34

Fourth Edition (Oxford University Press,

The

European Communities

characteristics

on an

were

originally designed to develop federal

international level, as Pinder describes:

...explicitly this European Community [the ECSC] was based on
principles: legislature, judiciary and executive all
independent of the member states with the executive responsible
to the federal legislature and its acts challengeable in the federal
court; relationships with the citizens (in this case economic
agents) of the territory, including the raising of taxes from them,
direct instead of through the institutions of the member states.47
federal

The main

difficulty with the concept of federation

and described

international

as

explained by Wheare,

by Pinder, for the member states of the EC,

organisation, involves the perception of

a

or any

compromise to

sovereignty, and the restrictions imposed by such participation

independent action for the sovereign member states.
national

national

an

international organisation within which it might lose

identity, however, significant the economic benefits.

Examination of the levels of economic
customs

that
and

any

government would have reservations about restricting its

independence in
its

Obviously,

on

integration has shown that after

a

union, economic integration has progressed to a level beyond

involving only government cooperation,
significant political integration implying

or

intergovernmentalism,

some

federal character in the

system is necessary. However, politically, for a fully federal, international

organisation to exist the will to 'federate' must be strong
member states, and the

among

the

prospect of a fully federal Community seems

unlikely in the foreseeable future:
When it works, federalism is an excellent way of accommodating
differences within a single system, of allowing California to co¬
exist with Rhode Island
Different states
47

or

or

Bavaria

groups can

with

Schleswig-Holstein.
then combine to enlarge their

Pinder, John "History, Politics and Institutions of the EC" in El-Agraa, Ali M

Britain within the

European Community (Macmillan, London, 1983) p 21
35

-

22.

(ed)

markets, to win economies of scale and to maximise their political

weight, without sacrificing their distinctiveness. But it works only
when the desire to hang on to that distinctiveness is accompanied
by a unifying national ethic. It is this that the European
Community lacks.48

Therefore, federalism, of the type operating in the United States of
America, is not at present feasible in the EC system, however, the

Community has developed into

an

organisation in which the level of

integration and cooperation between the various member states is

significantly beyond that of looser intergovernmentalism. According to
Beloff49, the

reason

why full federation in the EC is not likely in the

future is that members of

highly than

any

a

federation value their

interdependence

near
more

other relationships outside that system, and although the

EC states have become very

interdependent, all

are

anxious to retain

unique national characters.

Two

concepts related to federalism and the degree of federal character of a

system are significant with respect to the competence and range of

Community influence, namely supranationality, and subsidiarity. These
terms refer not

and

a

therefore

fully federal system, but to
provide

an

one

with

some

federal nature,

impression of the competence of the

organisation, and its relative autonomy and independence of action. Both
concepts are used with respect to the Community.

Supranationality

This concept

refers to

an

international organisation which is neither

wholly federal, not wholly intergovernmental, and
48

"Playing

as

was

used in the Treaty

one?" The Economist 29 June, 1991, p9.

49

Beloff, Max "International Integration and the Modern State" Journal
Market Studies 2, 1964.
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of Common

of Paris, which established the ECSC.

neofunctionalist, Ernst Haas,
of

integration in which

than is

was

defined by the

follows: "...supranationality refers to a type

more power

is given to the

new

central

agency

customary in the case of conventional international organisations,

but less than is
is this

as

Supranationality

generally yielded to

an emergent

federal government".50 It

interpretation of the concept of supranationality which has been

widely applied to the EC.

Rosenstiel differentiates

a

federal and

'supranational' community is
federation

is

a

form

of

a

a

supranational authority: "...a

dependent form of administration;

sovereign government."51

supranational organisation is

one

Therefore,

a
a

in which integration has gone beyond

that of

intergovernmental cooperation, but the relative autonomy of the

central

authority of the organisation remains dependent

upon

the good¬

will and commitment of the member states.

The

concept of subsidiarity is being used increasingly to imply federal

character in the

Community, without having to

which would appear
of the national

use

the term, federation,

to imply a compromise to sovereignty for the some

governments of the member states.

For example, Prime

Minister, John Major is reported to have said:

"Federalism in the

Community

but if it

central government for the federation, this is not what

implies

a

means

different things to different people,

people in this country want.

50

Haas, Ernst B The Uniting

of Europe (Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1958)

p34.
51

Rosenstiel, Frances "Reflections

Common Market Studies 2, 1964,

p!32.
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on

the Notion of 'Supranationality'" Journal of

"If it
more

means

decentralisation, then it sounds like subsidiarity, which many

people in this country would find

more

acceptable...52

Subsidiarity

Subsidiarity is not

a new concept,

and its

use

with respect to international

integration has been developed only in the previous decade

possible this
and

was

use

used

phraseology in
been written

on

of the concept of subsidiarity
to

solve

some
the

the

on

It is

about through chance,

problems of translation of specialised

EC legislation and documentation53. Little has yet

subject of subsidiarity, however

has been included in literature
advice

came

or more.

a

useful explanation

provided by the CBI for firms seeking

the EC market and institutions.

The

principle of 'subsidiarity' guides policy: Community action
place only when the objectives can be attained more
effectively at the Community level; what can be done better at
national level should not be done at Community level; what can
be done better by the private sector should not be done by national
or regional authorities.54
should take

Subsidiarity also implies
administrative levels of
each

sharing of responsibility between different

a

an

organisation according to the competence of

governing level in different policy spheres.

subsidiarity could been
of federalism.

52

As for

seen as a

It would

appear

that

different perspective for the explanation

federalism, the emphasis is on layers of government,

Brown, Colin; Usborne, David & Marshall, Andrew "Major ready to back 'federal'

EC" The

Independent 26 June, 1991, pi.
a
hypothesis of William Nicoll, in an unpublished text of his speech
entitled "Subsidiarity", at the University of St Andrews, in April 1990 He first discovered
the term applied to European integration in documentation of the Commission of the EC in

53

This is

1975.
54

CBI

Europe sans frontieres
Development" (CBI, London, 1990)

Brief No. 5 "EC Research and Technological
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each

competent in those spheres indicated by that level, but apparently,

subsidiarity is not perceived to represent the

same

form of compromise to

independence and sovereignty for the member states.

In terms of the

perceived influences of the Community for industry, these

concepts, supranationality and subsidiarity, are important, in light of their
relevance to the

political structure of the EC, and authority of the EC

institutions.

This

policy

is above that of the national member governments, is

areas,

examined in

authority, which through supranationality in

Chapter Two.

international

some

Another important political approach to

integration in the establishment of the ECSC

was

functionalism.

Functionalism

The chief exponent

of the functionalist theory

was

David Mitrany, who

developed his theory during the inter-war period, first publishing his
ideas in A

Working Peace System in 1943. In

essence,

the functionalist

approach involves the integration of specific, and separate economic
spheres internationally (and preferably globally), thus ensuring peaceful
co-existence and
felt that the

cooperation, and improved economic welfare.

Mitrany

dogma surrounding each task and function in economic

administration should be

removed, and this non-political view would

illustrate the fundamental and immutable "relation of

things"55. This

aspect of the problem in question would allow the guiding principle of

functionalism, technical self-determination, to be applied revealing the

55

Mitrany, David The Functional Theory of Politics (Martin Robertson, London, 1975)

pl7.
39

most

appropriate

scope, structure

and style of organisation for that

particular economic sector. He wrote:
The functional dimensions....determine themselves.

In

like

a

the function determines its

appropriate organs. It also
through practice the nature of the action required under
given conditions and in that way the powers needed by the
respective authority. The function, one might say, determines the
political instrument suitable for its proper activity, and by the
same means
provides for its reform at every stage. Not only is
manner

reveals

there in all this

authority and

obvious need for constitutional division of

no

power,

would embarrass the

Mitrany proposed the
economic sectors,

use

but any except the most general formal rules
working of the system.56

of functionalist organisation in specific

initially in only

one

sphere,

as a

result of which the

advantages of functionalism would become apparent through improved
welfare from this
this

single sector. This would lead to popular support for

approach, and generate

functionalist

organisation into other

functionalism,
economic

pressure

once

sectors.

from the public to extend

areas

of the

economy.

Hence

initiated, would spread inexorably into other
This

process

Mitrany termed the doctrine of

ramification.

Despite its simplicity, the functional approach had flaws making its

application in reality difficult. Mitrany's approach
and non-interventionist.

He offered

no

was

idealistic, Utopian

prescription to bring together

economically dissimilar, independent sovereign states, and he relied
the power

of public opinion to propagate the integrative process.

on

The

requirement that politics be removed from the function or task to be
organised

was

Claude suggested that the functional

also criticised.

approach could succeed only "...if it
56

Ibid

pi 18.
40

can

be assumed that the global waters

offer
and

the

a

placid surface for the rippling out

roaring

waves

of world politics

process;

are

in fact, the lashing winds

always likely to play havoc with

developing pattern of functional circles".57

Despite its faults, the functionalist approach influenced those developing
the structure of the ECSC, which was

designed to promote economic

integration in specified economic sectors, namely coal and steel.
Furthermore, Mitrany's functionalism provided a basis on which other
theories

of

international

integration have been developed, and in

particular neofunctionalism, which has been described

as a

"sympathetic

critique"58 of that approach.

Neofunctionalism

Neofunctionalism
on

the

was

developed by Haas, and later writers and modelled

experience of the ECSC, and the EEC, in the early

establishment59. Haas defines the process

years

of political integration

of their

as:

...referring exclusively to a process that links a given concrete
system with a dimly discernible future concrete
system. If the present international scene is conceived of as a
series of interacting and mingling national environments, and in
terms of their participating in international organizations, then
integration would the describe the process of increasing the
interaction between the system of international organizations and
the environment provided by their nation-state members.60
international
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Claude, Inis Jr Swords into Plowshares (University of London Press, London, 1965)

p354.
58

Pentland, Charles International Theory and European Integration
London, 1973) pi 00.

59

Haas (1958)

(Faber & Faber,

Op Cit; also Lindberg, Leon N The Political Dynamics and European
Integration (Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1963); Haas, Ernst B Beyond the
Nation State
(Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1964); Etzioni Amitai Political
Unification (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, New York, 1965).
60
Haas (1964) Op Cit p29.
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For Haas,

the final outcome of

neofunctionalist

specific

and individuals show

groups

period of time and in

research.

an

a

other political authority in

by Mitrany

on a

feature of the

groups,

they

entitled to treat them

as

are

groups

as

at least

would

process

of

"...the single most important
a

theory of politics", and

important in national politics,

potentially important in

we are

an

certainly

international

well"63.

According to the neofunctionalists, the
mechanism

process

of spillover

through which the political elites and interest

perpetuate integration.

61

similar and comparable,

political elites, representatives

polity, the building blocks of

continued "...if

the

were

proposed that political elites and interest

industry and powerful individuals

a

This definition

provide the actors responsible for perpetuating the

process as

specific

a

shift in public opinion to propagate

political systems

integration. Haas described interest

which

loyalty to their central

integration had been criticised; but by assuming that

neofunctionalists

of

"...a condition in

as

definable geographic space"62.

domestic and international

instead

any

more

as

important aspect of neofunctionalism with respect to this

The reliance

functionalist

federation of states61, described

a

Haas defined this concept

political institutions than to

demonstrates

international organisation based on the

integration would be

"political community".
which

an

Spillover Lindberg defined

given action, related to

original goal

can

a

specific goal, creates

as
a

was

groups

the

would

"...a situation in

situation in which

be assured only by taking further action, which in

Haas (1958)

Op Cit p24. Haas used the definition of federation in Wheare, K C
Second Edition (New York, 1951) pl5: "...a form of government in
which sovereignty of political power is divided between the central and local governments,
so that each of them within its
sphere is independent of the other".
62
Haas (1958) Op Cit p5.
63
Haas (1964) Op Cit p36 and p37 respectively.
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turn

creates

a

further condition and

forth"64. This concept was

based

on

Lindberg and others
and

economic

need for

more

action, and

so

Mitrany's doctrine of ramification.

Haas' contribution to the theoretical

institutions of the EEC

a

development and design of the

was

significant, and the hypotheses offered by Haas,

were

considered predictive of the future pattern of

political integration in the Community,

as

Pentland

remarked:

...the almost exclusive identification of the

'European idea' with
have closed off many
early successes of the
Community in what retrospectively seem rather special
environmental conditions, tended to produce illusions of
inevitability among academics, and delusions of grandeur among
'Eurocrats'.
As a result, other broader designs for Europe and
other views of the integrative process were either deprecated or
ignored by most theorists, while neofunctionalism assumed the
status of an unofficial ideology in Brussels.65
the EEC in recent years seems also to
theoretical and practical options.
The

By the late 1960s, it had become clear that the neofunctionalist theory

was

inadequate

and

as an

influences in the

explanation and prescription for the

processes

Lindberg wrote in 1967: "the complex

Community.

system of relationships that is the EC is far more tenacious and penetrative
than the

'logicians of diversity' would allow and far less cumulative and

automatic than the
extensive
as

'logicians of integration' would admit"66.

Despite

reappraisal during the 1970s, neofunctionalism lost its position

the "unofficial

ideology" of the Community. However, in light of the

importance of neofunctionalism in the early establishment and

64

65
66

the

Lindberg Op Cit plO.
Pentland Op Cit pl32.
Lindberg, Leon N "The European Community as a Political System: Notes toward
Construction of a Model" Journal of Common Market Studies 5,1966 - 1967, p344.
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development of the EEC, consideration of this theory in
kind is

a

study of this

appropriate.

Regionalism

Much of the work

relating to regionalism

was

done in the Cold War

period, from the end World War II until the 1970s. Regionalism is often
compared and contrasted with universalism,

or

global integration, with

respect to the potential of regional integration, as opposed to the ideal of

global coordination. Theoretically,
maximised

peace

and welfare in the world

can

be

only through global integration and cooperation, the first best

option; but this is the ideal

Regionalism offers

case.

a

second best option,

whereby the member states of the regional organisation
improve welfare,

or ensure peace

are

able to

and security between themselves to

a

greater extent than would be possible if the states remained independent
and isolated from each other.

The

concepts and principles of regionalism are complex and difficult to

formulate, despite the apparent simplicity of the approach. Yalem defined

'region'
states

as

"...a geographic

sharing

common

area

comprised of

a

number of independent

economic, social, and political values and goals"67.

Frey-Wouters describes the defining criteria of a region as "...geographic

contiguity, perception of belonging to
interaction, interdependence, and common

67

D

Yalem, Ronald J Regionalism and World Order
C, 1965) pl5.

68

a

distinctive community,

institutions"68. However, the

(Public Affairs Press, Washington

Frey-Wouters, Ellen "The Prospects for Regionalism in World Affairs" in Falk,
Cyril E (eds) The Future of the International Legal Order Volume I
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1969) p466.
Richard A & Black,
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definition of

cited

'region' provided by Cantori and Spiegel has been widely

by subsequent writers:
We will consider

regions to be areas of the world which contain
geographically proximate states forming, in foreign affairs,
mutually interrelated units. For each participant, the activities of
other members of the region (be they antagonistic or cooperative)
are significant determinants of its
foreign policy, while particular
members of certain regions may have extraregional concerns,
their primary involvement in foreign affairs ordinarily lies in the
region in which they find themselves.69

An international

regional organisation, Frey-Wouters defines "...as

a

permanent, both inner- and outer-directed multifunctional association,
located in
are

a

particular geographical

area,

serving

mutually interdependent and share certain

characteristics, and
of international
established to
subdivides this

aggressors,

number of states which

common

interests, needs,

loyalties"70. Writers have categorised at least two types

regional organisation. There

ensure

are

those which have been

collective defence within that

region, and Miller

category into regional cooperation and regional

The latter subdivision is
concerned not

a

more

'outer directed' than the

alliance.71

former, which is

only with the security of the region against external

but also with peaceful conflict resolution within the

organisation. There is
those of Deutsch et

some

similarity between Miller's classifications and

al, who developed the more integrated 'amalgamated

security-communities', and the less interdependent 'pluralistic securitycommunities'72.

Although these models

were

originally designed by

69

Cantori, Louis J & Spiegel, Steven L (eds) The International Politics of Regions
(Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 1970) pi.
70

Frey-Wouters in Falk & Black Op Cit p466.
Miller, Lynn H "Regional Organisations and Subordinate Systems" in Cantori &
Spiegel Op Cit p361 - 364.
72
Deutsch, Karl W et al Political Community and the North Atlantic Area
(Greenwood, New York, 1957) p6. Amalgamation is defined as "...the formal merger of two
or more
previously independent units into a single larger unit, with some type of common
71
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Deutsch et al with respect to
since to

security in

region, they have been applied

a

regional organisations not involved in collective defence.

second class of

regional organisations, the largest

group,

The

involves political,

economic, regional cooperation, and functional organisation rather than
defence arrangements;
This

the EC is

an

example of this type of organisation.

category of regional units has been further classified by Frey-Wouters

according to the degree of cooperation and coordination between the
member
the

governments.

functions

A regional political community in which

of national government

referred to

as a

may

be termed

An association where there has been

transfer of functional management,

of

have been transferred to the

authority of the region by the participating states
'regional organisation'.

many

but

no

federal character

a

some

can

be

'regional arrangement'73.

Neofunctionalism

was

developed explicitly

integration74, although functionalism
integration. Regionalism is

a more

was

as

a

designed

theory of regional
as a

model of global

generalised approach to international

political integration than functionalism and neofunctionalism, although
the

principles of these theories

organisations,

integration.

are

significant in

some

classes of regional

as too are aspects

of the federalist approach to international

The political

theories of international integration

complement and supplement the economics of international integration,
and both must be considered in

an

examination of the influence and

importance of the EC for industry.

government after amalgamation...The pluralistic
independence of separate governments".
73

security-community...retains the legal

Frey-Wouters in Falk & Black Op Cit.
Haas, Ernst B "The Study of Regional Integration: Reflections on the Joy and
Anguish of Pretheorizing" International Organisation 24, 1970, p607 - 646. The notable
exception in this case is the work of Inis Claude.
74
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1.3 In

Summary

Clearly both economic and political theories of international integration
have much to say

regarding the possible pattern of development in

organisation such

as

ideas

the European Community.

an

All the theories offer

regarding the possible manifestations of integrative development,

and the

potential effects in the member states of international integration.

However,

as

is often the

case,

the realities of

a

situation tend to differ

markedly from theoretical prescriptions. Questions arising in relation to
consideration of the theoretical framework of the EC with
and medium sized

enterprises

are numerous

a

respect to small

and varied.

Is

a

shift of

loyalty from national to regional authority apparent, and how is this
transition manifested?

Are

changes in the volume of imports and exports

with other members of the EC, and EFTA the result of trade creation, or
trade diversion in the

Community? How significant do representatives of

the firms themselves feel
be in the

membership of

a

supranational organisation

operation of their business? If the Community exhibits certain

federal characteristics, are these apparent to a

managing

The next

a

businessman

or woman

small and medium-sized firm?

stage in this research involves an examination of Community

development in practice. This involves
EC

can

a

consideration of the nature of

policies, and the autonomy and competence of EC institutions with

respect to national authority.
associated with the
this programme

The potential of forthcoming changes

Single European Market Programme

are

also assessed,

is scheduled for completion by the end of 1992, and is

attempt to complete the EC common market in all aspects.
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an

Chapter 2:
Integration in the European Community
the Practical Experience
The three

they first

European Communities have all changed significantly since

came

into existence in the 1950s. The customs union in the EEC

completed in 1968, and

was

towards the
now,

progress

has been continuing since then

completion of the Single European Market, with

of completion by the end of 1992.

Conference (ICG)
further steps
and its

-

a

schedule,

The Intergovernmental

instigated by the so-called Delors Report1 of 1989,

on

for economic union in the Community continue is ongoing,

findings

are to

be published later in December 1991.

A second

Intergovernmental Conference dealing with plans for political union in
the

Community is also underway, with negotiations scheduled for

completion at the end of 1991.

To

assess

Fife,

a

the consequences

membership of the EC has had for business in

description of Community development is required.

significance of various EC
assessment of the

Fife

common

policies is considered, with

these

necessary to

complete the

common

particular. To provide the

necessary

the structure and influences in the Fife economy

more

than 270

market; the potential of

changes will be assessed for the Community

Scotland and Fife in

this

an

importance of these policies for Scottish, and specifically

industry. The 1985 Cockfield White Paper proposed

measures

The

as a

whole, and

background, first

will be assessed;

a map

of

region is shown at the beginning of this thesis.

1

Report of the Committee for the Study of Economic and Monetary Union (European
Community, Luxembourg, April 1989), also known as the Delors Report.
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Industry in Fife

Geographically, Fife is located to the North of Edinburgh, and the Lothian
Region, and to the South of Dundee and Aberdeen. This position has its

disadvantages.

Businessmen and

will endeavour to combine the
markets and related

women

seeking

a

beneficial location

cheapest possible site, with proximity to

industry, and

ease

of distribution.

Thus, since the

population of Fife is relatively small in relation to the Lothian Region, the
Tayside and Highlands
consumer

area,

Fife does not represent

a

large market for

goods. In addition, the transport infrastructure in this region is

deficient, with restricted rail links, and

gradually improved.
respectively

on

a

road network which is being only

In addition, links to Dundee and Edinburgh rely

the Tay and Forth Road Bridges, both of which

bottlenecks for road traffic.

The

in

most

serious

transportation difficulties, compounded

by the relatively isolated location of Fife, do not
investment

are

industries.

And

as

prove
a

attractive to inward

result,

according to

representatives of Fife Regional Council, and Fife Chamber of Commerce,

industry in Fife is less 'outward-directed' than other
the UK, therefore, there is a
in the local economy

areas

in Scotland and

higher proportion of firms operating wholly

than the national

average.

Historically, industry in the Fife Region has centred

on

the North Sea,

heavy industry, engineering and mining. Shipbuilding yards at Rosyth, in
the South West of Fife, were until

recently, operating at almost full

capacity, unlike other shipyards elsewhere. However, with the contraction
of the naval base at

Rosyth,

a

reduction in world demand for ships, and

decrease in the UK market share, firms in this

greater difficulty finding contracts.

industry

are now

a

having

Fishing is another North Sea based

industry, but in Fife it is predominantly small-scale. The fishing industry
49

is

now

for

being scrutinised by the EC, and fishermen

eight days in

Until

reserves ran out

smelted
also

every

month in order to

in the 1950s,

conserve

iron

required to 'tie up'

are

fish stocks.

ore was

mined in Central Fife,

locally, and used in the regional engineering industries. Coal

mined

in

the South

of

the

was

Region, around Dunfermline, and

Kirkcaldy. By the late 1970s, all the coal-mines had been closed, because of
high costs of production and the relatively
coal; the

seams

mined

were

poor

quality of much of the

beyond the coastline in

mining had, at times, accounted for

more

than

some areas.

one

Coal¬

quarter of those

employed in Dunfermline and Kirkcaldy, two of the major towns in Fife,
therefore, its demise has had important repercussions for the local

economy.2

Historically, the textile industry has been of importance in Fife, in part
result of its

as a

proximity to Dundee, which has been heavily involved in the

processing of flax, and generated similar industries in the North of Fife,
and Scottish wool has been used.

The textile

industry, however, also has

undergone decline in the latter half of this century, but
remain in the Fife

for oil in the North Sea, in

more

cost-effective to drill

particular after the large oil price rises of 1973.

spatial location of Fife

was

advantageous,

involvement with the North Sea.

An

engineering, heavy manufacture, and

so on was a

the

firms still

Region.

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, it became

The

some

as was

its historical

existing local pool of skills,

positive advantage for

incoming oil companies who required not only skilled workers to

operate the oil rigs, the refinery in Dundee, and so on, but also servicing,
2

Fife

Regional Council figures.
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and related industries.

workers in Fife
and

are

Consequently,

small, but significant minority of

employed directly and indirectly in the oil industry,

number of firms in Fife

a

a

are

involved in related manufacture.

Examples of this category of firm in Fife include

one

involved in the

development and manufacture of robots designed to operate under the
North Sea for
work which

repairing rigs, another produces drill bits for the oil-rigs,
involves

extremely high precision machining.

Also

a

petrochemical industry has developed in the region; for example, in
Cowdenbeath, Exxon Chemical has built

plant opened recently, which employs

a

large ethylene manufacturing

over

600 workers and

uses

by¬

products of the oil industry.

The oil

existing local skills and industrial

industry

was

able to

traditions in Fife.

The

development of the so-called "Silicon Glen" in the

central

zone

use

of Scotland in part

because various subsidies and

measures

designed to reduce the costs of industrial re-location has resulted in the
growth of high technology industry in Fife.
microelectronics firms located in the Fife

There

are now

number of

Region, including Plessey, GEC,

Marconi, Hughes Microelectronics, Apricot Scotland,
firms

are a

and others.

Such

major employers, but the workers are generally unskilled or

semi-skilled, and therefore, relatively poorly paid, which affects the local
economy.

However, apart from these large assembly plants, of which the

Apricot Scotland factory at Glenrothes is
of the
these
to

a

prime example. The majority

components used are manufactured elsewhere and transported to

assembling plants,

one

many

in the Glenrothes

area.

Around

one

fifth

quarter of the contracts of these firms are defence-related. Through

industrial

agglomeration, related industries have developed, with firms

involved in associated manufacture of
and circuit boards.
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products such

as

specialised wiring,

As

a

result of the industrial

history of Fife, based to

a

major extent

on

heavy engineering and ship-building, both large-scale industries, the
number of

people opting for self-employment, operating their

firms, is lower than the national
communities

once

reliant upon

small and medium sized

average.3 This is also

a

own

small

characteristic of

mining. Despite this, the importance of

enterprises in the region in employment terms is

in line with the national average, so

that around 60

of the

per cent

working population in Fife is employed in such firms4.

Reference must be made to Glenrothes, a new town located

Fife, and

now

the Regional centre. A great deal of industrial property has

been

purpose-built

and

this

on estates

available

is

centrally in

around the commercial

core

of the town,

relatively cheaply through the Glenrothes

Development Corporation, which also offers advice and assistance to
businesses in the town.

Until 1987,

Fife

was a

received financial assistance to subsidise and

Development Area, and

ease

the establishment of

incoming companies; the loss of this status has reduced the number of
incoming firms from at least 25

per annum to

only five.5

The vast

majority of manufacturing industry in Fife is located in the Southern half
of the
most

3

one

of the

important industries.

Statistics from Fife Chamber of Commerce.

4

far

Region, in the North East, but along the coast, tourism is

as

According to DTI figures, the 60 per cent figure is average in the UK as a whole. As
the definition of small and medium sized enterprises (SME) is concerned, government

statistics

assume

whereas, other

that all firms with up

sources,

such

as

to 400 employees are categorised in this way,
on the principle that small and medium-

the CBI, work

sized

enterprises can have as many as 500 employees. For the purposes of this survey, and
the results obtained, the different categorisations would make almost no difference to the
final analysis.

5

Information from Fife Chamber of Commerce, however, the exact criteria

the firms included in these statistics
from sites outside the Fife

were

not

Region into this area.
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defining

known, except that such firms had relocated

In

summary

then, economically, the Fife Region has

characteristics which
It is

1.

largely

are

relevant in

an area

important industries have
in the economy

an

number of

a

analysis of the local industry.

of industrial inertia, in which the historically
now

declined

as a

result of structural changes

of the UK, Europe and the World.

2.

Unemployment in Fife is higher than the national

wages

of those employed

3.

There is

a

are

lower than the

tradition of

with the relevant skills and

employers have

average

heavy industry, and

and the

in Scotland.
a

local pool of labour

training, however, the previously major

reduced in importance, leaving,

now

average,

an area

with

a

overwhelming engineering, and heavy industrial tradition.
The

4.

the

development of the North Sea oil industry has lead directly to

growth of local industries based

introduction of firms
and

on

oil and its by-products, and to the

working in related fields servicing the oil industry,

providing goods to the oil industry, and the oil-rigs in the North Sea.
The rate of

5.

self-employment is lower than the national

therefore, the structural transformation which must
ensure

Fife

economic

average,

occur

and

in Fife to

viability in the future, is slower than agencies such

as

Regional Council, and Fife Chamber of Commerce would like.
Microelectronics and other

6.

into the Central belt of

have also

high technology industries have moved

Scotland, including Fife. Like oil, these industries

generated industrial agglomeration, and created

new

industrial

opportunities in the Fife Region for related firms.
An

unbiased, general survey of industry in Fife reflects this apparently

depressing industrial structure; there
firms located in Fife6. This
of
6

a

are

only two of the top 100 Scottish

picture is reflected in the inclusion in the study

relatively large number of engineering firms,
Fife Chamber of Commerce data.
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some

precision

engineering, microelectronics and related industries,
direct

or

indirect links with the oil

industries
in Fife

industry, and

some

some

evidence of

companies in

dealing with the North Sea. Overall, manufacturing industries

outweigh service industries to

a greater extent

than elsewhere in

Scotland, and the rest of the UK.

Having described the economic structure of the Fife region, and the
predominant, and influential industries in this

area,

the relative

significance for the Fife Region, and its business community of integrative
steps within the EC, and the competence and scope of the European
common

policies must

be considered.

now

This begins with

a

brief

description of the pattern of development in the Community. It is clear
from

an

analysis of the development of the EC that economic and political

integration

has

progressed

during

its

existence,

'enmeshment' of the UK into the EC structure is

increasing.

This

can

been

seen

competence of the EC in its
involvement in

The Process of

an

expanding

that the

extensive, and

from the gradual growth in the

common

range

now

and

policies, and Community

of economic and political

areas.

Integration in the European Community

The establishment of the

European Coal and Steel Community in July

1952, after the ratification of the Treaty
the culmination of

of Paris, signed in April 1951,

was

negotiations between the six founding member states,

France, Italy, West Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands,

designed to create

a

supranational international organisation. The High

Authority of the ECSC had been accorded competence of autonomous
action

within

industries.

its

The

functional
Schuman

sphere, regulating the coal and steel

Declaration
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of 9

May, 1950 led to the

establishment of the ECSC.

forward

This

Commission

for

coordination of
whole.

West

elaboration of the

proposal put

by Jean Monnet, who developed the basic framework of the

organisation with reference to

as a

was an

a

report produced by the Economic

Europe of the United Nations7, proposing the

European iron and steel industries

The

across

Western Europe

plan enabled the re-integration West Germany into the

European environment, and found favour with the growing

movement

in

Europe demanding federalist solutions to post-war

instability.

Despite the successful formation of the ECSC,
federal

unsuccessful

and

for further quasi-

integration in Europe continued into the 1950s despite the

establishment of several

general

pressure

plans,

common

a

inter-governmental organisations8. After several

memorandum from the Benelux states proposing

market in Western Europe, with coordination of

a

energy

transport policies, provided the negotiating basis for the organisations

which became the

European Economic Community and European Atomic

Energy Community (Euratom). At the Messina conference of the six ECSC

foreign ministers in June 1955,
the
The

Belgian Foreign Minister,

a

committee headed by Paul-Henri Spaak,

was

appointed to develop the Benelux plan.

Spaak Report, submitted in April 1956, provided

EEC and Euratom Treaties which

these communities

'

came

were

into existence

signed

on

formally

a

blueprint for the

25 March, 1957 in Rome;

on

1 January, 1958.

Report of the Steel Committee of the Economic Commission for Europe of the United

Nations E/ECE/115 (Geneva, April 1950).
8
The unsuccessful proposals included

the European Defence Community, and its sister
organisation, the European Political Community; the intergovernmental systems included
the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation, now known as the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development, the Council of Europe, and West European Union,
an
enlarged version of the Brussels Treaty Organisation.
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Since their

the

establishment, the Communities,

now

known collectively as

European Community, have undergone significant transformation.

First, the EC has enlarged; the UK applied
1961, but

was

rejected in 1963, after

a

for Community membership in

unilateral French veto. However,

later

applications in 1966 and 1970, with the Republic of Ireland, Denmark,

and

Norway9, led to the eventual accession of the UK, Ireland, and

Denmark from 1

becoming

a

January, 1973. Greece

was

the tenth state to join the EC,

member in 1981; Spain and Portugal became members in 1986.

Participation in the European Community involved
programme
allowed

a

union (see
in

an

extensive

of economic integration for the member states; the EEC Treaty

transition

period of 12

years

for the completion of

previous Chapter), however, it

July 1968. The

tariffs of the

common

external tariff

was

was

a customs

in place ahead of schedule,

established by averaging the

original six members, consequently, for West Germany, and

the Netherlands, tariff levels increased, while for the other four states,
tariffs either
customs

dropped,

or

remained steady.

After completion of the

union, the Treaty of Rome required the gradual development

common

market10, still not fully complete in many sectors.

of

a

Other

objectives listed in the original EEC Treaty included the adoption of
common

to

agricultural and transport policies (articles 3(d) and (e)), policies

improve the standard of living, and develop

(articles 3 (i) and

(j)), and

a common

new resources

in the EEC

commercial policy, with special

arrangements for colonial and ex-colonial dependencies of the member
states

(article 3(k)).

9

Norway did not in fact join after the results of a national referendum came down
narrowly against accession.
10
Articles 1 to 3 of the original Treaty of Rome are reproduced in Appendix A.
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The EEC

with

was

designed

organisation beyond intergovernmentalism,

as an

supranational character, of the form defined by Haas (see previous

Chapter). However, supranationality
after the 1965 to 1966 crisis
French in
1966

was an

early casualty of integration

provoked by the non-participation of the

Community decision-making. The issue

was

resolved with the

Luxembourg Compromise11 which effectively ended supranational

decision-making before it had begun, with "a system in which
member state could insist that
that it should

happen."12

any

nothing should happen unless it agreed

With the 1985 Commission White Paper,

Completing the Internal Market 13, and the subsequent Single European
Act, decision-making finally acquired more significant supranational
status, as many

of the

measures

in the White Paper

can

be passed by

qualified majority voting procedures.

Institutionally, the Commission of the EEC had been designed
executive, with the Council of Ministers

European Parliament acting in

an

as

as

the main

the principal legislator, and the

advisory and consultative capacity.

However, from 1974, the European Council, consisting of the heads of

government of the member states, increasing took the role of generation,
and

development of

due

predominantly to the subtle change in relationships brought about by

the reversion to

new

policies and legislation.

Its development

was

intergovernmentalism in decision-making with of the

Luxembourg Accords. The European Council, though not included in the
original Treaty of Rome,
structure

was

recognised

when its role and functions

11

as an

were

integral part of the EC

formalised in the

Single

For a good explanation of the events and their effects see Nicoll, William "The
Luxembourg Compromise" Journal of Common Market Studies 23,1984
12
Swann, Dennis The Economics of the Common Market Sixth Edition (Penguin,
Harmondsworth, 1988) pl5.
13
Commission of the European Community Completing the Internal Market White
paper from the Commission to the European Council (OOPEC, Luxembourg, 1985)
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European Act of 1987. The nature of the European Parliament (EP) has
also

developed.

From 1979, the members of the EP (MEPs) have been

directly elected by universal suffrage, and its early purely consultative role
has been
annual

with

augmented.

The EP

has

now

of veto relating to the

powers

budget, and could have greater legislative

possible developments

economic and

Since 1980,

as a

markets in the

income

year must

from

own

budgetary

resources,
on

but

as

the

the international

same way as

national governments, therefore, the

balance. Own

resources

agricultural levies and the

contribution from the members based

up to a

on

political union.

the EC has had its

budget each

after 1992, and

result of with the ongoing IGCs

Community cannot borrow additional finance
money

power

ceiling of 1.6

per cent

consist of 90

common

per cent

of the

external tariff14,

a

base rate for VAT of

on a common

of the total, and

an

additional

sum

proportional to the VAT-calculated contribution, and the GNP of each
state, thus since 1988, when this final own resource was introduced,

budgetary contributions have reflected ability to

The

European Monetary System (EMS)

development
EMS

was

on

was

established in 1979;

a

the earlier unsuccessful 'Snake-in-a-Tunnel" system, the

designed to create

two central

pay.

a

'zone of monetary stability in Europe'. It has

features, the European Currency Unit (ECU), and the Exchange

Rate Mechanism (ERM).

its value calculated

using

The ECU is essentially a Community currency,
a

complex formula reflecting the value of the

individual national currencies of the member states, and the relative

significance of each state with respect to
14

The

remaining 10

per cent

economy

size, population size,

is retained by the member states in lieu of collection, and

administration costs.
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and economic
relative

development. It

stability

serves as a

instability of currencies in the ERM, and

or

denomination; all EC transactions
multinational

European firms

avoiding the problems of

are

currency

ECU credit cards, but there are no

The

divergence indicator for the

second feature

are now

as a

financial

calculated in ECUs.

Some

using ECUs in financial dealings,

fluctuation, and it is

plans to create ECUs

now
as

possible to get

cash

money.

of the EMS is the ERM, another aspect

of EC

integration of recent interest in the UK. Eleven of the 12 member states
are

now

fixed

participating in this mechanism15, in which the currencies

against each other, with fluctuation of +/- 2.25

per

are

cent16 permitted

against the parity level. Sterling entered the ERM in November 1990, but
the effects of entry
or

will not yet be apparent in the UK either for industry,

for the economy.

remained

However, the currencies of the ERM members have

particularly stable against each other during the 1980s, and

inflation in the member states has remained low.

The

European

common

the EC, and become

policies have been developed during the

years

of

increasingly significant. The Rome Treaty committed

EC members to the establishment of

the outline for which

was

a common

agricultural policy (CAP),

agreed in 1958, and the policy itself

was

operational by 1969, although initially, much re-evaluation, and
reorganisation
influence.

was

The

required.

Undoubtedly, the CAP has had major

Community had been

15

a net

importer of agricultural

Portugal has not yet joined the Escudo to the system because the transition period
membership is not yet complete.
16
Sterling fluctuates at +/- 6%, similar to the Italian Lira until January 1990, when it
assumed the tighter restrictions of the narrower +/- 2.25% band. The British government
argued upon entry into the ERM, that there are significant external influences on British
currency which would make it more difficult to remain within the tighter +/- 2.25% band;
these influences include the effects on Sterling of North Sea Oil, the importance of the
Commonwealth, and the historical importance of Sterling.
from
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products, it is

now not

commodities.

The CAP has

The

only

prices charged to EC

a net exporter,

but is self-sufficient in

represented cost

as

well

as

many

gain, however.

somewhat higher than outside the

consumers are

Community because of the costs of this form of trade protection, the
incurred through storage of surplus production, and the costs of

expenses

subsidisation of

agriculture involves around two thirds of the entire

Community budget.
distortions caused

Those against CAP point also to the market

by this policy in light of

a

fundamental principle of the

EC, namely competition.

Apart from CAP, integrative

progress

has included social and regional

policy, which began to take shape after the 1972 Paris Summit, when the
role of

a

Social

Policy Initiative proposed.

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) was agreed, and a

outlined in 1970, but put

A Common Fisheries Policy

was

into operation only after considerable acrimony

in 1983.

The most

significant integrative advance in recent

Single European Market (SEM) Programme.
Commission White

years

has been the

This is the result of

Paper of 1985, which led to the Single European Act

(SEA) signed in 1986, and instituted in 1987, and is an attempt to

complete the European

common

Fontainebleau in June

Paper').

1984, and

was

by the European Council at the
the work of the Commission

by Vice-President Lord Cockfield (hence 'the Cockfield White

The SEA amends the Treaty of Rome, adding a number of

additional titles, and
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finally

market. This White Paper, Completing

the Internal Market, was commissioned

coordinated

a

measures were

altering the institutional structure of the EC. Over

proposed in the White Paper,

internal market of the EC, and a deadline
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necessary to

complete the

of 31 December, 1992

was

provided in the SEA.

The

measures

include the removal of remaining

technical, physical, fiscal and monetary barriers to trade, and the further

development of

a

number of SEM

proposals had increased to 282, of which 193 had been

number of EC

common

policies.

fully adopted by the Council of Ministers, four

more

By June 1991, the

had been adopted in

part, and a common Council position had been reached for two more.

In

spite of the work related to the SEM

the Delors Report

programme,

published in 1989 provided

a

Monetary Union (EMU).

This report had been commissioned by the

schedule to achieve European Economic and

European Council at its Hanover Summit in June 1988, and the proposals
are now

being discussed at

an

IGC, which is due to report its findings at the

end of 1991.

Whilst, the majority of the preceding discussion relates to political

integration and illustrates the advance in integration in the Community
since the 1950s, the
EC which
more

subsequent section deals with

common

policies of the

largely involve aspects of micro-economic integration, and have

obvious and direct

implications for industry in Fife. In this thesis,

however, the attitudes and perceptions of Fife small and medium-sized
firms towards the EC
therefore be

are

being measured, and

some

consideration must

given to the effects of EC membership from the view of the

Community institutions, and political administrations in the UK and
regionally.

The

European Common Policies

The CAP, and the Common Commercial

Policy (CCP)

are

the only two

policies for which the Community has sole competence. The CCP relates
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to all

aspects of negotiated external trade and commerce; members do not

have the
resultant

authority to negotiate external trade agreements

even

if the

treaty has no effect on the common external tariff, or relate to

Community legislation. The CCP has little measurable effect for

any

region such

as

Fife.

The EC has been accorded

policies,

a

significant authority for

many

of its other

number of which would not exist if the Community

a

institutions

were

concerned

only with economic integration.

But at

present, the level at which the Community can exert its competence tends
to affect

only large enterprises and

concerns

because of the triggering

criteria; the SEM programme should change this.

a)The Common

Agricultural Policy

The CAP is influential at every

level of agriculture and related industries,

affecting not only the prices paid by

consumers,

production levels, and output, and it plays
environment of food and
there

b)

are a

major role in the business

agricultural processing industries, of which

small number in Fife.

Competition

The
EEC

competition policy of the EC, regulated by Articles 85 and 8617 of the
Treaty, now includes

been reached in late 1989.

policy

-

and

a merger

policy with agreement having finally

However, although Community competition

issues of state aid, regulation of monopolies, trusts, and cartels,

and merger

17

a

but also farm incomes,

policy

-

have been fully legislated at the Community level,

have, indeed, been used, the criteria which relate to their

Article 85 of the EEC

relates to the

use are

Treaty relates to "abuse of a dominant position". Article 86
operation of cartels, and joint actions by firms.
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significant only for enterprises operating in
or

more

than

member state,

one

significant part of the EC market, below which, national competition

policy is significant. For small and medium sized enterprises in Fife, EC
competition policy is unlikely to affect the business environment.

c)

Energy

An EC energy

free

policy

considered

was

necessary to prevent

competition engendered by differing national

subsidisation

energy sources

communities; the ECSC and Euratom
energy,

are

power,

provided the details of

have lead to

a

position.

common

relevance for Fife-based oil

An EC energy
was

a

energy

is shared between all three

responsible for coal and atomic

and electric current. Although

establishment

with

policies,

respectively, and the EEC is competent in regard to oil, natural

hydroelectric

mines

energy

packages, and policies towards non-indigenous

Competence toward

sources.

distortions to

policy

was

an energy

none

of the treaties of

policy, developments

The nature of EC oil policy has

industry, and related industries.

appropriate for several

The closure of

reasons.

localised, creating regional problems, as in Fife.

growing reliance

gas,

on

imported

energy sources,

Furthermore

the security and

predictability of long-term supply had to be ensured. In addition, in light
of the unstable nature of the oil market,
with

promotion of indigenous

This aspect

With the

of

energy

long-term planning

sources,

and alternative

was

required,

energy

forms.

policy has significance for oil-related industry in Fife.

growth of the North Sea Oil industry in Scotland, with particular

significance along the Scottish East Coast, there will be far reaching
consequences

in the oil industry and related sectors as a result of

legislative changes in the Cockfield White Paper. Not only do proposals
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in the White

Paper seek the removal of technical and fiscal barriers to

trade in the energy

market, but the liberalisation of public procurement

reduce costs.

may

d) Environment

Community Action Programmes
instituted

regularly since 1973,

as a

on

the Environment have been

result of

a

Declaration of EC Heads of

Government in October 1972, then in 1977, 1983, 1987, and up to

Community is in
environmental
in nature,

a

1992. The

unique position to successfully coordinate

an

policy, since environmental damage is frequently regional

and not confined within national boundaries.

EC policy

operates under the principle, "Polluter Pays", and has three primary

objectives; to

preserve,

protect and

improve the quality of the

environment; to contribute to the protection of human health; and to
ensure

the careful and rational

Community legislation in this
decisions,
noise

covers water

area,

of natural

resources.

Currently

around 300 directives, regulations and

purity, introduced in 1973; air pollution, from 1980;

levels, dumping, storage and disposal of waste substances; public

access

to environmental information and

protection of wildlife. There
environmental research

The

use

are

data; and

more

recently, the

also limited budgetary provisions to fund

projects.

Single European Act, in its Title VII, adds three articles covering

environmental

protection and maintenance to the original Rome Treaty.

Legislation in the 1985 White Paper regarding the environment will affect
products
toxic

and

as

diverse

as

road vehicles, paint, petrol, petrochemicals and oils,

chemicals, agricultural chemicals, genetically modified organisms,

plastics. Several of the environmental legislative proposals contained

in the White

Paper will have far reaching consequences for various forms
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of

manufacturing, particularly, plastics, chemicals, petrochemicals,

among

others, since the proposals relate to the treatment of by-products, the

disposal of waste products, and criteria for production plant. Given the
importance of heavy industry, and chemical and petrochemical industries
in

Fife, environmental legislation will play an increasingly important

role; CBI, DTI, and local bodies strongly advise firms to update themselves
these

on

forthcoming changes.

e) Industrial

Policy

There is

provision in the Rome Treaty for

no

an

EC industrial policy,

however, various aspects of policies pursued by the Community relate to
this area;

competition, CCP, research and development, technological

advance, social and regional policy, among others. The Community's
industrial

policy has four objectives; the creation of

a

European industrial

base; integration of European business; finding solutions to technological
differences between

the

Japan and the United States, and Western Europe; and

development and operation of policies for specific industries.

Removal

of

tariff barriers

between

the

member

states

significant early steps towards to the establishment of
industrial base, and
to

Community attempts to

remove

represented
a

European

all non-tariff barriers

trade, and thus complete the internal market by January 1993 continue.

If the

majority of non-tariff barriers

implications for business, large
becomes the

equivalent of

the member states.
standardisation

or

a

or

can

successfully be removed, then the

small, could be major

the EC region

domestic market for all companies based in

Emphasis has been placed
mutual

as

on

the harmonisation,

recognition of products, services, safety

regulations, indirect and direct taxation for business, intellectual property
and

so on.

The nature of these is examined later, and
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such changes will

affect all

companies producing goods for which there

are

relevant EC

standards.

Under the second
of

objective of industrial policy, the increased integration

European business, early policy attempts emphasised the creation of

large, pan-European multinational companies.
centred

now

law, which

the harmonisation, and mutual

on

covers

such diverse

areas as

markets, and general management.

As

However, attention is
recognition of

taxation, share issue, financial

result of the diversity and

a

complexity of issues involved in integrating European business,
in this
to

area

create

had been limited, but, the SEM has added

Community

company

harmonisation of company

business

progress

impetus to attempts

law, and negotiations continue.

Full

law would have major implications for future

operation in all parts of the EC; it is another

significant by organisations providing advice

The third

company

on

area

emphasised

as

European issues.

goal of industrial policy relates to EC attempts to reduce the

technology

gap

existing between Western Europe, and its two main rival

trading blocs, the United States and Japan.
Summit further collaborative

programmes were

technological research and development

agreed, with the continued disparity in technological

development, despite EC and national efforts.
programmes

At the 1982 Copenhagen

in this

area:

There

are two

main EC

the current R&D Framework Programme, for

pre-competitive industry related work, and EUREKA, which was set up in
1985, after

a

European conference on technology, which involves market-

led research; the

membership of EUREKA includes not only the 12 EC

members, but also Turkey and all the EFTA states. The third EC Research
and

Development Programme

from 1990 to 1994,

was

formally adopted in April 1990, to

run

overlapping the current Programme, which was agreed
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in 1987,

until 1991.

This latest Programme has funds of 5.7 billion ECU

(£4.2 billion, the previous programme had funds of at least £3.5 billion to

allocate)18, to

cover

nature of business in

research in the
Fife, and the

areas

areas to

shown in table 2.1.
which funds

are

Given the

directed, it is

conceivable that Fife firms could themselves seek such research funds, or

provide the additional
in table 2.1

seen

research and

presence

sums

that the

required to supplement EC grants. It

can

be

targetted to receive funds relating to

areas

development include industrial sectors with

an

important

in Fife.

Table 2.1 Allocation of

Community Funds for collaborative R&D of the

Third EC Research and

Development Programme
Funding

Information
ication

&

commun-

-

million ECU

£ million

2,221

1,620

888

650

518

380

741

540

814

590

518

380

technologies

Industrial & materials

technologies
Environment
Life sciences &

technologies

Energy
Human

capital and mobility

Source: DTI The

Single Market The facts

Sixth Edition (DTI & COI,

London, 1990) p70.

These funds
in

are

allocated to universities and other

organisations involved

research, but Community funds for a project cannot exceed 50 per cent

of the research grant,
sources.

with the remaining finance coming from other

Representatives at Fife Regional Council indicated that they were

willing to "sympathetically assess" applications for grants to fund research
and
18

development, and
Source of

were aware

of the assistance available from the

figures DTI The single market The facts

London, 1990) p70
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Sixth Edition (DTI & COI,

Community, however,
proposals.

firms had yet approached them with such

no

This form of Community assistance for research and

development is indirect, but the EC has its Joint Research Centre (JRC),
which is involved
industrial

VI,

directly in technological development.

policy also has its

own

"Research and Technological Development",

Community policy structured in this

f)

way,

of

and

with

as

result.

can

any

With

a

the aim is to make state-of-the-

technology, and information available to

Western

area

Title in the Single European Act, Title

technological advance, major transformations

art

This

possible in

as many users as

Europe.

Regional and Social Policy

Disparities in economic development between

areas

and

existed

between

the

states

themselves

establishment of the EC, but

have

Community action

within the members,

can

since

before

of itself affect the

regional, economic balance, hence the need for regional policy.
time, there has been

a

With

gravitation of industrial location and economic

prosperity to the central
East of the UK,

the

core

of the EC, which extends

across

the South

North East France, Belgium, Luxembourg, North West

Germany, and the South of the Netherlands. The existence of this central
core

has

adversely affected the peripheries, of which Fife Region is part.

Coordination of national

member states
the poorer

can

are

the

more

financially effective regional policies, while

members have the greater need for such investment. The EC

Structural Funds
of three

offer

regional policy is required, since the wealthier

are

administered

by the Commission, and

are

made

separate funds, each with different priorities and targets.

up

These

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European

Social Fund (ESF) and the EAGGF.
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As

a

result of agreement

reached, after

a

re-evaluation of

regional policy at the 1988 Brussels Summit, from 1993,

the Structural Funds will be doubled to £10 billion per annum,

they amount to £5 billion

per annum,

currently

and the Commission will have

greater competence to allocate the funds as its members see fit19.

European Investment Bank (EIB) also provides

development projects, and

more

some

The

loans for regional

will be said about the functions of the EIB

later in this section.

There

are

five

I.

Promoting the development and structural adjustment of less

primary objectives of the Structural Funds:

developed regions in the EC.20
II.

Aiding development in Community

areas most

severely affected by

industrial decline.21
III.

Combating long-term unemployment.

IV.

Easing the integration of

V.

(a) Easing the restructuring and rationalisation of agriculture;

young

people into the work force.

(b) Promoting the development of rural areas.

19

During the early years of regional policy, funds were largely allocated according to

quotas to each Member States, with those doing badly from CAP expecting remuneration
from the

regional funds. Although quota allocation still exists for the majority of funds
more fairly the economic development of the recipient;
no member state is
willing to receive from the EC less than it has contributed financially.
20
Three quarters of total Structural Funds are allocated to the less developed regions
of the Community (excluding Northern Ireland, and the French Overseas Territories),
which are defined as having per capita GDP and purchasing power parities of less than 75
per cent of the EC average. Around 20 per cent of the total population of the EC live in such
available, the distribution reflects

areas.

21

The

areas entitled to this form of aid relate to unemployment:
rate of a region exceeds the EC average by over 15 per cent for

defining criteria for

if the average unemployment
three consecutive years, if the

proportion of employment in industry exceeds the EC average
and if average industrial employment has fallen over a decade, a
region qualifies for aid. Under these criteria, areas in the UK receive more than double the
amount going to any other EC state; around 20 million people in the UK alone live in such
for ten consecutive years,

areas,

which include Fife.
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Each of the Structural Funds has

objectives. The ERDF, which
provision

was

was

as

a

priority

one or more

of these

established in 1975, and for which

no

made in the original Rome Treaty, is directed towards

development aid for 'less favoured' regions of the Community, and those
areas,

both urban and rural suffering economic decline.

allocates up
member

to 85 per cent of the total ERDF to the most disadvantaged

states

on

a

quota basis, with the national governments

submitting projects for funding22. The remaining 15
funds the Commission awards to programmes

Community

as a

made to

per cent

of these

it feels will benefit the

whole. In 1989, the ERDF amounted to 4.5 billion ECU.

The ESF relates to
are

The Commission

objectives III and IV of the Structural Funds. Awards

help training, retraining, and job creation, although the cost

burden must be shared with local authorities in the relevant

region.

In

1989, the ESF accounted for 3.5 billion ECU of the Community budget,
with the UK

receiving almost

one

fifth of this. Individual companies

can

apply for ESF grants but must also be in receipt of local authority
assistance, and the criteria relating to the allocation of such funding are

Fife Regional Council provides advice to help firms acquire

stringent.
such

funding. The EAGGF provides financial assistance for objective V,

supporting

modernisation,

and

mechanisation

programmes

agriculture, and training and job creation schemes in rural
EAGGF

regional assistance amounted to 1.5 billion ECU,

structural funds.

the total cost of
national
22

The funds
a

provided by the EC

are

areas.
one

given only

in

In 1989,

sixth of the
as a part

of

project because EC regional policy is designed to aid

regional policies, but not replace them.

These

The improvement

proposals are decided on the basis of submissions made by enterprises,
organisations to local and national government. Proportionally, the
ERDF for Objective I of the Structural Funds goes to Spain 32.6 per cent, Italy 24.5 per cent,
Portugal 17.5 per cent, Greece 16.2 per cent, this amounts to up to 80 per cent of the total of
the Structural Funds. For Objective II, distribution to the major beneficiaries is as follows:
the United Kingdom 38.3 per cent, Spain 20.7 per cent, and France 18.3 per cent.
individuals and other
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for the A92 trunk road in the Dundee

programme

area

is partly funded by

Tayside Regional Council, and partly funded from the EC Structural
Funds; indeed, the improvement of this transport link may affect some

industry in Fife.

An additional

source

of finance for

regional development is the European

Investment

Bank, which

programmes

designed to benefit less-developed regions.

allocates

established under Articles 129 and 130 of the
on a

of its

some

loan provision

The EIB

to

was

Treaty of Rome and operates

non-profit making basis, providing loans to schemes for developing

backward

regions, modernising and restructuring enterprises and

programmes

related to development of the Community market.

In

addition, the EIB has also provided finance to non-Community, Western

European states. As for the other funds of regional policy, EIB loans can
not constitute

that EC

more

than 50 per

cent of the financing of a project, to ensure

regional policy is additional to, and not instead of, national

regional policy in the member states.

g) Transport
The 1962 Commission Action

Programme laid the foundations a common

transport policy involving coordinated organisation of road, rail, and
inland

waterways to allow more efficient transport management, greater

economies of scale, and reduced
been

subject to national policies, which

and have involved
road

Transport has always

transport costs.
are not

significant intervention in

always complementary,

some

of the members. For

transport, the most heavily used form of transport for intra-

Community trade, quotas still exist between states,
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as a

result of

'Cabotage'23. The Commission intends to

remove

this system entirely by

1993, and much protection has been removed
intervention.

Under

already through EC

cabotage, international haulage had involved strict

quotas for the number of vehicles, and the content and volume of loads
from other EC states in

member state at any one

a

time. These quotas

were

until

recently often bilaterally agreed between the member states.

The

proposed SEM legislation regarding border controls and customs

could

substantially affect freight distribution and other forms of transport,

particularly
for Scottish

on

Community roads. The SDA has estimated time savings

industry exporting and importing to other member states from

the removal of frontier controls to be four hours to

Belgian, German and

Dutch locations, five hours to France, and nine hours to

The structure of the EC,

Italy24.

and the competence and range of its common

policies stem from both economic and political integration.

The

implications of the SEM, which itself involves both economic and
political integration,
of

are

potentially greater than the

sum

of all the effects

previous integration in the EC for small and medium enterprise.

The

Single European Market Programme

The Commission White

proposed

more

Paper, Completing the Internal Market, originally

than 270 additions to Community legislation.

It was

23

'Cabotage' is the domestic movement of goods from one point in another in a single
country by a haulier who is not resident in that country. Currently, a haulier wishing to
operate cabotage must acquire a permit to authorise the journey; these permits are limited
in number, although they are being increased in quantity by 40% a year until 1992, by the
end of which year, all cabotage protection should
24
These estimates relate to road transport
would be minimal.
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have been removed.
only. Time savings for water transport

recognised that the EC

was not a common

market in all aspects, non-tariff

barriers to trade remained, and new ones had
EC itself.

The

as a

result of the

original objectives of the EEC,25 involved the four freedoms,

freedom of movement of
realisation of these
involve

developed

was

goods, services, people, and capital, and the

the

goal of the White Paper.

The SEM proposals

improving existing legislation to consolidate advances already

made, and broadening existing triggering criteria. With agreement on all

proposals,

A

many

remaining trade barriers will have been demolished.

report for the Commission, complied under the chairmanship of Paolo

Cecchini26 concluded that the medium-term effects of
SEM

on

the economy

completion of the

of the Community would be significant; the total

potential economic gain for the Community could be around 200 billion
ECU (1988

the
1.

prices), which is 5

per cent

of EC GDP, through

a

combination of

following:
Prices to

together with

consumers

an

should decrease

by,

on average,

6

per cent,

increase in living standards, industrial output, and

employment by 2 to 5 million jobs.
2.

Existing frontier formalities account for 1.8

per cent

of the value of

goods traded in the EC, and the existence of differing national standards,
and technical trade barriers

represent additional costs of almost 2 per cent

of the total, therefore 3.5 per

cent of industrial costs could be saved.

3.

One third of

industry could

save

between 1 and 7

production costs through potential scale economies;

a

per cent

reduction of 2

of

per

cent of EC GDP.

25

Treaty of Rome Article 3, particularly parts (a), (c), and (f). See Appendix A for

the text involved.
26

Cecchini, Paolo; with Catinat, Michael; & Jacquemin, Aleus The

also Europe Without frontiers
(OOPEC, Luxembourg, 1989)

Challenge (Wildwood House, 1988),
Internal Market Third Edition

see
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-

European
Completing the

Agreement

in the SEM

on measures

been reached

programme

more

quickly than in the past, but the most controversial and complex issues
remain.

This acceleration has been the result of

making;

many

of the proposals

can

a

change in decision¬

be passed by qualified majority,

a

system which operates by allocating votes to each member state, according
to

its

population, and economic importance.

constitutes 54 out of

possible 76 votes;

a

a

A qualified majority

proposal is blocked with 23

votes27.

Table 2.2 illustrates the

potential impact of SEM

measures on

industrial sectors in Scotland in the medium term after

include electronics, telecommunications
are

majority

a

completion of the

The heavily impacted sectors with significance in Fife

programme.

there

specific

equipment, and engineering;

number of firms involved in

are

involved in domestic transportation,

nature of Fife

industry.

and all these industries

a

reflection of the

Those industrial sectors with medium impact

include tourism, construction, textiles and

be the relative

freight distribution, but the

are

clothing, and food and drink,

represented in Fife. Of interest, therefore, will

significance with which the EC is viewed by firms in each of

these industries.

27

The allocation of votes to each Member State is

as

follows:

10 Votes France,

Germany, Italy, United Kingdom; 8 Votes Spain; 5 Votes Belgium, Greece, the
Netherlands, Portugal; 3 Votes Denmark, Ireland; 2 Votes Luxembourg: Total 76.
This distribution of votes

proposal,

as

easily

as

ensures

that the small Member States

the larger Member States
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can

force the

are

passage

still able to block

of a proposal.
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The

principal destinations for exports for the main items of Scottish

manufacturing

are

shown in table 2.3.

These main exports

are

office

equipment/electronic data processing equipment, engineering output, and
chemicals; all these products are major industries in the Fife

Table 2.3

economy28.

Manufacturing Export Destinations: Emillion 1988

Office

Engineering

Chemicals

439

29

47

France

395

37

50

Italy

289

22

15

Spain

113

9

9

Netherlands

215

5

25

Rest of EC

166

24

36

172

90

75

64

Data

West

Germany

Equipment/
Processing

USA

-

EFTA

439

Source: SDA and Ernst &

Young Scotland in the European Community

(SDA, Glasgow, 1990)

For office
a

equipment and data processing manufactures, the EC represents

market for around three

the most
an

quarters of the exported output of such firms to

important exporting destinations, £1617 million in total. This is

extremely significant figure, however, for Fife firms, the importance of

defence related contracts for the British
reduces the

government in this industry

proportion of such export to other EC states. For engineering

manufacture, the exports to other EC states amounted to £126 million,
which is somewhat less than the value of
the value of
28

exports to the USA, but double

engineering exports to the EFT A states. However, in the area

The Scottish share of UK manufactured

increased from 8.9 per cent in
relate only to the main items

exports was 10 per cent, in 1988, having
1986. SDA/Ernst & Young figures. The figures in this table
of Scottish manufacturing, and do not relate to Scottish

exports as a whole.
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of chemical

export, Scottish industry would appear to be significant, with a

total of £182 million

exported in 1988 to the Community,

times the value of chemicals

more

than three

exported to EFTA, and double that sent to the

USA.

a)

Physical Barriers to Trade

The removal of internal frontiers between the member states will reduce

the distribution costs of
time.

save

However, despite advances such as the Schengen Agreement,

discussion of the
control of

measures

necessary to

safeguard European borders, retain

immigration, while simultaneously removing internal frontier

controls has been
issue

exporting and importing enterprises, and

complex.

Full agreement will not be reached

on

this

by the 1992 deadline. The proposals under consideration relate to the

relaxation and rationalisation of customs, and controls on

people and

goods crossing internal frontiers. A number of advances have been made
despite the difficulties of achieving agreement in this

The

Single Administrative Document (SAD)

1988 to

ease

the

was

area.

introduced in January

paperwork associated with import and export of goods

within the EC/EFTA free trade area, it

has replaced over 150 documents

required previously for intra-Community and EFTA trade. In several of
the member states,
introduced for

paperwork is
Trader

fast lane customs inspection procedures have been

some

now

cargo.

Between the Benelux states only export

required, and at the port of Dover, the

use

of the Direct

Import System eases the passage of 90 per cent of goods passing

through that port, reducing delay and also costs. This System is also being
used

in

France

and

the

Netherlands, but there

Community-wide adoption.
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are

no

plans for

From 1989,

national passports were replaced by the dark-red Community

passport, and there is progress towards the removal of passport controls
for

EC

citizens, but the complex issues of immigration, terrorism,

transportation of illegal substances, and the free movement of non-EC
nationals remain.

With the 1988

the Netherlands,

Schengen Agreement, Germany, France,

Belgium and Luxembourg agreed to abolish frontier

controls between themselves,

by the end of 1991, for individuals in transit.

Spain and Portugal hope to join the agreement by 1993. This agreement is
limited to

of

people, not goods, and the proposals for border-free movement

goods remain complex and controversial; full agreement

on

this issue is

unlikely to have been reached by the 1992 deadline.

b) Technical Barriers to Free Trade
A

new

qualified majority voting approach has been applied to the

agreement of EC technical standards, and related
even

non-essential

legislation29. Previously,

European Standards had required excessive periods for

agreement; the Directive on a Common Standard for Noise Emission
from Lawnmowers

required 17

years

for completion. Each member state

already has national industrial standards, which differ in detail and
therefore represent
CE mark

on

trade barriers. Community Standards indicated by the

the finished

products,

are

being developed using

approach. A Directive of this type consists of

a

definition of the

a new

range

of

products covered, the essential requirements of these products, the
manufacturing

methods

required

to

requirements, and testing and certification

adopting this approach, the legislative

29

conform
necessary

process

to

the

for the products. By

has been greatly accelerated.

Patents, trademarks, health and safety standards, consumer protection

and other intellectual property.
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essential

standards,

Non-essential standards

developed

as

to be

are

mutually recognised rather than being

EC standards using the harmonised approach.

c) Harmonisation of Fiscal Barriers to Trade
Each member state

and coverage

operates its own system of indirect

of which

taxation30, the rates

Differences in taxation levels will distort

vary.

competition by affecting demand, particularly in border regions,

consequently agreement
the
is

on

the equalisation of indirect taxes throughout

Community is considered

unlikely that the

1992, for this

necessary measures

reason:

"it

complete the SEM. However, it

necessary to

was

never

will have been agreed by the end of
likely that the politicians would

countenance such inroads into national fiscal

sovereignty; and, in the

ensuing stalemate, nobody got round to finding out what business actually
needed in order to obtain the benefits of
out the nuts and bolts of what

At this

was

a

Single Market,

feasible in

stage, it is intended to prevent any further disparities in indirect

members.

on,

from

zero

low rate for
per cent

significantly, although

necessary

commodities, which

in Ireland;

a

medium rate for

products and services, except alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, and so

which varies from 12 per cent in Spain and Luxembourg, to 22 per cent

services); and

a

There

only this

one

level of VAT for all goods and

high rate for luxury goods (alcoholic beverages, and

from 25 per cent

30

a

in the UK, to 10

in Denmark (which has

31

of tax regimes in all the

VAT rates in the member states vary

nearly all have three bands:

other

working

practice."31

taxation, while pursuing gradual harmonisation

ranges

nor to

in Ireland and Belgium,

up to

38

per cent

on)

in Italy. The

two main indirect taxes,

VAT, and Customs and Excise duties.
Anson, Sandy "The Commission's latest indirect tax proposals are

so

nightmare" European Access (October 1990) p!7
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realism

or

Commission's
two taxation

proposals for the harmonisation of VAT levels involve

bands, the exact levels of which each member state could

determine themselves: from 4 to 9 per cent at

(excluding alcoholic drinks),

pharmaceutical products,

energy, water,

published material, and transport; and
cent, for all other

the low level, for foodstuffs

a

standard rate level of 14 to 20

goods and services.

Currently exported goods from all the member states
with VAT levied at the border of the

are zero-tax

rated,

importing state, therefore,

some

alternative method of VAT collection for

intra-Community trade is

required after the removal of frontiers internally. There
approaches; VAT is levied
VAT is

levied,

as now,

on

goods at

source,

in the importing state.

problems, but, the Commission favours
the

per

a

are two

possible

in the exporting state;

or

Both systems have their

regime in which tax is levied in

originating state of the goods while the European Council favours

a

regime of the latter type, in which VAT is paid in the importing state.
Both

regimes imply not only

associated

effects

on

a

change in the VAT levels, and the

income, price, and so on, but also, and more

importantly, the development of

new systems

and validation.

It is the

emphasised by

the DTI, CBI, and

of accounting, stock control,

implications of these changes which
on,

these developments

are

are

being

likely to

represent important changes for firms once instituted.

d) Public Procurement

Purchasing by publicly owned and regulation bodies amounts to more
than 16 per cent

market is
not
32

of EC GDP, which

was

667.2 billion ECU in 198832. This

extremely large, and the introduction of competition will allow

only lower costs for the procuring agencies, but also greater
Ernst &

Young figures collated from DTI statistics.
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opportunities for contracting companies.
domestic
found

producers,

even

National authorities favour

if better value, price and quality of service

can

be

elsewhere; less than 5 per cent of public procurement contracts in

all 12 member states go

to non-domestic

producers33. There

are

on-going

attempts to liberalise this market in the sectors which EC legislation
covers,

and Community regulations regarding public procurement could

eventually
in

this

cover

area,

approximately 50

per cent

of tenders. The first Directive

in 1977, related to purchasing

of supplies (Directive

1977/62/EEC), and has since been amended (1980/767/EEC and
1988/296/EEC). A Directive

Discussions continue

18, 1990.
some

on

Public Works has been in force since July

on

the opening up of public purchasing to

extent in the excluded sectors,

except defence, and procurement of

public services.34

Community policy in this
a

area

certain value: 200,000 ECU

rules

applies only to contracts and tenders above

(£132,000) for supply contracts subject to EC

only; 134,000 ECU (£88,500) for contracts subject to GATT regulations;

and five million ECU (£3.3 million) for works contracts; these criteria
came

into force from

in the

July 1990. The details of contracts must be published

Official Journal of the EC (OJ), together with the deadline for receipt

of tenders.

Under

Community legislation,

final allocation of contracts

be

can

a

firm dissatisfied with the

appeal, in which

case,

the contract would

suspended until its legality has been confirmed. Despite the legislative

efforts

to

improve competition in this

area,

the contracts are often

improperly advertised, and discriminating specifications used to steer the
work to

specific enterprises. Apart from publication in the OJ, details of

33

DTI

34

Excluded sectors

figures.
are

water, energy, transport

and telecommunications, but currently
and contracts

are being undertaken to open up these markets; defence supplies,
related to national security are also outside the scope of EC regulations.

negotiations
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public purchasing contracts

are

also included in various Community, and

government databases, to which Fife Regional Council has access, and
which

are

readily available to applicants at the IDS, and the DTI.

The

changes in the public purchasing market will affect the oil industry,
among
wide

others, including those firms based in Fife. However, given the

range

of public procurement contracts, there

are

potentially

significant effects in nearly all industries in the Community from the
liberalisation of

public purchasing.
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Chapter 3:
Industry in Fife - Survey Analysis
In order to

industry
and
the

the

assess

a survey

significance of British membership of the EC for

of Fife businesses

telephone based using

was

conducted. The

survey was

mail

questionnaire (see Appendix B) completed by

a

respondents themselves,

or

with the assistance of the

surveyor.

The

coincided with the borders of the Fife

geographical extent of the

survey

Region, and

coverage

representative cross-section of manufacturing

industry

sought. The questionnaire design encompassed

was

of

a

considerations and influences related to the overview

Community relevance.

A number of indicators

might produce evidence of the
small and medium-sized firms

well

as

for

perspective of

developed which

of integration in the EC, for

consequences
as

were

number of

a

large firms.

The Questionnaire

The

development of

which

a

a

questionnaire is

number of considerations

a

play

relatively complex

the

questionnaire, but he/she must

produce

responses

ensure

in

The investigator is

a part.

endeavouring to acquire information and data of

process,

a

specific nature from

that questions asked will

relating to the specific information sought.

Thus,

questions must be phrased unambiguously and simply, and without bias.
This issue is best illustrated with

an

example. One of the questions on a

questionnaire reads: "How often do

Although this phrase
surveyor were
local

intending to

library, and

respondents'

appears

was

answers

you

visit

your

local library?"

straightforward and with plain intent, if the

measure

the

use

made of only

one

particular

interviewing passers-by close to that library, the

would depend
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on

where they lived, where they

shopped, and

A better question would thus read: "How often do

so on.

library X?" Although this is

you use

questionnaire development, there

a

simple example of the problems of

are many

other considerations, about

which much has been written1.

Apart from the difficulties of general questionnaire and
this survey
to be

involved direct contact with business, and

significantly lower in business
the questionnaire

survey

also

pages,

a

was

factor against

questionnaire format
amount of time

was

a

surveys

design,

response rates

tend

than social surveys2. For this

relatively long, comprising
high

survey

response rate,

organised in such

a

total of eight

despite the fact that the

a way as to

minimise the

required to complete it.

The initial section of the

questionnaire, "Company Details",

to allow various checks to be

was

designed

made, ensuring that firms could be classified

according to size, and industry, and to outline the nature of the firm in
question; its relative dependence
contacts and

able to

independence of action, its

age,

the

relationships with industrial organisations and associations

provide help and assistance in the successful operation of business,

and the
must

or

foreign trade of the

be

made

at

this

company.

An important point of definition

stage: references to Western Europe in the

1

Particularly useful general books on survey design are Atkinson, Jean A Handbook
for Intervieivers Second Edition (HMSO, London, 1971); Gardner, Godfrey Social Surveys
for Social Planners (The Open University Press, 1978); Goode, William J & Hatt, Paul K
Methods in Social Research (McGraw-Hill Book Co, London, 1952) and widely cited in all
the above: Parten, Mildred Surveys, Polls, & Samples: Practical Procedures (Harper &
Row, London, 1950).
2

Evidence cited in the above named literature, and others would indicate

that,

in a business survey is unlikely to exceed 50 per cent, but could be as low
at 5 per cent, while for social surveys, response rates could be as high as 98 or 99 per cent,
depending on the content of the survey. These figures relate to questionnaire based surveys,
either by personal interview, telephone interview or mail, however, the former type is
likely to have the highest response, and the latter the lowest. See also Verdoorn, P J &
Ferber, Robert Research Methods in Economics and Business (Macmillan, London, 1962).

generally,

response
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questionnaire relate to EFTA and EC member states.

For example,

Question 11 is phrased: "Indicate proportion of total production exported
to West

This phrase is repeated throughout the

European countries..."

questionnaire where relevant, and it is assumed that the
for the

given

questions to which such definition is important relate therefore to

both EC and EFTA member states.
EFTA

responses

This

was

deliberate,

as

the EC and

operate a free trade area among themselves, and evidence3 would

suggest that not all respondents would have been aware of the exact

membership of the EC.

Questions 13 to 18 dealt
of the firm with all

more

precisely with the nature of foreign dealings

trading partners, and specifically, with West European

trading partners, and the changes in the
destinations of

sources

production during the last five

years.

of inputs, and the
The intent of this

part of the questionnaire was to develop an impression of the importance
of the EC, and EFTA states
not the

significance of these relationships has increased

recent years.

or

decreased in

Evidence regarding the nature of data from other

indicated that it
to

for trade from the Fife Region, and whether or

was

unlikely that

company

surveys

representatives would be able

accurately recollect details of foreign trade longer than five

years

previously, and the respondents would be unlikely to seek out the
information
was

the

specifically4. An important background factor for this section

importance of trade, and changing trade relationships for

economic theories of international

3

integration.

Hoggart, Simon "How Euro are the British?" Observer/Harris Poll Observer
Magazine 28 October, 1990
4
For evidence, see previously cited literature.
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Questions 19 to 23 relate to impressions of the direct effects of the

Community for the business of each responding firm.

designed to be deliberately leading in order that respondents

were

provided
been

as

aware

much information
of them.

possible

as

The responses

standards in the relevant

industry,

or

on

as

far

as

they had

specific

common

so on.

questions about the Exchange Rate Mechanism of the EC

were

a

the

policies with direct

of the SAD and

included
such

EC effects,

sought related to knowledge of EC

relevance for the function of that company,
Two

These questions

use

although the significant effects of the integration of Sterling into

system will not be felt in industry for some time.

Questions 24 to 31 of the questionnaire relate in part to the literature and
assistance

provided by the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), Fife

Regional Council (FRC), and particularly the Department of Trade and

Industry (DTI) and Industry Department for Scotland (IDS) to small and
medium-sized

offered

enterprise approaching them regarding the possibilities

by the EC market. These organisations provide practical aid, and

often financial assistance to small firms

unable to afford the expense
is also

seeking to expand abroad, but

of reconnaissance in the targetted states. Help

given to SME wishing to participate in conferences and trade fairs

but, again, unable to afford the significant expenses incurred.

Functions

like conferences, trade fairs and exhibitions are considered useful to
contacts

gain

with, and information from potential clients, and suppliers. This

section seeks evidence

Community, under the

of

increase in business

an

common

integration in the

industrial policy.

Questions 32 to 44 deal with people in industry in Fife, their skills relevant
to

market

integration in Western Europe, and the significance of

increasing freedom of movement of workers in the EC, in light of
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legislation regarding mutual recognition of vocational training, and skills,
and

professional qualifications, and higher education.

An important

barrier to the freedom of movement of workers remains the
barrier.

language

Historically, English has been the business language of the world,

however, the UK is declining in importance as an economic power in the
world, and is

no

longer the dominant

economy

in Western Europe.

Therefore, the issue of language, and its use in business was considered an

important manifestation of increasing industrial integration in Western
Europe.

Section D,

"Advice and Assistance", is largely concerned with the practical

attempts which firms had made, or have commissioned on their behalf, to

improve their business performance, and possibly expand their client base
abroad.

The

response to

quality,

range,

and specificity of the information provided in

pleas for assistance

was

of interest; if badly executed, plans for

expansion, and development could

particularly

an

enterprise to invest, and seek

of

help provided to do this.

interest accorded to

influence

The

avenues

on

and

a company,

case was

the willingness

of development, and the quality

concluding section of the questionnaire

to discover the

fatal for

SME. Therefore, of interest in this

of

The

prove

was an attempt to assess

the

European issues by Fife businessmen and women, and

importance with which EC membership

was

viewed

as an

the nature of the business environment of SME in Fife.

Significance of Timing for the Survey Respondents

The main survey was

conducted from January 1991, until April 1991, with

pre-testing and the pilot

survey

earlier. Undoubtedly, the timing of the
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survey

affected

responses to

and attitudes of the

the questionnaire, with perceptions, opinions

respondents having been influenced by events

occurring in the environment around them.

During that time,
and its effects

on

statistics and data

and

many newspaper

industry, the prospects for industry in the short-run,
unemployment, bankruptcy rates, and interest rates

on

Certainly,

so on.

a

number of the respondents, particularly from the

smaller firms, were anxious "to
over".

articles discussed economic recession,

just keep treading water until the worst is

However, several company representatives felt their firms could

better cope

with the effects of this recession than the recession of the late

1970s, and early 1980s. While the earlier economic downturn had led to a

painful and comprehensive rationalisation of manufacturing, which had
affected the Fife
recession

as

region particularly badly, respondents viewed the current

neither

so

severe

and entrenched, nor as

potentially long

lasting, with greater effect South of the Scottish border, and outside the

manufacturing sector.

In the

past five years, the mass media has provided greater coverage of

aspects of EC membership, and its implications for business in the
member states than had been the

case

previously, in particular, before the

signing of the Single European Act in 1986. Articles
views

on

the

on

'1992', politicians

EC, reports of European leaders' summits, and even,

nowadays, comments made by EC officials, notably Jacques Delors,
President of the Commission of the EC, have become

particularly in the quality
the

newspapers.

Therefore,

front page news,

a greater awareness

of

possibilities of membership could influence responses directly

concerned with EC matters.

be the well

Of

particular significance in this respect, must

publicised differences of opinion between past and present
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Conservative

prime ministers

Prime Minister in the

Europe and the EC.

on

early 1970s, signed the Treaty of Rome

the UK in 1972, and remains

November

1990, is

seen

as

and 'the national interest'; her

the

behalf of

as

some

Prime Minster

'anti-EC', and certainly against any

supranational character in the Community,

oppose any

on

'pro-European', and in favour of

political integration. Margaret Thatcher, who resigned
in

Edward Heath,

or any

threat to sovereignty

speech at Bruges in 1988 appeared to

further integration, economic

or

political.

And John Major,

present Prime Minister, is seen as more conciliatory than Mrs

Thatcher, and

more

willing to "do business in Europe", having taken

Sterling into the ERM

as one

of his earliest actions in office.

months

survey

fieldwork, Sterling

preceding the

was

In the

linked into the

Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) of the European Monetary System
(EMS), and therefore fixed within

a

limited band of fluctuation to the

other currencies of most of the EC members.

perceptions of the implications of such
and two

for

a

questions regarding the

firm

Obviously of interest

were

for firms in the Fife

area,

a move

consequences

of membership of the ERM

trading within the Common Market

were

included in the

questionnaire.

Survey Results
Rates of

The

Response

population used for this

Directory 1989
1990

survey was

taken from The Fife Business

and The Fife Business Directory 1989: Update September

,5 which provided the most up-to-date available catalogue of

5

The Fife Business Directory and its Update
are publications produced and
updated regularly by Fife Regional Council, Department of Economic Development and
,
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registered, and established companies in the Fife Region.

After going

through the Directory entries, and removing all firms and companies
involved in industries other than

included
business
total

more

than once, and any

manufacturing, all those companies
businesses which had

according to the Update, and the

new

gone out

businesses listed there,

population of 798 manufacturing firms in the Fife Region

generated.

of
a

was

When screening the entries, the criterion used to define

a

manufacturing firm involved the nature of the product offered by the
firm; if this product was a marketable commodity which could be
consumed, the firm

The

was

included in the survey population.

Directory included quite

a

large amount of information about each

firm, categorising the companies with respect to their business interests,
gave an

index of size related to the number of employees, and provided

addresses and

the survey,

provided
one

a

telephone numbers. In the planning and operating stages of

the division of firms into size by number of employees

useful sampling tool. Each unit of the population, having only

index of size

was

represented in only

one

sampling frame, therefore,

by using random numbers6, each firm in the population had

probability of selection.

There

are

eight categories, each of which

frame from which the

equal

The categorisation of firms provided in the

Directory, and used in the fieldwork period of the
3.1.

an

appropriate number of

survey
was

is shown in table

used

responses

as a

sampling

of each firm size

Planning. I would like to thank the Council for their permission to use the Business
Directory.
6
The random numbers used were kindly generated by Steven Dickson, previously
Department of Psychology, University of St Andrews. Within each sample, taken from
each of the size categories, there was a set number of companies, and with the firms having
been arranged alphabetically, each had its own reference number. These were simply
organised, by computer, into a random sequence. For example, within the F category, there
were six firms, numbered 1 to 6
alphabetically, the randomised sequence generated by the
computer was 4, 1, 3, 6, 2, 5. The firms were thus approached in this order until the
necessary number had responded with completed questionnaires.
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sought.

was

In light of the size of the population, the problems of

achieving adequate
fieldwork, and the
the survey,

it

was

in business

response rates
resources

surveys,

(personnel, finance, and

so

the period of the

on) available for

felt that completed questionnaires from at least 10

per

cent of the total

population of companies, approximately 80 firms, would

lend the results

enough statistical validity for the conclusions reached to

have

some

Table 3.1

value.

Categorisation of Firms During Fieldwork

Category

Number of

Number of

Percentage of

Number of

employees

firms in that

Total

responses

category

Population

sought

A

0-10

461

57.8

46

B

11-50

183

22.9

18

C

51 -100

43

5.4

4

D

101

-

200

28

3.5

3

E

201

-

300

13

1.6

1

F

301

-

400

6

0.8

1

G

400+

19

2.4

2

X

not known

45

5.6

4

Total

n/a

798

100.0

79

With the division of the
other issues

various

population into these smaller sampling frames,

were

significant.

For the largest firms in the

population with hundreds of employees, there
single

person

unlikely to be one

was

able to complete the questionnaire

on

behalf of the

organisation, while, for the small, and medium sized firms,
200

employees,

as

it became apparent,

all the relevant information.

director,

or

chief executive.

one person was

was
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not

around

often able to provide

Generally speaking, this
It

up to

was

the managing

possible, therefore, to interview

a

respondent
was

on

made with

the telephone for the larger companies, and initial contact
a

company

representative able to assist in issues of public

relations, and then the questionnaire was addressed to the most

appropriate
was

in that

company,

according to this initial contact. It

felt, however, that by addressing the questionnaire specifically to a

representative to whom the nature and objectives of the

company
had

person

already been explained

rates would be increased.

on

the telephone, it

The response

with the total number of firms

was

hoped that

survey

response

achieved in each category, together

approached in each category is shown in

table 3.2.

Table 3.2

Response rates

Category

1

No. of responses

Actual responses

No. of firms

sought

received1

approached

A

46

37

[3X3

110

B

18

30

[2X]

86

C

4

8

21

D

3

4

14

E

1

2

4

F

1

2

2

G

2

[IX]

8

X

4

6

17

Total

79

86

262

The bracketed

3

figure relates to the number of firms originally classed in the X-

category; classification was possible after the return of the completed questionnaires in
these cases. X-categorised firms had either not been able to furnish a single figure for

employee numbers, because of seasonal changes (in which case, the lowest figure was taken
for the purposes of analysis in this study), or data regarding the firm size had not been
available to the compilers of the Fife Business Directory.

Overall,

a

All firms

relatively satisfying
were

response rate

of 33

per

approached initially by telephone;

Response rate

was

calculated:
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cent7

was

some

achieved.

respondents

completed the questionnaire by interview at that time, others preferred to
receive

a

copy

convenience.
at all.

The

Only

a

fairly small proportion of firms refused to participate

style of approach used in this

observation;
refused

of the questionnaire by post for completion at their

none

survey

produced

an

interesting

of the representatives of larger firms, above category C,

participation in the

survey,

and if they chose not to complete the

questionnaire after having received their
informed the surveyor, as

copy,

the majority in this

group

had been requested both in the initial telephone

contact8, and in the covering letter accompanying the questionnaire.
every

instance of refusal to participate, it

those with fewer than

In

the smaller firms, largely

fifty employees, who declined

and of these small firms who received
not to

was

complete them, few notified the

In

any

involvement,

questionnaires by post, but chose
surveyor.

total, 220 questionnaires were utilised in the study. The majority were

posted to firms, to be completed
were

completed

the surveyor.
the initial

For

on

on

site and returned, however,

a

number

behalf of respondents in telephone interviews with

Forty two of the approached firms declined to participate in

telephone conversation.

analysis of the questionnaire results, the firms

five alternative category

designations: firms with

were
up to

reorganised into

five employees

(Category I); those with six to 20 employees (II); 21 to 100 (III); 101 to 400
(IV); and
each

are

more

than 400 (V).

These divisions and the number of firms in

illustrated in table 3.3.

(Number of Completed

Questionnaires)/Number of Firms Approached = 86/262 = 0. 33
telephone contact, a loose "script" had been developed which
ensured that the same information was provided to each of the respondents, and, in the
event of various questions from the company representatives, regarding funding, objectives
etc. of the survey, complete answers with correct information could be given. The "script"
was
developed as a result of the pilot survey, and enhanced during the operation of the
main study.
8

For the initial
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Table 3.3

Re-categorisation of Firms for Use in Analysis of Data

Category Designation

No. of

No. of

employees

responding

firms in category
I

1-5

28

II

6-20

23

III

21 -100

24

IV

101

-

400

8

More than 400

V

Total

not

The classes selected

were

3
86

applicable

chosen for

a

|

number of

reasons.

First, the

government classification of small and medium sized enterprises (SME)
covers

all those firms in the range

1

-

400 employees, hence categories I to

IV involve small and medium-sized firms

all the

large firms that responded.

only, while category V contains

Second, apart from the two classes

representing the largest firms, the categories

are

approximately equal in

size, but section IV is still large enough that meaningful conclusions can
be

reached; general comments can be made for the firms in class V, but as

only three firms
firms

are

covered in this section, the representativeness of such

regionally cannot be assumed to be significant.

Introductory Statistics

a)

Average Sizes of Firms in Terms of Numbers of Employees

The average

number of employees in each firm in the population was

61.9, which is shown, together

with the

category, in table 3.4.
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average

sizes of the firms in each

Table 3.4

Average numbers of employees

No. of firms in

Category

that

It

category

employees
(n/f)

I

28

73

2. 6

II

23

269

11. 7

III

24

1141

47.5

IV

8

1667

208.4

V

3

2171

723. 7

Totals

86

5321

61.9

be

seen

that 83 (97 per

cent) of the responding firms
enterprises,

of the workforce covered in this

figures relating to the UK

a

b) Ages

considered to
per cent

survey9. This figure is comparable to the

as a

whole, according to which 60
are

classed

per cent
as

of

SME.

of Firms - Years of Establishment

A number of the

years.

are

total which involves 59

working population is employed in firms which

with

of

category (n)

be small and medium-sized

the

covered in that

(f)

can

DTI

Average number

Employees

responding firms had been in existence for relatively few

In the event that the

age

of the firm could have

some

significance

respect to the importance placed on the implications of British

membership of the EC by the respondents, the

year

of establishment

was

requested. Before 1980, only 55 (around two thirds) of the firms had been
established, and of those, only 31 (approximately one third

of the

population) had been located in Fife before British accession to the EC in
1973.

the

Sixty-six (77

per

remaining 20 (23

cent) of the firms had been established by 1985, with

per

cent) formed during the period 1986

-

1991.

This percentage has been calculated as the sum of the number of employees
represented in Categories I to IV (3150), divided by the total number of workers for the
survey as a whole (5321).
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c) Membership and Affiliation to

Organisations and Associations

Through membership and affiliation to trade associations, chambers of
commerce,

and

so on,

companies have

and informal contacts not

isolation.

in

companies

The

were

access to

business advice,

necessarily available to

range

associated

an

resources

enterprise operating

of organisations with which responding
was

large, although in general, membership

limited to chambers of commerce, trade associations, and for the

was

larger firms employers' federations. Ten firms participated in the CBI, all
in

Categories III, IV

or

V.

Thirty-two

were

involved in at least

Chamber of Commerce (those listed included the Fife, Forth

one

Valley,

Dundee and

Tayside, and Edinburgh associations).

members of

Export Clubs, organisations associated with chambers of

commerce,

and 25

associations; these

The Nature of

The

range

were

were

Six companies

involved in employers' federations, or trade

all firms with at least 20 employees.

Responding Enterprises

of business interests of the responding companies

extensive, although, of course, limited to manufacturing.
were

the

were

involved in various types

was

But, three firms

of specialised distribution, and included in

study because of the potential impact easing of the cabotage system,

and frontier controls
them.

as a

result of the SEM programme

The industrial classifications of the

their related

categorisations in terms of size

Relating the

range

could have

upon

responding enterprises, and

are

described in table 3.5.

of industrial sectors represented by the various

responding firms to the description provided in Chapter Two regarding
the structure of

industry in Fife, the study would
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appear to represent a

fair

reflection of the Fife economy.
reliant

on

the oil

There

are

industry, and there is

engineering firms, 17 in all,

or one

a

four companies whose work is
relatively large proportion of

fifth of the total population. Chemical,

petrochemical, and plastics companies make
seven

firms

up a

significant

presence,

firms, 8 per cent of the total, and 11 electronics and microelectronics
are

represented,

one

general categorisation,
class of

eighth of the population. By deliberately using

none

of the firms

was

included in

more

than

one

industry.

Table 3.5 Industrial Classifications of the

responding firms

V

IV

III

II

I

Total

Electronics/Microelectronics

1

1

4

4

1

11

Textiles

1

3

2

6

Chemicals/Petrochemicals

1

1

1

3

2

1

3

Heavy Engineering

2

1

3

Unclassified/General Engineering

2

6

3

3

14

1

1

2

4

1

8

10

19

6

7

Food/Agricultural Production &
Processing

&

Engineering Subcontracting

Plastics
General

Manufacture/Processing
Manufacturing

Manufacture of

1

Luxury Goods

Glass and Products Manufacture

Metal
Oil

1

1

2
1

1

Pigment Production

2

2

4

Distribution

1

2

3

Building Materials Manufacture

1

Industry Related

Quarrying
Totals

3

97

8

24

4

5

1

1

23

28
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Exports10

According

to

Scottish

figures,

Council

from

exports

manufacturing industry amounted to £5.5 billion in 1988,
of which went other states in the EC.

per cent,

currently export all,

or part,

In this

more

Scottish
than half

study, 41 of the 86 firms, 48

of their production abroad. Of these

firms, only 22 companies, or one third of the 66 in existence at that time,

exported goods in 1985, and 16 firms, of the total of 55, only 29
1980.

Broken down into

categories, this distribution

can

be

per cent,

seen

in

in figure

3.1; these figures take into account the year of establishment of the firm.

Figure 3.1 Proportions of firms exporting part

or

all, of their output

Year

1980

1985

0

10

20

Number of firms in each

A clear trend towards

is illustrated not
half of the

an

40

30

category exporting goods outside the UK

increasing proportion of firms exporting output

only in the statistics, but also diagrammatically. Almost

responding firms

are now

involved in export, 41 in all,

proportion which has

grown

1980, 16 firms, and

third in 1985, 22 firms. It is the

10

the

The statistics

50

one

steadily from approximately 30

relating to this section

questionnaire.
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are

the

answers

case

per cent

a

in

that the longer

given to questions 10 and 11 on

a

company

has been established, the greater the probability that

some

production is exported, and this phenomenon would in part explain the

significantly increased proportion of exporting firms

now,

with respect to

earlier, however, the change is large, and could not wholly be explained in
this way.

When translated into

percentages representing the share of exporting

firms in each category,

the results

the years
each

1985, and 1980,

are

can

be

seen

in table 3.6. Calculations for

weighted according to the number of firms in

category in existence at that time, therefore, all those firms

established after the year
estimated.

It is not

have gone out
this affects the

Table 3.6

in question,

are not

included in the proportion

possible to include in the calculations firms which

may

of business in the period in question, and unfortunately,
precision of results.

Proportions of firms exporting output throughout the world, in

percentage terms

The

Category

Now

1985

1980

V

100%

67%

67%

IV

63%

50%

38%

III

63%

41%

42%

II

30%

15%

6%

I

39%

31%

22%

proportion of firms exporting output throughout the world increases

significantly with time in

every case, except

when the

one per cent,

change is just

increases in every

of

for Category III, 1980 to 1985,

and, figure 3.1 clearly shows the

category. It would appear, then, that foreign markets are

growing importance for Fife firms, and
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an

important comparison in the

context of this

and

study must be made between foreign exports

as a

whole,

exports to Western European states. The figures relating to export to

West

European states only

are

shown in percentage terms in table 3.7, and

graphically in figure 3.2.

Table 3.7

Proportions of firms exporting goods to Western Europe in

percentage terms

Category

Now

1985

1980

V

67%

33%

33%

IV

63%

50%

38%

III

58%

36%

32%

II

26%

10%

0

I

18%

17%

25%

Figure 3.2 Numbers of firms exporting all
Western

Year

or part

of their output to

European states

-i

0

20

10

Number of firms in each

30

40

category exporting to West European states

100

There

are a

number of firms which export

only to states outside Western

Europe11; in 1991, in total nine firms exported output only outside
Western

Europe,

one

from V,

from III,

one

one

from II, and six from I; in

Category I, several specialised firms dealing only with non-Western
European states

included, which provides

are

an

explanation for this

apparent anomaly.

Currently 32 firms in the total sample size of 86, 37
population,
Western

are

involved in exporting all

European states.

or part

a

firms into account, from 12 firms (22 per

individual category.

of their production to

proportion which has increased

substantially during the 1980s, taking the

cent) in 1985, to 32 firms

of the

As with the numbers of firms exporting

throughout the world, this is

per

per cent

now.

year

of establishment of the

cent) in 1980, to 17 companies (26

Again, this trend is borne out in each

As for the statistics relating to companies exporting

output throughout the world, the proportion of firms exporting to
Western

Europe increases from 1980 to the present, except in the case of

Category I; but

of the Category II firms

none

European export in 1980. The

responses

were

involved in West

for Category I,

small size of the firms concerned, and the associated

specialisation in production of

a

as a

result of the

high degree of

significant minority of these firms,

are

likely to produce apparently inconsistent results.

The increases in the

proportion of firms exporting output to Western

Europe, with respect to the proportion exporting output to any location in
the world must be
75 per
11

compared, these figures

are

shown in table 3.8. In 1980,

cent of the companies, 12 firms out of a total of 16, involved in
The number of firms

exporting only to non-Western European states is calculated as
exporting throughout the world, and the number
exporting to Western European states.
the difference between the number of firms
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export in that population were exporting production to Western Europe;
in 1985,

this figure was slightly larger at 77 per cent of all exporting firms,

which is 17 firms of

a

total of 22; and now the

figure is 78

exporting firms in the population, 32 out of 41 firms, which
to Western

per cent
are

of all

exporting

European states.

Table 3.8 Numbers of firms in each

category involved in exporting output

World

Western

Europe

Category

1980

1985

Now

1980

1985

Now

V

2

2

3

1

1

2

IV

3

4

5

3

4

5

III

8

9

15

6

8

14

II

1

3

7

0

2

6

I

2

4

11

2

2

5

Total

16

22

41

12

17

32

The

percentage changes are small, but would indicate a very slight increase

in the share of firms

number of firms
are

exporting to Western Europe with respect to the total

exporting throughout the world. In 1980, If these figures

reduced down to the level of the size

cannot be

Western

categories; for Category V, which

accurate, one half to two thirds of the firms

export production to

European states; in Category IV, interestingly, 100 per cent of

exporting firms export to Western European states. In Category III, the

figures

are

Western
cent in

also high, with the proportion of exporting firms dealing with

Europe increasing from 75
1980, then well

over

per cent

in 1980, to just under 90 per

93 per cent now.

In Category II, no firms

exported to Western Europe in 1980, two thirds of exporting firms dealt
with this
cent now.

region in 1985, and this increased significantly to nearly 90 per
A

declining proportion of Category I firms dealt with Western
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Europe; both exporting firms in 1980, only half in 1985, and less than one
half

now.

Clearly, then, the importance of West Europe

as a

market is

related to the size of the firms, with those in the medium range
this
a

area

most

significant. It would

appear

finding

that Western Europe represents

foreign market for at least three quarters of Fife companies involved in

export.

This is

significant proportion, and would suggest that the

a

implications of advances such
the EC could be

seen

as

as

SAD, and harmonisation of standards by

important by some of the trading firms.

Interesting comparison will made with figures relating to the import of
raw

materials, and inputs of production and their sources.

The average
some

or

percentage of total production exported by firms sending

all of their

production throughout the world, in each

from firms in each category,

Table 3.9

year,

and

is illustrated in table 3.9, and figure 3.3.

Average percentage of total production exported, by category

Category

Now

1985

1980

Average

per

category
V

37%

31%

36%

35%

IV

41%

46%

59%

49%

III

24%

34%

30%

29%

II

27%

20%

5%

17%

I

32%

2%

4%

13%

32%

27%

27%

29%

Average

per

year

The evidence for the

average

population

as a

whole would suggest that the

share of production exported by those firms with foreign
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dealings12 is increasing from 27

per cent

in 1980 and 1985, to 32

per cent

currently, however, only Category II bears this trend out.

The

unexpectedly high result achieved in 1980 in Category III, with

a

percentage of 59 per cent of production of exporting firms being sent
abroad is the result of the

particularly high level of export of

established firm involved in the manufacture of aluminium

specialised manufacture, with
the United

a

relatively larger market

a

long-

pigments,

overseas

a

than in

Kingdom.

Figure 3.3 Percentage of total output exported throughout the world

Overall
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It must be remembered that the number of firms in

decrease

accuracy

significantly,

as one goes

back to 1980, and this reduces the

and precision of the data. In all

to the established firms in each

observation relates to the

categories I, II and III

cases,

the calculations relate only

category in 1980, and 1985. An interesting

large increase in the proportion of production

exported by firms in categories I, and II from 1980 to 1991. Also of interest,
12

Companies involved in domestic trade only

figures.
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are not

included in the subsequent

is the relative

consistency of the 1991 figures; comparing the figure for the

proportion of output exported overall with those for each of the categories,
the differences

Table 3.10
Western

are

relatively small.

Average percentage of total production exported to other

European states

Category

Now

1985

1980

Average

per

category
V

32%

15%

10%

19%

IV

23%

23%

31%

26%

III

21%

31%

33%

28%

II

25%

18%

0

22%

I

5%

4%

5%

5%

21%

18%

20%

20%

Average

per

year

Figure 3.4 Percentage of total output exported into Western Europe, by

Category

Overall
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Similar examination may
West

be made of the figures relating to exports to

European states only, and these are shown in table 3.10, and figure
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Unlike exports as a

3.4.

whole, which showed

an

increase in share of

production exported, the pattern for share of exports sent to other West

European countries showed
current

figure only

cent of total
now,

reduction of European exports in 1985, and

one per cent

higher than the 1980 figure, from 20

production in 1980, to 18

per cent

in 1985,

up to

21

a

per

per cent

which bearing in mind the limited precision of this study, would

indicate

The

a

a

relatively constant level of European exports.

proportion of exports sent to West European states is higher than the

average

for British exports sent to EC states, 49

approximately 75

Western Europe

per cent to

per cent

as a

in 198713, but

whole, in this study

(proportion of production sent to West European states divided by total
export proportion). Since the EFTA states represent a fairly small market
for Fife

firms, certainly not accounting for one quarter of the export

proportion total, it would

appear

that overall, the firms in this sample

export a larger than average share of their production to the other EC
member states.

This conclusion must be somewhat tentative

given the

crudity of these results, and in light of their imprecision, however,
allowing for lower results if the precision, and quality of data
improved, in general, it
manufactured

average

can

even

were to

be

be postulated, that the proportion of

goods exported from Fife to the EC is higher than the

for the UK

as a

whole.

Imports. Raw Materials, and Client Companies14

33

European Documentation Europe Without Frontiers - Completing the Internal
(OOPEC, Luxembourg, 1990).
These responses relate to the answers given to questions 13 to 18.

Market Thrid Edition
14
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The results

relating to the

production at this time yields
shown in

only imported

and

some

figure 3.5. Nearly all firms

UK, however,

the total.

of

sources

unexpected result

an

raw

raw

materials and inputs used in

interesting results, and these
use raw

was

materials produced in the

the number of enterprises using

materials and inputs, ten in all, almost

The business interests of these

clothing manufacture,

companies

and to

survey;

35 firms

states in the
cent

of the

EC,

were
a

are

one

eighth of

limited to textile

the manufacture of various

requirements of the microelectronics industry.
importing from other European states

are

was

The number of firms

of interest in the context of this

importing manufacturing requirements from other

total of two fifths of the firms covered, and 7 firms, 8 per

population, imported from EFTA states.

Only two firms

imported inputs from Eastern Europe, namely Poland, the Soviet Union.

Figure 3.5 Sources of

raw

materials and inputs, 1991

Region
Africa
Middle East

]
]

No. of

1

companies

1

Japan
South America
Far East

North America

13

§_2

USSR/E.Europe
EFTA States

EC States

35
76

UK
0

40

20

No. of

The

sources

of

raw

(66 of the total

materials and

population)

are
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T

1

60

80

companies

inputs of the firms established in 1985

shown in figure 3.6.

Although visual

comparison of figures 3.5 and 3.6 would

imported

raw

appear to

show that the

sources

of

materials and inputs has not changed significantly, closer

examination of the data has

Figure 3.6 Sources of

raw

produced

some

interesting observations.
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First, in 1991, unexpectedly ten firms had used only imported inputs; in

1985, all firms had domestic

sources

for

some

of the inputs required in

production. Given the small number of firms dealing with Africa, the Far
East, the Middle East, South America, Japan, and Eastern Europe these
results cannot be conclusive, however, it would appear

such

dealings has remained relatively unchanged. However, the number

of firms

importing from North America (the United States, and Canada)

has fallen from 13 (15 per

cent of respondents) in 1991, to 9 (13 per cent) in

1985, indicating a slight (and possibly
with North American

raw

However, in 1985, only three
of the 1985

insignificant) decrease in dealings

companies. In 1991,

population) imported

the

that the extent of

population),

an

seven

firms (8 per cent of the

materials and inputs from EFTA states.

firms imported from this region (5

per cent

increase of almost double. Even allowing for

imprecision of these statistics, this would indicate
108

a

growth in dealings

with EFTA states.

established firms)

firms (35 per cent of the

imported goods; this figure had risen substantially to 35

firms in 1991, 41 per
of the

From the EC, in 1985, 23

cent of the population. Again, despite the inaccuracy

original data, this change represents

from EC states, and an

a

significant increase in trade

important result for this

survey.

The destinations of

production, and the proportions of exported output

production exported

are

Table 3.11

shown in table 3.11, and figure 3.7.

Proportions of exported production, 1990

Average percentage of

-

1991

production destined for:

Category

Scotland

Rest of UK

EC/Europe

World

Totals

V

4

56

25

14

99l

IV

42

33

13

12

100

III

42

40

15

3

100

II

72

19

7

2

100

I

71

23

1

5

100

Overall

46

34

12

7

99I

1

result of

Obviously, these tota s
incomplete responses.

should be 100 per cent,
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however, these inaccuracies are the

Figure 3.7 Destination of manufactured output, 1990
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A detailed

picture of exporting patterns is not possible because not all the

respondents included the proportions of production exported to each
region, and consequently, the results

are

unfortunately less conclusive,

and accurate than

might have been hoped.

general trends

clear.

production

are

are

It

can

been

seen

In spite of this problem,

that decreasing quantities of

exported abroad with decreasing

company

size, and

a

greater proportion of manufacture is sent to other Western European
states than is sent to states outside Western

is reinforced within each

For

the

Europe. Generally, this trend

category of firm size, as can be seen in figure 3.7.

smallest firms in

the

study, the proportion of production

remaining in Scotland and the rest of the UK is far greater than that for
the

larger enterprises. The pattern of distribution of production relating to

the shares of

production for Category V reinforces the general trend of

increasing volume of exports with increasing firm size.
share of

an

Flowever, the

output remaining in Scotland is very much less than would be

predicted. This result is possibly
110

a

reflection of the relative size of total

output for V-Category companies, in relation to the volume of production
for small and medium sized

enterprises, and the size of the Scottish

market for such manufacture.

In

to the rest of the

light of the volume of production sent

UK, it is probable that the respondents from Category-V

firms, unable to divide the quantities of output going to Scottish clients
and that

going to clients elsewhere in the UK, instead combined the data.

According to EC figures for 1988, almost
UK

are

sent to other EC

appear to
almost

EC

half of all exports from the

states, however, in this survey,

this figure would

be higher. Total exports for the firms in this study account for

one

Western

one

fifth of

production, almost two thirds of which

European states; statistics which

are

somewhat higher than the

figures would indicate, although these figures relate only to British

trade with EC member states.

Again, mention must be made of the

imprecision of the results of this study, however, it would
Western

appear,

that

Europe (ie. both the EC and EFTA states) represents a more

significant market for firms in Fife than for industry in the UK

By comparing the
that of 1985, a
should be
of

goes to

responses

any

changes in trading patterns

possible. Unfortunately, the incomplete

participants has compromised the

table 3.12, and

were

whole.

given for current distribution of output, and

general assessment of

general conclusions

as a

accuracy

responses

Ill

a

number

of these results, however,

still possible, and these results

figure 3.8.

of

are

illustrated in

Table 3.12

Proportions of production exported in 1985

Average percentage of

production destined for:

Category

Scotland

Rest of UK

EC/Europe

World

Totals

V

5

52

22

21

100

IV

53

24

13

10

100

III

43

39

11

5

981

II

83

14

3

1

101

I

67

29

1

0

97l

Overall

50

32

10

7

991

1

Again, these inaccuracies are a consequence of incomplete responses.

The trends revealed
for

current

demonstrated
100 per

by the 1985 statistics

figures, partly the

consequence

clearly defined

or

below

cent. However, as for 1991, the proportion of production destined

share of

general, decreases with increasing firm size, and, the

output for export increases with firm size, clearly shown in figure

Again, exports to Western Europe

as a

percentage of total exports are

higher than EC figures would indicate, with

an average

of 10

per cent

production exported to Western Europe in 1985, compared with

exported share of 17
for

those

as

of less reliable data

by total percentages in each category slightly above

for British clients, in

3.8.

are not as

per cent.

The EFTA states represent

a

a

of

total

small market

companies in the UK. With this in mind, and the inaccuracies in the

data, it would appear that the importance of Western Europe as an export
market for Fife firms is
evidenced

growing trend, and not

only in the 1991 figures. This is

context of this

Western

a

study,

as

an

a recent

phenomenon,

important conclusion in the

it would reinforce the conclusion that the states of

Europe, namely, the EC and EFTA member states, are a more

important trading partner for Fife enterprise than for British industry as a
whole.
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Figure 3.8 Destination of manufactured output, in 1985
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In

examining the changes in the share of manufacturing exported by firms

in each

category, a number of additional changes are apparent. First, with

respect to Category V firms, all three of whom provided detailed statistics
in the responses

to this section, the importance of Western Europe as a

destination for exports

is increasing. In 1985, 43

per cent

of output

was

exported, roughly half of which to Western Europe; in 1991, the
proportion of production exported overall had fallen to 39 per cent,
however, almost two thirds of this

was

sent to Western

Europe.

The

proportion of production exported to Western Europe had increased from
22 per

cent in 1985, to 25 per cent currently. For Category IV companies,

the average
cent in

1985, to 25 per cent now, and the relative share of exports going to

Western
IV relate
as

proportion of production had increased slightly from 23 per

Europe had remained constant. The figures for Categories V, and

only to the

precise

firms did

responses

or accurate,

of few firms, and therefore, cannot be seen

merely general, however, the respondents for these

provide all the relevant statistics; the incomplete
113

responses

related to firms of medium, and small size.

change in emphasis to Western Europe
was

striking; in 1985,

on average,

two thirds of which to Western

and

over

four fifths of this is

also

16

Europe, but

of production for Category II firms

a

only 1

now

per cent

outside Western

of only 4

an average

exported, the majority of

Europe, however, this had increased to 9

of production
cent in 1990

Europe.

was
-

exported in 1985,

per cent now,

period during which markets and contacts

can

The responses

were

share which had

For the smaller firms in this
-

exporting firms

a

1991, however, more production

relating to 1985, and figures relating to 1990

was sent

survey,

1991 represent

a

figures

significant

be developed;

many

of

established not long before 1985.

regarding the locations of client firms and organisations

reinforced the results
of

Significant

large proportion going to Western Europe. For the smallest firms,

increased to 6 per

these

18 per cent is exported,

in Categories II, and I. In 1985,
was

exported,

was

exported to Western Europe.

per cent

with

of production

per cent

are

which to Western

the dominant export market

as

changes

seen

For Category III firms, the

regarding the

exported manufactured goods.

sources

of inputs, and the destinations

However, nearly all respondents

considered that the total

quantity of output produced had increased in the

last five years,

so too

and thus,

production exported abroad.

had the relative value of the proportions of
In addition, several had

seen a

shift to

a

greater export of production overseas, while demand for their products
had remained constant here in the UK.
Western

Overall, it would appear that the

European market, comprising those states for which freer trade is

possible, namely the EC and EFTA states, represents
which is of

a

market for Fife firms

greater importance than national figures would suggest.
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Direct

Integration Effects of the European Community15

When asked what

responses,

in general

classification

respondents
responses,
"No trade

was

or

understood

were

by the Single European Market, the

remarkably consistent, irrespective of size,

business interest of the

were

unable to provide

wide reference

was

made to

an

easing of trade

-

"Ease of

access

throughout Europe with

no

or

a more

"Freer trading",

a

change in the
Competition.

tariff barriers", "Freedom

restrictions". However, it

respondents completing the questionnaire

Categories V and IV had

-

to new markets.

Opportunities!", "One market without trade

that the

In the remaining

any comment.

barriers", "More freedom to trade"; and to

nature of the EC market

of market

Sixteen of the

enterprise.

was

clear

behalf of firms in

on

in-depth knowledge of the possible

implications of the SEM. Answers from these companies' representatives
included

comments

such

as

"Deregulation of individual countries'

legislation to allow free movement of goods, people, and capital",
"harmonisation of standards" and "breakdown of borders both
and

legislative to enable

a

freeflow of goods and services".

physical
It

was

therefore, only in the responses from these companies, that limited
evidence of the

significance of EC supranationality,

or

federal character,

was seen.

This

apparently greater knowledge of the EC

responses

was

reinforced by the

to the subsequent question dealing with the effects of

membership of the EC for firms16, since these larger firms demonstrated

a

greater awareness of EC standards and legislation in their fields than the
1^

The results in this section relate to

16

This

which this

questions 19 to 23 on the Questionnaire.
question was purposely designed to lead the respondent, and tap information
same question did not appear to do in the pilot study, without the bracketed

comment.
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smaller
no

enterprises. Fifty-four of all respondents felt that there had been

effect,

or

did not offer

a

disappointingly high proportion.

comment; a

However, for the remaining 32 companies, 12 respondents referred to EC
standards
in

governing their product. These included

a company

involved

glass production, processing, and supply, another involved in chemical

manufacture, and several involved in agricultural product processing
industries, another referred to international standards for labelling of

chemicals, and four mentioned the introduction of European legislation

relating to the environment, which affected the commodities they utilised
in

production, and the goods they

noted that
and

although there

are

were

manufacturing. Interestingly, two

EC technical standards, and codes of practice

safety related to their products, these

are

of

a

lower specification, and

stringency than the comparable British standards. One of the respondents,
who had been interviewed

by telephone did feel that these differences

an

advantage when marketing the company's goods elsewhere in

Western

Europe, since the high quality and standards of production of this

were

output could be used as a selling point.

increasing importance of

awareness

the UK, and elsewhere in the

having
federal

These

an

positive

effect, in

a

of potential competitors based outside

Community, in light of the easing of

restrictions to trade and thus the

Market.

Five firms referred to the

potential exploitation of the European

responses

indicated that the EC

restricted fashion,

as an

was

perhaps

additional layer of quasi-

government, certainly in the sphere of European law, and

standards.

Unsurprisingly, plans to expand abroad

were

related to the size of the

enterprise and the relative specialisation of production.
from small

Respondents

companies not involved in specialised manufacture felt that

export opportunities and possibilities are difficult or even impossible to
116

find for firms of that

Related to which, the management

be concerned to export output, if production capacity, and order

may not

books

type and size.

full without the

are

Forty-three firms, half of the

problems associated with foreign dealings.
survey

Eight of the respondent enterprises
companies, and in these
taken at

a

population, responded in this

were

subsidiaries,

or

way.

branches of larger

decisions to expand foreign dealings

cases,

were

level and not at the local level of respondent

company

enterprise. The remaining respondents, 35 firms, around two fifths of the
sample population, in almost
expansion abroad,
export.

or were

Interestingly,

every case,

had planned

form of

looking at the advantages and disadvantages of

every

single firm mentioning target markets (18 in

all) referred to Western Europe, with states in both EFTA
Finland) and the EC

some

(Norway, and

(Spain, France, Italy, Belgium, Denmark and

Germany) isolated for attention. Two firms

were

their interests in the United States, two were

also planning to expand

looking at opportunities in

the Far East, one in the Middle East, and one, which was
with trade with African states, was

solely concerned

seeking greater representation in

Africa, and specifically Egypt.

Having ascertained that currently 41 of the responding firms export all or
part of their output, the significance of exchange rate levels and
fluctuations for these

exporting firms could be important. An indicator of

sensitivity to exchange rate fluctuations
to each of the five

possible

answers

was

calculated by allocating

a score

offered to respondents in question 22:

Very Sensitive 2, Sensitive 1, Neutral 0, Not Sensitive -1, and

Unimportant -2.

exactly equal to

The sensitivity rating calculated for all 86 firms was

zero.

However, when only those firms involved in export
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were

assessed, the total indicator

was

1917, which gave an index of

sensitivity to exchange rate fluctuations for firms with foreign export of
This would indicate

0.46.

variations

in

the

that overall there is

some

sensitivity to

exchange rate, however, the importance of these

fluctuations for export

is not great.

Thirty-four companies imported all

or part

of the

raw

materials and

inputs they required in production, and for these, the total sensitivity
indicator

calculated

was

considerations

are

of less

six,

as

significance for importing firms. The index of

sensitivity for importing firms

although firms importing

suggesting that exchange rate

raw

was

only 0.18, implying that, again,

materials

are

variations, the significance of these is small.
in both
was

of

11,

affected by exchange rate

Twenty firms were involved

import and export, and for these firms, the sensitivity indicator
yielding

an

index of 0.55, which would suggest that the significance

exchange rates fluctuations for firms involved in both export and

import is

more apparent,

either export or
and exports

and greater than for those firms involved in

import. Every

one

of the twenty firms with both imports

from abroad had dealings with Western European states.

Only 21 of the responding companies felt that British membership of the
ERM would

help future planning, and all of them

foreign dealings, two firms involved in import only,

were
seven

involved in
firms with

export interests, and twelve firms with both importing and exporting
trade.

The

general

consensus amongst

respondents

was

that it

was too

early to be

aware

it

possible to describe the actual implications of membership at

17

was

not

of the true effects of British entry into the ERM, and that

The total

sensitivity indicator was calculated by simply adding all the scores
given by firms involved in export. The sensitivity index involved dividing this total by
the number of exporting firms. Similar calculations were done for importing firms.
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this stage.

However, two respondents felt that the exchange rate at which

Sterling had been set

was too

high. Two

more

commented that stronger

monetary ties were needed with the United States, and, one felt that
British entry

policies, including marketing, and distribution.

company

Business

into the ERM had enabled the stabilisation of various

Trips. Trade Fairs and Conferences18

Representatives from
had made business

also sent

were

trips abroad, and

involved in

average

exporting

to

were sent

had made around 650 foreign journeys,

firm

per

per year

for those companies with

abroad. The greatest intensity of foreign travel19

found, not surprisingly, in Category V (an average of at least 76

foreign trips
13

survey, a

In total, employees of the

overseas.

survey

of around 17

employees who
was

further 21 of the smaller firms had

companies, almost half of the population; of these 39 firms, only

enterprises covered in this
an

a

personnel abroad during the 12 months preceding the

total of 39
27

of the 18 largest enterprises in this study

every one

per

firm

per

year), followed by Categories IV and III (11, and

respectively). Below these, in Categories II, and I, the number of foreign

business

trips

was very

much smaller, with

firm in II, and less than one per

In the literature sent to firms

by the CBI and the DTI,

an average

of only two

per

firm in I.

requesting information regarding the SEM

among

others, emphasis is placed

on

the

importance of visiting potential foreign markets to discover the relative
strengths and weaknesses. The opportunities offered by conferences and
18

The information

relating to this section

comes

from the

answers

given to Questions

24-31.
19

Intensity of foreign travel

-

the

average

category.
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number of foreign trips

per

firm in each

trade fairs to increase business contacts, and
client base

also

are

seen

as

develop

international

extremely important; finance and advice is

made available to small and medium sized firms

such arrangements.

an

wishing to participate in

Fife Regional Council intended to fund

delegation from small engineering

at

concerns

an

a

local

international

engineering trade fair in Paris in September 1991, however, the project
terminated

through lack of interest. Council officers also emphasised the

business contacts which

The

respondents

eighteen ticked
three

were

can

asked to categorise the sort of business trips taken;

than

more

be made at this sort of function.

one type

of category, and three respondents, all

types of trip provided. Table 3.13 shows the number of firms which

had sent

representatives

total number of

on

foreign journeys of each different type; the

trips of each different type

fifth of the business

one

was

trips

were

known. Overall, only

was not

organised to discover the nature of

potential markets ("Reconnaissance")/ however, two fifths of firms had

participated in conferences, and trade fairs, and the remaining two fifths
had

organised visits to foreign trading partners. These distributions

largely reflected in the individual categories.

Table 3.13

Size

Types of Foreign Business Trips

Category

Reconnaissance

Conferences/

Visits to

foreign

Trade Fairs

partners

Totals

V

1

2

1

4

IV

2

4

5

11

III

5

10

11

26

II

2

5

6

13

I

2

1

2

5

Totals

12

22

25

59
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are

An examination of the

table 3.14.

These

figures relate to the number different locations visited by

businessmen, and
destinations

foreign destinations of business trips is shown in

women

from Fife.

Seventy-eight out of

provided by the respondents,

were

total of 134

a

EC states, and

over one

quarter of these were in Germany; most of these trips were organised in
order

to

visit

foreign partners,

tentative conclusion in
as

or to

undertake reconnaissance.

light of this would, then, be that Germany is

good target to increase foreign trade and dealings.

a

Chamber of Commerce has been
its member

A
seen

Indeed, Fife

providing information and assistance to

companies, specifically aimed at the German market, because,

only is this state the largest, and wealthiest in the EC, but the

not

opportunities offered with the restructuring of the East German economy
are

potentially significant. France

although in nearly all

cases,

this

was
was

the next most popular destination,
for participation at trade fairs and

conferences, and to visit foreign partners.
Netherlands

were

also

important destinations of business trips.

both EC and EFTA destinations
Western
70 per
more

Europe

as a

business

area

were

is

aggregated, the importance of

seen to

be extremely significant, with

significant than the importance of Western Europe

Western

for

When

cent of the business trip destinations in this region; this is even

industry in Fife.

area

Italy, Belgium and the

as a

market for

These results again reinforce the conclusion that

European states represent the most significant foreign trading

industry in Fife.
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Table 3.14 Where do businessmen go on

Western
EC

their business trips abroad?
Elsewhere

Europe

Total

78

NAmerica total

17

Germany

22

USA

16

France

19

Canada

1

Italy

11

SAmerica Brazil

2

Ireland

2

Africa

total

3

Spain
Portugal

3

South Africa

2

1

Zimbabwe

1

Belgium

8

Far East & Asia

15

Netherlands

7

Japan

2

1

Far East

11

13

India

1

Finland

2

Pakistan

1

Sweden

4

Norway

1

Poland

1

Iceland

1

Hungary

1

Switzerland

1

USSR

1

Austria

1

Turkey

2

-

Luxembourg
EFTA

-

Overall

Eastern

-

6

Europe

North America, and the Far East and Asia were the second and third most

reflection of the size of those markets.

important business destinations,

a

For North

are

nearly all undertaken by Fife based

raw

materials from locations there, and

firms

America, these visits

importing products and

surprisingly, visits to the Far East, and Asia relate to reconnaissance, except
in the microelectronics

industry, for which journeys to Japan, particularly,

had been undertaken in order to
An

examination

participate in trade fairs and conferences.

of the destinations of business

trips reinforces the

importance of Western Europe, and in particular the EC,
important non-domestic market for firms in Fife.
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as

the most

Forty-one firms had been represented at conferences and/or trade fairs in
the last five years,
contacts with other

respondents.

almost half of the total population, and of those,
enterprises had made by all but

per cent

fairs; 19 for technical

contacts were made of

upon

were

made.

able to

around

one

half of firms; five for

eighth of participating firms;

financial nature; but two contacts

no

relating to

These results reinforce the significance placed

conferences and trade fairs by the various government, and public

bodies, to increase
other

a

an

were

of firms represented at conferences

reasons,

joint research and development,

marketing

of these firms'

Representatives from 35 of the companies

acquire contacts for trade, 85
and trade

one

a

development.

client base, and gain contacts for trade, technical and

According to Fife Regional Council, and DTI

information, in very few industries, relevant conferences and trade fairs
are

not available.

The contacts made at the conferences and trade fairs

forms, from informal to full business partnerships.
contacts were made

fairs.

of various

In all, 48 business

by the 41 firms participating in conferences in trade

Eighteen of the contacts had resulted in agreements of

between

some

kind

firms, the nature of which the respondents did not describe.

Eight firms signed contracts
trade

were

as a

result of contacts made at conferences

or

fairs, and two partnerships were formed as a result of such meetings.

Twenty of the participating firms made informal arrangements with other
enterprises. It would
are a

useful

appear,

then, that, indeed, conferences and trade fairs

approach to developing business links, and building

and technical

up

trade,

relationships.

This conclusion is reinforced

by the

responses

regarding possible future

participation in conferences and trade fairs. Fifty-one of all the responding
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companies said that they would be represented at these events in the
future, three fifths of the total population, and five more firms indicated
that

representatives would probably be participating if the conference

trade fair

were

considered to lead to the

right sort of

Finally, in this section, the respondents

were

exposure.

given the opportunity to

rank the level of

success

contacts20.

scoring band ranged from "very successful", which

given
total

The

This

score

would suggest

conferences and trade fairs enable

that

a

rating for the whole population

index of 0.4.

made.

trade fairs for

as

of two, to "waste of time" with

a score
success

of occasions such

Given that many

some

such functions

or

making useful
was

value of negative two. The
was

34, which provided

an

that overall, respondents felt that
successful business contacts to be
are

international, it would

seem

participation in conferences and trade fairs would provide the

delegates with greater opportunities to create foreign business
opportunities, and broaden international contacts.

Training Directed at Exploitation of British Membership of the European

Community21

Employees in 12 of the respondent companies had undertaken training

specifically designed to exploit British membership of the EC,
of

only

one

seventh of the responding firms. This total

was

a

proportion

made

up

of

two of the

largest firms, in Category V, two of the Category IV firms, four

of the III

enterprises, three of the II companies, and only one in the

20

The statistics

relating to these responses were calculated in much the same way as
relating to fluctuations in exchange rates. However, a point to note in this case, since
it would appear that every industry has regular conferences and trade fairs, the statistics
relate to all responding firms in this study, and is not limited to those who have
participated in, or will be represented at conferences and trade fairs.
21
These results relate to the answers given to questions 32 to 34.
those
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smallest

category. Unfortunately, the respondent representing the largest

did not know the style of training which had been used, but of

company
the

remaining 11 enterprises, representatives of four had been sent to

seminars
in

on

courses

in the EC.

the

subject, and for nine firms, employees had been involved

relating to the potential exploitation of business opportunities
No other methods of

training had been used.

Regarding the content these seminars and
representatives at Marketing based
programmes,

and eight at Language

explanation of

a

courses,

courses,

six companies had had

three in Technical training

courses.

One firm provided

more

seminar in which the Managing Director had been

involved, entitled "Exporting and Importing within the European

Community", which had been organised by Fife Regional Council.

The

applicability of these European training sessions would

have been

largely positive, but limited,

felt that the

training

It seemed

compare

appropriate to

training

programmes,

in trade elsewhere in the EC.

had had

was

one

of the respondents
use

which

"Neutral"22.

the number of firms pursuing European

with the number of those already involved
Of the twelve firms with

European directed training, only six

trade in Western
be

all but

experience had been "Useful", the other felt the

could been made of that

related

as

appear to

were

employees who

already involved in

Europe, which would suggest that the other half might

looking to expand their client base to Continental Europe, and

relevant
aim.

training

as one

saw

of the possible methods of helping to achieve this

However, the limited usefulness accorded to such training

22

would

In this case, the person completing the questionnaire had also been the company
employee involved in the training course directed at exploitation of British membership of

the EC.
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suggest that either the information gained had not been sufficiently

appropriate,
advice

that the

company

representatives

were

unable to tailor the

given to the specific nature and requirements of their

The issue of
this

or

own

firms.

language training will be dealt with in greater detail later in

Chapter.

Employment, Recruitment and Europe23

Four

positive

departure of

responses

any

resulted from the question regarding the

skilled personnel to employment elsewhere in Western

Europe. Of the remaining 82
of

the

responses,

only

one was

"Don't Know". One

Category V firms had lost several chemical manufacturing

engineers and petrochemical engineers to locations elsewhere in Western
Europe (both EC, and EFT A), nearly all of whom to other divisions of the
same

companies. Two enterprises in the III Category had lost employees

to other West

European states. The managing director, in

been "head-hunted"

firm,

a

by

salesperson had
software

a

gone to

involved

a

gone to

work in Spain.

individuals with

Swiss manufacturing

company;

one case,

for the other

work in the Netherlands. The final

engineer, from

a company

had

case

in Category II, who had

All these personnel

were

highly qualified

university level education, and extremely marketable

skills.

The

justification for these questions related to discovering the actual

degree of mobility of workers in the EC market, in light of the supposed
freedom of movement of workers in the EC, and

increasing legislation

regarding mutual recognition of qualifications and training, and freedom
of establishment.
23

The conclusions to be reached from evidence in this

The results for this section relate to
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questions 35 to 38, inclusive.

study would suggest that mobility of workers is low, and limited to

professionally qualified personnel. In addition,
number of

people had moved to EFT A states

which would indicate that

an

approximately equal

those moving to EC states,

as

despite increasingly EC legislation designed to

the movement of workers, there is little evidence to

ease

suggest that this

aspect of the common market is yet complete.

If

shift in

a

public loyalties of the type suggested in functionalist and

neofunctionalist

measured,
workers

one

across

theories

of

international

integration

were

to

be

indicator may relate to the increasing movement of
the

integrating

The evidence in this

area.

case

would

suggest that there has not been a shift in public loyalties associated with
the

seeking of employment.

Freedom of movement of workers is

an

aspect of the common market which is nearer completion than the
freedom of movement of
evidence in this case,

capital, and

so on.

On the strength of the

there would appear to be barriers remaining in this

'market', although whether these are physical, or psychological barriers,
one

cannot be certain.

Thirty two of the respondents, representing almost two fifths of the
population, felt that there

were

problems with

a

survey

shortage of skills in their

industries; two firms in V, four in IV, nine in III, nine in II, and eight in I.
Therefore, with increasing firm size, the perception of a shortage of skills
would appear
are

of less

prove,
were

the

to grow, suggesting, perhaps, that skills, and their specificity

significance for smaller firms. This proposition is difficult to

however, but the related results lend weight to this. For those who

having

a

difficulty of this kind, there

problem suggested,

One of the firms added

more
a

than

seventh
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one
-

were

six potential solutions to

option could be used in each case.

"Increasing wages"; unfortunately, the

respondent did not explain whether this
existing workers,
could

or

was an

for potential employees,

increase of

that

so

an

the gap:
skills

increase in salary

improve the quality and skills of the applicant.

options offered involved training existing employees,
30 of the firms, out of

a

total of 32,

were

that

positive

vacancies in their
in this survey

sources

responses to

implies that the firms

are

working around

were

of potential employees.

also

these

were

attempting to increase their workforce,

companies, then

a

or

Eight of the firms
none

attempting to find employees elsewhere in the UK;
foreign trade. Only

one

were

none

of

firm, of the 32 suffering

a

But,

particularly significant in this study, three companies

was

had

of those

from

shortage of skills,

one

total of 12 of the companies covered

sought additional employees.

involved in

If

the four options related to recruitment

limiting their recruitment endeavours to Scotland, and
were

endeavouring

The remaining option choices all involved

gap.

recruitment, and related to the
assumes

or

The first two

attempting to solve their

shortages by training existing employees, and six

to work around the skills

for

wages

advertising vacancies elsewhere in the UK.
were

attempting to recruit employees from elsewhere in Europe, and none of
them elsewhere in the UK, two in France,

these firms

were

Germany, but
and

and

one

in Germany.

Two of

seeking sales personnel to be based in France and

one company was

attempting to recruit personnel in France

Egypt, and, given the business interests of the firm, dealing in African

trade, the need for foreign representatives speaking French and/or

English, in the African Continent would be

very

respondent from that firm, however, did indicate that he

important; the
was

considering

expanding his interests from African trade solely to Scotland, into France,
and

was

seeking

a

French partner for his business.
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Foreign Languages in Business24

Twenty-two of the responding firms, around

of the total

a quarter

population, used languages apart from English when engaged in dealings
with

foreign firms, and of those, all

were

engaged in importing and/or

exporting from companies based outside the UK. The language
not

range was

great. In 17 of these undertakings French was used, 11 used German,

for four Italian, three used

languages used

were

Norwegian in

and Dutch in two

company,

Spanish, and
one

one

Additional

Russian.

firm, owned by

a

Norwegian

Despite the involvement of several

more.

enterprises of the responding enterprises in the Middle East,

no

Arabic

was

used.

Regarding changes in language

use

five years,

interesting.

the

answers were

in foreign dealings

over

Of the firms using foreign

languages in their business relationships, ten registered
almost half of the total
where

languages

the previous

a

change in

use,

using foreign languages, and, at another firm,

were not as yet

being used in business, the respondent

indicated that French and German

were

to be introduced in

the

near

future, because of the changing nature of the enterprise's customer base.
In every case

of changing language

passable French to fluency")

or an

use, an

increase in ability ("from

increase in the number of foreign

a

high enough standard

those firms

a

change confirmed that the need for foreign

registering

languages had arisen
increasing
case,

24

use

as a

result of

a

of foreign suppliers for

was

the

Nine of

languages spoken at to

case.

growing foreign client base,
raw

or an

materials and services. In

one

the company had been taken over by a Swiss concern, with the

These results

rely on the answers provided for questions 39 to 44.
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that employees

consequence,

were

required to improve their French and

German levels.

The range
that

of foreign languages spoken

although

some

companies

site

not

was

were

site

was

also asked,

as

it

was

felt

be involved in international

may

relationships, the site covered in this
whole,

on

survey, a part

necessarily the head office

or an

of the

company as a

administrative site. If this

production centre and not responsible for the selling of

a

production,

or

the purchasing of

raw

materials,

foreign language

any

speaking employees would probably be based elsewhere, but included in
the

previous

responses.

However, unfortunately, the

questions regarding languages spoken
particularly accurate
the

as

it is probable that

on

some

site,

responses to

the

unlikely to be

are

of respondents completing

questionnaire have included basic levels of language ability, the

remnants of that learned at

standard for

use

school, which would not be of

in business.

a

high enough

However, with this consideration in mind,

only twenty-eight of the firms had foreign language speakers
proportion of
the most
German

one

third of the total population. French,

as

on

site,

previously,

a

was

popular, with 24 enterprises having French speaking employees,
was

spoken at nine of the firms, Italian at four, Spanish at two,

Norwegian at

one,

and Dutch at two.

This distribution

was a

close

representation of the locations of the foreign trading partners of these
enterprises.

As far

as

changes in the languages spoken

concerned, the responses were, again, interesting.

In 14

on

cases,

site

were

additional

languages had been added through the training of existing employees, and
the deliberate recruitment of

(this

was

recruited

the

as

case

sales

personnel speaking the relevant language

for two companies, both

personnel).
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employees having been

Although the respondents had not necessarily categorised the acquiring of
European languages by personnel

as

training designed to exploit business

opportunities in Western Europe, language skills
more

than

one

fifth of the firms in this

the traditional view,

declining.

being developed by

sample. If this is the

overall,

case

put forward by several of the respondents, that

English is the only language
to be

are

There is

necessary

in the business world would

appear

widespread opinion in the UK that British

a

industry is not prepared to deal with the threats of competition from other
EC states,

and that the language skills of the British population are lower

than those in other EC states, however, it
that business is

possible to

Nine of the
a

attempting to change this deficit, although, it is not

compare

the foreign languages of firms elsewhere in the EC.

firms, roughly 10 per cent of the population as a whole, have

recruitment

policy designed to favour those with language skills. Of the

remaining enterprises,
bases

were

would appear from this study,

noted than since their supplier and customer

many

entirely Fife located

or

in the UK

as a

whole, foreign languages
was

the

predominant requirement, but three added that it would also be

an

were

not necessary.

advantage for
were

any

involved in

Another ten firms felt that technical capability

candidate to speak

a

foreign language well; these firms

foreign dealings. Two firms' representatives responded

with the traditional view

-

English," and both of these

"the international business world
are

involved in foreign trade.

speaks

For three

undertakings, all involved in extremely specialised manufacture and
trade, the respondents had noted that foreign languages were a

prerequisite in that field of business, given the locations of client firms;
French

was

cited in

one

case,

with respect to dealings in Africa.
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Business Advice and Assistance25

Thirty-seven of the responding enterprises, 43

per cent

of the

survey

population, had contacted organisations able to provide business advice
and assistance

directly, and 23 firms, 27

per cent

of the total number of

responding enterprises, had requested their banks, solicitors,
accountants

investigate this

to

area

for them,

or

or

had commissioned

management consultants to conduct a study on their behalf. The range of

organisations, able to provide business advice and assistance for the firms,
which had been contacted

large, and these
than

one

are

directly by responding firms in this

survey was

listed in Table 3.15. Many of the firms contacted

organisation

or agency

for advice, and

a

more

number made direct

contact, but also instructed solicitors, banks, accountants or management
consultants to
business is

investigate specific aspects of their business. This aspect of

important in

medium-sized firms.

It

study examining influences

a

was

on

small and

apparent from both national and regional

government, and organisations such as the CBI, that small and mediumsized

enterprise, unlike larger enterprises does not have the "in-house"

resources

of

personnel, finance, and

so on, or

larger enterprises to undertake the research
term business

agencies.

the stability associated with
necessary to

develop long-

plans without the advice and assistance of specialised

With the possibly far-reaching implications of the SEM, these

public bodies seemed anxious that small and medium-sized enterprise is
aware

of the

25

The statistics

possible effects and benefits of these forthcoming changes.

making

up to

this section relate to the
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responses to

questions 45 to 54.

Table 3.15 Contacts made to

Contact

acquire business advice and assistance

by firms themselves

Investigation

on

firms' behalf

Organisation1

No. of firms

Organisation

No. of firms

DTI/IDS

13

Bank

11

SDA

13

Accountants

18

FRC/Fife

18

Solicitors

3

Local Council

4

Consultants

8

HIDB

4

Other

0

BOTB

3

GDB

2

Others2

6

Enterprise

1

The abbreviations in this table are as follows: DTI Department of Trade and
Industry, IDS Industry Department for Scotland, FRC Fife Regional Council, HIDB
Flighlands and Islands Development Board, BOTB British Overseas Trade Board, and
GDB Glenrothes Development Corporation.
2
"Others" represents those organisations which had been contacted by only one firm,
namely Stirling University, EIA, Engineering Employers' Federation, Steel Casting
Research and Trade Association, British Standards Institute, and the German
Commerce.

Chamber of

Representatives of the enterprises, who contacted the advising agencies

directly, required various different forms of aid and assistance from these
organisations, and the results relating to this information are shown in

figure 3.9. The majority of firms requested
from each of the

more

than

one type

of help

organisations which they contacted, hence the number of

requests for different types of business advice and assistance, is greater
than the number of firms

different types
this

seeking business advice, in all 115 requests for

of business advice

study.
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were

made by the responding firms in

Figure 3.9 Types of Business Advice and Assistance Sought Directly by
Firms

Type of Advice

VZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZA 40

Finance

?ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ\ 33
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZA 17
7ZZZZZZZZA10
TZZZZZZn
^3

Market'g
Technical
R&D

Personnel
Info

□ No. of firms

Training
Quality

3i

Premises

10
20
Number of firms seeking

The most

popular type of business assistance,

preponderance of SME in the
was

their

survey.

50

40

sought-after advice related to finance, and marketing

second most

results

30

each type of advice

as

was

the

expected, given the

The unexpected aspect of these two

magnitude, compared with all other forms of business

advice; 40 of the requests for business advice related to finance, more than
one

third of the total, and 33 to

and

personnel assistance

remaining

responses,

Premises, relate to the

marketing. Technical advice, R&D help,

the next most popular types of aid.

were

Information, Training, Quality Control, and
answers

given in the "Others" section of Question

47.

The trends in

aid,

are

and

marketing assistance will be required; only

marked.

The

type of advice sought, given the size of firms requesting
The smaller the firm the

more

likely it is that financial
one

firm in Category IV

required financial help, nine in III, five in II, but 11 in I, out of

a

total of 17

Category I firms requesting aid. For marketing the distribution was one
firm in V,

three in IV, four in III,

seven

in II, and eight in I.

And the

larger the firm, the greater is the probability that specialised technical,
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quality control and R&D advice is required; four firms in IV sought such
advice,

seven

in III, four in II, and four in I.

Figure 3.10 The format in which advice and assistance

"Other" in this

case can

be divided into four sections

secondment (2), company

of

was

been

of interest, as it was felt that the

specifically tailored to suit the needs of the

enquiring enterprise. These results
one

-

personal contact would indicate the degree to which the

information had

than

presented

practical improvements (2 firms),
analysis (1), and training course (1)

The format of the advice received
level

was

are

laid out in figure 3.10. In

more

third of cases, advice and assistance has been made available

through personal contact, which would suggest that the advising agencies
are

willing to provide relatively specific aid to the firms. However, as will

be shown,
the

use

despite the apparent efforts

made of the assistance

response,

was

on

the part of the advising agencies,

limited.

The

ease

of contact,

speed of

relevance of help, and continuity of help of the advising

organisations

were

all measured together, and the results are shown in

figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Ratings given to the
relevance of

ease

of contact, speed of response,

help, and continuity of help of the advising organisations

Advice

Quality

E3 Don't know
WWW!

□ Very Bad

continuity of help

□

Bad

EH Neutral
relevance of

help

M Good
■ Very good

speed of response
of contact

ease

—i

0

10

30

20

40

50

Ratings of organisations approached for business advice

Clear trends

are

apparent from this data; in general the majority of

highly. However, although the ease of

respondents ranked each

measure

contact is considered very

good, satisfaction with the speed of

the relevance of
viewed

particularly good. Thus, although the advising organisations,

as

of

willing to provide specific, relevant information by

personal contact, the assistance provided would not appear to be

highly rated by those trying to
respondents
the results

were

use

it.

However, when asked how the

able to utilise the assistance given them, in the light of

just outlined, the responses suggested the opposite. Partly as a

result of business assistance, one
Award for

received

and

help is less highly rated, and the continuity of help is not

in many cases, appear
means

response

respondent firm had

Technological Achievement in 1990.

won

the Queens

Six enterprises had

grants and funding for development projects as a direct result of

the advice received, and four

of the Category I firms had participated in

trade fairs, and exhibitions as a result of the
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help given, both financial and

practical. For nearly all the firms which had sought this sort of advice,
planning for future development
respondents commented that they
because it

was

information

was

Seven of the
business

were

unable to

"not the information
not of

practical

possible.

was

we

use to our

However, four

the advice received

use

wanted

organisation."

responding companies had sought specifically European

advice

and

assistance;

two

had contacted the DTI,

information from the bank, one the EuroInfoCentre, in
Danish Trade Office, and two had contacted

Fife,

one

by these organisations

was

the

Chambers of Commerce,

one

every case

The information provided

general publications, lists of

marketing advice, and five of the

help given had been of little
to

in

or no use.

seven

projects

were

firms felt that the

The remaining two had been able

find contacts abroad which could lead to business

both

Glasgow,

one

one

the German Chamber of Commerce.

contacts, and

hear", and "the

to

opportunities, but

still being planned.

Implications of Membership of the European Community26

The

responses

to this final section were disappointing, as many

respondents chose not to complete this part of the questionnaire.
However, although 19 respondents

respondents, around
had found

business

some

one

did not complete this section, 27

third of the total population, indicated that they

of the media items

relating to the Community and

opportunities of interest; the remaining 40 had not found any of

these articles of value

or

interest for their business.

The results of this section relate to the final three
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questions in the questionnaire.

Forty-seven of the

survey

participants indicated that they attempted to

keep abreast of the implications of membership of the EC
for which
is

a

business in

on

indicated that

appear

as

the firm

general, although

that the EC is considered

many

of the firms themselves

they considered themselves distant and separate from the

Community, its legislation, and its implications. Indeed,
the final

far

they work is concerned, 28 did not, and 11 did not respond. This

significant result, since it would

influential

as

question, asking for

an

answers

given to

explanation of why the respondent felt it

necessary to

keep abreast of the implications of membership,

demonstrated

significant trends. Twenty of the Class I firms respondents

indicated that

they felt that their firm

actions to be of

significance,

in which the firm

of the EC with

or

was too

that the EC

small,

was not

or too

The

just

positive

operated. This result reflects the perceived importance

respect to legislation, common policies, and so on only for

responses

could be categorised into several types; those from
a

personal interest in the EC, but

were not

in

position to develop Community interests in the company as he or she

considered most
consolidate its

appropriate;

significant to

us so

clear from other
to-date in this

those who felt that the firm should

Comments of this type included: "although not
far, it could become so", and "future business". It

was

considered important to keep

up-

respondents that it

area

their fields,

or

position in the British market before embarking upon

expansion abroad.

in

response was

of the larger firms.

one

respondents who maintained
a

local for EC

relevant in the industry

larger firms at this stage. This relatively negative form of
limited to

or not,

was

given forthcoming legislation, and technical standards,

and those of their clients.

In addition, with '1992'

approaching, future business opportunities had to be considered, "to
ensure

we

keep abreast of what is happening and how it relates to our
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business needs",

"Europe will be

major market for this company in the

a

future", "although the EC is not a significant market place for us so far, it
could become so; we must

"Europe is
with

a

try to keep au fait with current legislation" and

significant part of

our

business and

we must

keep

up to

date

legislative changes."

Given the responses

to this question, the overall impression was far more

positive regarding the Community, and attitudes to it, than had been

gained regarding the perceptions of its significance in the operation of
small
a

or

medium-sized

few of the

enterprise in

respondents

an

were not

EC member state. It

was

a

clear that

necessarily in favour of British

membership of the Community, with comments such

as

"Its happening"

regarding the implications of EC membership for that firm. It seemed that
on a

personal level, the respondents
market

common

as

women,

willing to accept the EC

forthcoming reality, with opportunities

a

disadvantages, while

were more

on

the level at which they

were

as

well

as

businessmen and

the implications of the EC were viewed with greater pragmatism.

Concluding Remarks

Despite initial reservations about the length of the questionnaire,
(although eight

pages

long, it required

completion) and the problems of
response

response

no

in

longer than 10 minutes for
a

business based

survey,

the

rate achieved in this survey was higher that expected.

Furthermore, every one of the completed, returned questionnaires could
be utilised.

In

conclusion, the evidence of direct effects of EC membership, at this

stage, for small and medium sized enterprises is limited.
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However, for

firms involved in
of

more

specialised manufacture, and with employee numbers

than 200, not

only did the respondents

appear to

have

a

greater

knowledge of what the EC implies than their colleagues in smaller,
more

the

generalised manufacturing firms, but they

increasing body of legislation

and environmental standards
seen as

to be

as

important, although it would

brought about

respondents at

any

as a

also

more aware

of

European technical, health, quality

introduced.

are

were

or

appear

The '1992' programme

is

that the nature of the changes

result of this have not been fully examined by

level.

Overall, the respondents could be categorised into two types, those who
felt that the future

lay in increasing involvement in Western Europe, and

those who classed the firms for which
too

were

completing the

survey as

small, and too localised, and generally demonstrated an "it doesn't

affect me" attitude, to
and the

quote one of the respondents.

interest in many

some

the evidence of this survey,
on

The '1992' project,

increasing publicity surrounding the EC, and its functions has

awakened

run

they

a

businessmen and

however, there is still

"satisficing" basis, rather than

Entrepreneurs do not always

opportunities,

as

see

a

a

women,

according to

large number of firms
"maximising" basis.

the potential threats

as

well

as

the

the probability of the eventual completion of the SEM

increases, opening up the domestic markets of the member states to exPrime Minister,

Harold Macmillan's "cold shower" of competition.

However, the final part of this
and

thesis will attempt to complete the circle,

bring together the questions raised in the introduction, with the

theoretical, and practical overview of Chapters 1
information

and 2, and the

gained from the small and medium-sized enterprises in Fife.
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Chapter 4:
Conclusions

The

original question raised in the Introduction to this work related the

perceptions of effects of EC membership for industry in the Community
member states, with
sized

respect to the actual effects for small and medium-

enterprises in Fife. A consideration of the theoretical and practical

overview of

the

Community demonstrated that both economic and

political theories of integration
however, the results of

a

are

of Fife firms would indicate that the

survey

political aspects of integration

are

significant in the structure of the EC,

almost irrelevant to

a

small

or

medium-

sized company.

Both the

political and the economic theories of international integration

have much to say

organisation such

regarding the existing, and potential development of
as

The theories of both

the European Community.

disciplines complement each other, economic integration cannot
in

an

environment free of

an

progress

Theoretically, both the

political integration.

political theories and the economics of international integration

are

equally influential for the functioning of small and medium-sized
enterprises in the Community.

However, this is not the case from the

point of view of the respondents in this
integration have much to

to

Political theories of

regarding the competence and autonomy of

say

action of the institutions of

survey.

an

organisation such

as

the EC. Theorists refer

supranationality, and quasi-federalism, and the significance of these

issues in

theories

regard to decision-making, and legislative authority. Some of the
suggest

that increasing integration in

an

international

organisation like the European Community, will result in a shift in loyalty
for the

general public from,

or

the transition from national political and
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elites

economic

international

to

indications of such

developments

functions and tasks

on

an

political and economic elites; the
are not

described.

By organising

international, regional basis, as opposed to

nationally, according to the political theorists, welfare is improved,

through greater managerial efficiency and the advantages of international
economic, and political interdependence.

Theories of international

political integration would suggest that with time and increasing

development in

an

international, supranational organisation, the

importance of that organisation

as

the

source

of legislation, the political

centre, and the economic administration of collective

society of all the

participating states will increase. The members of society, both private and
business, will view the institutions of the organisation as the dominant

political influence

on

the environment in which they exist,

for

establishment
international

evidence of
dominant

this
of

shift
the

of

Community,

view that the

no

loyalty, however, given the length of
and the advanced nature of

integration and interdependence,
a

they had

The theorists provide

previously viewed the national government.
timescale

as

some

Community institutions

shift of loyalty,
are an

or

increasing

political force, should be demonstrated by representatives of the

Fife firms.

Political

integration in the European Community has developed

considerably from the level of the 1950s, and since the British, Danish, and
Irish accession to the

programme
the

organisation in 1973. The Single European Market

involves progressive political and economic development in

Community, however, how significant

institutions be for the

can

day-to-day operation of

an

the Community, and its
small and medium-sized

enterprise in Fife, given the significance which political theorists accord to
their work

regarding the political influence
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on

society of the Community?

The

operation of

a

simple customs union requires

coordination between the member states, with

limited to the collection, and
accrued from the

decisions and

little political

joint authority being

apportionment of the customs

external tariff.

common

very

revenue

However, in order to make the

negotiate the treaties leading to the formation of

a customs

union, political cooperation between the member states must occur.

development of
with the

a common

market, of the type

Single European Market Programme,

now

The

under completion

political

presupposes

coordination, together with economic interaction and harmonisation, and

positive integrative steps

in addition to the negative

are necessary,

integration associated with the removal of existing trade barriers. As has
been demonstrated, economic
that of

a

integration in the Community

goes

beyond

union, and therefore, political integration between the

customs

member states is

significant. The Vinerian economics of customs unions

would

that the

indicate

effects

level of

of this

integration will be

widespread in the union, and of particularly for those enterprises,

irrespective of size, involved in trade with other customs union partners.
According to the economics of
considered

more

common

production filtering down to

influence the business environment of every

cashflow is

an

overriding

economics of the
with

concern,

which implies

a greater

common

enterprises,

interest in the

Community, and the potential opportunities associated

membership,

international

firm located in the

For the survival of small and medium-sized

area.

are

significant for industry, with the effects of the removal of

barriers in the markets of the factors of

market

markets, implications

as

opposed to the

integration.
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more

idealistic political aspects of

It has been shown that the structure of

a

Community Common Market,

the

Single European Market, is not yet complete in

the

measures

indeed,

a

of the 1992 programme are

many areas,

however,

designed to correct this, and,

consideration of the implications of the Single European Market

programme

has

shown

the

far-reaching

consequences

this

developmentcould have for industry of all types.

All these conclusions

regarding the effects EC membership for locally

based, and small and medium-sized industry have been reached from

high in the structure of the Community. Similarly,

an

examination of the

integrative development of the Community in reality, and
the apparent scope

of the European

common

policies,

a

consideration

as

viewed from

above, may not come up with the same conclusions as those operating at
the

base

of

supranationality,
assessment of the

sized

The political concept of

society in the Community.

quasi-federalism, is significant in

or

a

'macro'

implications of EC membership for small and medium-

enterprises, however, do European Community Law, and European

common

policies affect the perspective of

woman?

The view of the

a

small businessman

or

Community structure at this level is somewhat

different, but in what respects, and why? A number of conclusions can be
drawn from the results of the survey

conducted

on

Fife industry, with

respect to the significance accorded EC membership as an influence on the
business environment.

Most
on

basically, the larger the firm size, the greater the importance placed

the EC

as a source

threat from

evidenced
the

of

potential markets, and

as a source

industry in the other member states.

of competitive

This conclusion is

by the greater knowledge demonstrated by respondents from

larger firms regarding the exact
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scope

of the Community, and the

limits to its
from the
in

responsibility and competence of action. While respondents

large enterprises referred to the existence of specific EC standards

their

field,

the

or

importance of forthcoming environmental

legislation, and chemical labelling legislation, for example, the
representatives of the smaller firms talked in

more

general terms,

referring only to abstract concepts. Their perceptions of the other member
states of the

Community

was,

in

many cases,

"foreign" and "over there",

the actions of whom could not affect small, local
attitude

is

a

industry in Fife. This

part a reflection of the overriding priorities for the

representatives of small and medium-sized companies, namely
and

the

survival

of

the

firm

beyond the short-term.

revenue,

For such

businessmen, involved entirely in the local economy, it would seem that
"overseas", in the Community, or in EFTA, is considered distant
irrelevant.

Whether

programme

nearing completion, cannot be measured since no comparable

or

not this is the case,

and

particularly, with the 1992

study of industry in Fife exists from the period prior to British entry into
the EC

organisation. However, in other parts of the UK, there have been

examples where companies from Continental Western Europe have been
able to
with

exploit the economies of scale, and freeing of markets associated

the

Community.

supermarket

The effects of the establishment of

Aldi

threatening the profits and solvency of other

are

supermarket chains in the Birmingham

throughout the Community
concentrating

an

area,

area;

Aldi operates supermarkets

and is able to offer

very

low prices by

moving large quantities of the goods themselves by

on

selling in bulk, without expensively designed presentation and marketing.
A French company,

operating
has

on a

involved in the manufacture of building materials,

European basis, and therefore producing at very low costs,

established

a

site in

Ipswich, and is able to undercut all local
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manufacturers, in

industry which has traditionally been locally based

an

in the UK.

Certainly, there
nature

British

from all

was an awareness

of the Community, and its general

respondents, although not all

membership of the organisation.

awareness

is

were

Undoubtedly, this greater

partly the result of increasing media

Community and its actions, and

a

entirely in favour of

coverage

regarding the

growing intrusion of the EC onto the

daily lives of private individuals,

as a

result of European Community

passports, for example. However, none of the respondents demonstrated
an

in-depth knowledge of the significance of Community

policies relevant in that industry.
appropriate to

kept

an eye

health and

had

The

no

a

firm

Community legislation, where

forthcoming in

was

on"; outside the

areas

common

many cases,

and therefore "to be

of technical standards, and codes of

safety, the criteria and conditions of existing EC legislation had

direct

significance for

awareness

of the

manifestation of

the

any

firm,

as yet.

Community and its operation could be in part
indirect

effects

of British

membership for the

responding firms, and the increasing importance of these effects
companies become larger,
For

example, there is

will be involved in

or more

a greater

EFT A1

has

as

securely established since formation.

probability that

a

manufacturing

company

export or import with time after the development of a

client base, and a consolidation of business interests.
and

a

been

eased

Trade within the EC

considerably during their integrative

development with such advances

as

the Single Administration Document

(SAD), designed to avoid delay at customs, and reduce the transport costs
1

EFTA and the EC operate a free trade area agreement between themselves, thus,
the internal tariff barriers removed between EC states, have also been removed for trade
between EC and EFTA states.
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of

intra-Community and EFTA trade

Apart from the geographical

proximity, and the relative ideological, and economic similarity between
the UK and the other EC, and EFTA states, progress

in the freeing of trade

within the Western

European region should be apparent to companies

looking to export,

import goods from abroad. Again, the preponderance

of exports
Western
not

and imports from Fife small and medium-sized firms to

Europe would

possible to

and EFTA had

The

or

appear to

measure
never

reinforce this conclusion, however, it is

the pattern of Western European trade if the EC

been established.

relatively crude results of this

survey

would indicate that the volume

of trade with other EC and EFTA member states is

proportionally slightly

greater than nationally. This would suggest that the possible implications
of the

Single European Market in the medium-term will be greater for

industry in Fife than for Scotland and the UK
disinterest

felt

from

disappointing. In the
firms involved in

area

an

European languages

view of
most

a

respondents, therefore,

of languages, much

was

was

somewhat

being done by local

increasingly multilingual business environment.

significant result of the

language skills in

whole. The relative

foreign trade to improve the level of skill in order that

they could be used in
A

many

as a

were

survey

being learned in

a company.

number of

related to the fact that only Western
every case

Again, perhaps, this is

of improvement of
a

reflection of the

respondents that Western Europe is becoming the

important market place for their business, in particular

as a

result of

the 1992 programme.

The

potential effects of the legislative changes of the Single European

Market

are

supposedly extensive and far-reaching for all firms. However,

the most controversial

aspects of the common market framework, namely
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indirect taxation, and frontier controls, will not be in

1992,

or

place by the end of

indeed within the four years after that, and it is these issues

particularly which will complete the
market effects.

The

programme,

and trigger the

common

Single European Market could herald potentially

major changes in accounting methods, and documentation relating to

import and export, however,

none

upheavals associated with
completion of the

common

of the respondents seemed

some

of the possible

market for all firms, large,

aware

of the

consequences
or

small.

of

In this

respect, the results of the survey have been disappointing. An assessment
of the literature

provided by the Confederation of British Industry, the

Department of Trade and Industry and the Industry Department for
Scotland2, together with the information gained from officials of the Fife
Chamber of Commerce and Fife

Regional Council shows that

as

far

as

the

governments of Fife, and the UK are concerned, the Single European
Market would represent

the most significant, and turbulent change to the

business environment of every company
encountered.

in the Community

area ever

If this is indeed the case, then the limited reaction from

industry in the Fife Region is worrying.

None of the firms contacted in this survey were

sized

enterprises3 who have experienced impressive growth, and

development

as a

and assistance
the

2

result of utilising national and regional policies, grants,

designed to exploit the business opportunities existing in

Community.

some

those small and medium-

There

of whom in the

DTI

are a

number of such firms, the experiences of

European market

are

described in

a

publication of

/ IDS Enterprise Initiative Literature. CBI Europe sans Frontieres

Information

Pack.
3

The Single Market Committee of the Scottish Economic Council "The Scottish
Experience: Eight Case Studies" part of a series of booklets published by the DTI, and the
IDS called Toivards 1992.
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the Scottish Office. In

competitive threats
reactive

work.

,

fact, responses by the firms in this survey to the

or

opportunities of the Community market

and not pro-active

The response

,

were

and this is the essential conclusion of this

of small and medium-sized enterprises towards the

European Community in the past, and towards the future have been based
on

and

the manifestations of
a

response to

changes brought about by Community action,

these changes,

or

acknowledgement of the possible

implications of future developments, without plans to anticipate the
opportunities,

or

threats of these before they have happened.

The overall conclusion of this research must, therefore, be that small and
medium-sized

enterprises in Fife operate within the context of their

business environment, and do not
this environment.
and that this has
environment for

There is

some

some

an

attempt to change the parameters of

awareness

of the

European Community,

distant, but largely irrelevant effect on the business
other firms.

behalf is considered necessary

only in

However, action
response to

on

the company's

changes generated by the

Community, not in light of the implications of such changes. While, the
reaction of theorists,

Community planners, and national and regional

governing bodies towards the Community
reaction of small and medium-sized

can

enterprises in Fife to the European

Community must be considered pragmatic.
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be considered idealistic, the

Appendix A:
Treaty of Rome, establishing the EEC,

The

25 March, 1957, Articles 1-3
Article 1

By this Treaty, the High Contracting parties establish
European Economic Community.

among

themselves

a

Article 2

The

market
and progressively approximating the economic policies of Member States,
to promote throughout the Community a harmonious development of
economic activities, a continuous and balanced expansion, an increase in
stablility, an accelerated raising of the standard of living and closer
relations between the States belonging to it.
Community shall have

as

its task, by establishing

a common

Article 3

For the purposes

include,

as

set out in Article 2, the activities of the Community shall

provided in this Treaty and in accordance with the timetable

set out therein:

(a)
of

the elimination,

as

between Member States, of customs duties and

quantitative restrictions on the import and export of goods, and of all
measures having equivalent effect;

other

(b)

the establishment of

commercial

(c)

(e)
(f)

customs tariff and of a commmon

policy towards third countries;

the abolition,

as

betweeen Member States, of obstacles to freedom of

movement for persons,

(d)

a common

services and capital;

the adoption of a common policy in the sphere

of agriculture;
the adoption of a common policy in the sphere of transport;
the institution of a system ensuring that competition in the

common

market is not distorted;

(g) the application of prcedures by which the economic policies of
can be coordinated and
disequilibria in their balances of
payments remedied;
Member States
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(h)

the approximation

of the laws of Member States to the extent
required for the proper functioning of the common market;
(i)
the creation of a European social Fund in order to improve
employment opportunities for workers and to contribute to the raising
of their standard of

living;
(j) the establishment of a European Investment Bank to facilitate the
economic expansion of the Community be opening up fresh resources;
(k)

the association of the

increase trade and to

overseas

countries and territories in order to

promote jointly economic and social development.
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Appendix B:
Questionnaire
A Changing Business Environment?
(Please tick boxes, and fill in spaces as necessary throughout)
A.

Company Details

1. Name of

Company:

2.

Address & Phone Number of

3.

Name & Position of

4.

Company:

Respondent:

Is this firm?

5.

Is this location?

Independent

Company Head Office

Subsidiary of another
Company

Company Branch

Division of another

Only Company site

Company
6.

Date established in Fife?

7.

Firm's

membership of/affiliation to organisations and associations?

CBI

Chamber of Commerce (?)

Employers' Federation/
Trade Association^)
Local Board of Trade (?)

Export Club (?)
Others (?)
8.

Number of
Now

9.

employees at this site?
1985

Indicate annual turnover (£)

1980

approximately ?

Now
1985
1980
10.

Indicate

proportion of production exported worldwide (an
approximate percentage will suffice)
Now

1980

1985
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11.

Indicate

countries

proportion of total production exported to West European
(an approximate percentage will be adequate)
1985

Now

1980

12. What does this firm do?

B.

Markets. Products, and Services

13.

Where do many

of the

raw

materials and services

you use come

from, predominantly?
Scotland
Rest of UK

Europe (Countries?)
Outside
14.

Where

Europe (Where?)
were

you

getting

your raw

materials and services, five

years

ago?
Scotland
Rest of UK

Europe (Countries?)
Outside
No

Europe (Where?)

change

15.

Bearing in mind the work you have done in the past 12 months,
where have your products gone to and, if possible, in what proportions,
approximately?
Scotland
Rest of UK

Europe (Countries?)
Outside
16.

Europe (Where?)

Has this

pattern changed compared with five years ago?

Scotland
Rest of UK

Europe (Countries?)
Outside
No

Europe (Where?)

change
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17.

Thinking about the companies
with, where are they located?

you

have contracts and dealings

Scotland
Rest of UK

Europe (Countries?)
Outside

Europe (Where?)

If this has

18.

changed

over

the previous 5

years,

why, and in what

way?

ALL RESPONDENTS
19.

What do you

20.

Do you

21.

In what ways are you

understand by the Single European Market?

feel that membership of the EC has affected your firm in any
way (by this I would like to know whether there is any EC legislation of
significance in your field, as far as you are aware, or whether or not your
company now operates using metric measurements, and so on)?

Not

thinking of expanding

your

interests abroad?

(why?)

Plans

IF FIRM HAS ANY KIND OF FOREIGN

How sensitive is your company

22.

DEALINGS, THEN

to exchange rate fluctuations?

(circle relevant comment)

Sensitive Neutral Not Sensitive Unimportant
membership of the Exchange Rate Mechanism helped
firm to plan better?

Very Sensitive
23.

your

Has British

C. Business

24.

in the

Relationships, and People

How many

business trips have
past 12 months?
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you, or any

colleagues, made abroad

25. What sort of

Where did

trips?

you

go? (list countries)

Reconnaisance

Conferences/Trade Fairs
Business

trips to foreign

partners
Other

(specify)

26.

Has your

the

firm been represented at
past 5 years? Yes / No (No. 30)

any

conferences

What sort of contacts with firms elsewhere

27.

Trade

Research &

Technical

Financial

Other

(Specify):

28.

In what form did this

Agreement of

some

or

did you

trade fairs in

make?

Development

relationship take?

kind

Contract

Partnership
Informal

arrangement

Other

(specify)

29.

In which

country or countries are these companies?

UK

France

Netherlands

Belgium

Luxembourg

Spain

Portugal

Italy

Greece

Denmark

Germany

UK

Other countries

(specify)

ALL RESPONDENTS
30.

Will you

future?
31.

of

be participating in conferences, and trade fairs in the

Yes/No

How successful do you

extending the

range

think occasions such as these can be in terms
of contacts for a firm such as yourselves? (circle

relevant comment)

Very successful

Useful

Neutral
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Not useful

Waste of time

32.

Have you, or any

of this firm's employees, undertaken training
specifically designed to exploit British membership of the EC?(No - No.35)

Seminars
Courses
Missions

Secondments
Other

(specify)

33.

What

area

of

training?

Marketing

Languages

Technical

Research &

Other

(specify):

34.

How useful has it been? (circle relevant

Very Useful

Useful

Neutral

Development

comment)

Irrelevant

Very Irrelevant

ALL RESPONDENTS

35.

Have any

of your skilled personnel, leaving in the last 5
to companies based elsewhere in Europe?
Yes/ No (No. 37)
36.
In which country, and to do which job?

years, gone

ALL RESPONDENTS
37.

Are you

38.

How

are

encountering
you

any

Yes/No (No. 39)
this shortage?

skills shortages?

attempting to

cover

Training existing employees

Working around

gap

Advertising

Scotland
Elsewhere in UK

Recruitment abroad

Europe (where)
Outside

Europe (where)

IF FIRM HAS FOREIGN DEALINGS OF ANY KIND, THEN
39. When

which

conducting business with foreign firms, either abroad,
languages do you use?

English

German

French

Spanish

Italian

Russian

Others

(specify)
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or

here,

How has this

40.

No

changed from 5

years

ago?

change

Change (Why?)
ALL RESPONDENTS

What

41.

languages

are

spoken by employees at this site?

English

German

French

Spanish

Italian

Russian

Urdu

Hindi

Others

(specify):
In what way

42.

No

has this changed from 5

years

ago?

change

Change?
ALL RESPONDENTS

(EXCEPT THOSE WITH NO FOREIGN INTERESTS)

43.

Do you

D.

Advice & Assistance

45.

Have you, or anyone on your

have a recruitment policy designed to favour those with
language skills? Yes/No
44.
Why?

organisations for

any

behalf, been in touch with
type of business advice and assistance?

any

None
Which?

1
2

3
4

5
46.

If another

organisation investigated this area for you, what type of
organisation was it? (tick relevant boxes)
Bank

Solicitors
Accountants
Other (?)
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What

47.

type of advice and assistance was made available to your

company? (tick relevant boxes)
Technical

Person¬

R&D

nel

Market¬

Othersf?)

Finance

ing

1
2

3
4

5
In what format

48.

was

the information you

received in

response to

enquiry?

your

Pamphlets,

Personal

Personal

Other

leaflets, and

written

publications

information

approach phone/meeting

(specify)

1
2

3
4

5
49.

scale of 1 (v good) to 5 (v bad), for those organisations
approached, how did you find?
Using

a

1

2

5

4

3

you

Ease of Contact

Speed of
Response
Relevance of

Help

Continuity of
Help
50.

In what way were you

51.

Were any

1

able to

use

the information

you

received?

of the contacts with organisations able to give advice and
3

2

Yes

None
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4

5

Have you, or anyone on your

behalf, been in contact with
agencies able to provide assistance in European matters?

52.

Yes (which
No
53.

any

other

ones)

(go to No. 55)
What type of advice and assistance did

you

receive? (tick relevant

box)
Research &

development

Personnel
Technical

Marketing
Finance

Other
54.

(Specify?)

Were you

able to

use

the information provided, and how could it be

improved?

ALL RESPONDENTS

Increasingly, the media, Press, television and radio, is dealing with
European issues in business; have you found any of these articles or
programmes relevant or useful in any way? Yes /No
56.
Do you try to keep abreast of the implications of membership of the
55.

EC

as

57.

far

as

this firm is concerned?

Yes/No

Why?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE

Date:
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